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Described by hams who have operated it as
One of the finest CW receivers yet
receiver."
"the first real postwar
developed. Greatest continuous frequency coverage of any commu-

nications receiver-from 540 kc to 110 Mc, in six bands.

n

FM- AM -CW. 15 tubes. Matching speakers available.
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Function, beauty, unusual radio performance and reasonable price are all combined in this fine receiver.
Overall frequency range from 540 kc to 43 Mc, in four bands. Nine
e

-

tubes. Built -in dynamic speaker. Many circuit refinements never before available in medium price class.
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U

Overall frequency range from 540 kc to

32

Mc, in four bands. Self contained speaker. Compact and rugged,

high performance at a low price. Makes an ideal standby receiver
for hams. CW pitch control is adjustable from front
0

panel. Automatic noise limiter

a

Prices slightly higher in zone
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OF RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS
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HalGoaNvs Representatives in Canada:
Majestic Limited, Toronto -Montreal
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Coupon below!

I will also send you my
Lesson, "Getting Acquainted With
Receiver Servicing," FREE, to show you
how practical it is to learn Radio at home in spare
time. It's a valuable Lesson. Study it -keep it -use
with put obligation! Tells how "Superhet" Circuits work, gives
hints on Receiver Servicing, Locating Defects, Repair of Loudspeaker,
I.F. Transformer, etc. 31 illustrations. Mail Coupon below!

it-

SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW I TRAIN YOU
AT HOME To BE A RADIO TECHNICIAN

-

Do you want a good -pay job in Radio
or your own money- making Radio Shop?
Mail Coupon for a FREE Sample Lesson
and my FREE 64 -page book, "How to Be
a Success in RADIO-Television, Electronics." See how N.R.I. gives you practical Radio experience at home -building,
testing, repairing Radios with BIG KITS
OF PARTS I SEND!

Many Beginners Soon Make Good Extra
Money in Spare Time While Learning
The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA
MONEY JOB SHEETS. You LEARN Radio
principles from my easy -to-grasp, illustrated
lessons- PRACTICE what you learn with
parts I send -USE your knowledge to make
EXTRA money fixing neighbors' Radios in
spare time while still learning! From here
it's a short step to your own full -time Radio
Shop or a good Radio job!

Future for Trained Men is Bright in
Radio, Television, Electronics
It's probably easier to get started in Radio
now than ever before because the Radio Repair business is booming. Trained Radio Technicians also find profitable opportunities in
Police, Aviation, Marine Radio, Broadcasting,
Radio Manufacturing, Public Address work.
Think of even greater opportunities as Television and Electronics become available to
the public. Send for free books now!

Find Out What N.R.I. Can Do for You
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson and my 64 -page
book. Read the details about my Course. Read letters from men I trained, telling what they are
doing, earning. See how quickly, easily you can get
started. No obligation I Just MAIL COUPON NOW
in an envelope or paste it on a penny postal.
J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7G%, National Radio
Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio School,

Washington 9. D. C.
Our 33rd Year of Training Men for Success in Radio

Build Radio Circuits Like These With Kits

I

VETERANS
training right In your own
home under G. L DilL Mail coupon.

You can get this

I

TRAINED THESE MEN

Averages Better Than $3,N1 A Year

"I now have a shop and am

doing fine. I average better
than $3,000 per year, and certainly give NRI much of the
F.
credit." -RAYMOND
DAVIS, Ashburn, Georgia.

Made $$12 In 12 Mot. Spare Time
I

finished my ex-

perimental kits lessons I
tackled my first Radio service
job. The neighbors were very
cooperative. I soon had all
the repair jobs I could handle
in spare time. I have made $612 in the
W.
past 12 months in spare time. "
CLARK, Wilmington, North Carolina.

Good fo

Send

"Soon after

-J.

FREE

J.
SMITH. President,
Nationalg
NationalRad
o snttute, Washiington 70X C.
Mall me FREE, without bligation. Sample Lesson and 94.page book about bow to
win success in Radio -and Television, Electronic.. (No salesman will call. Pleas*
write plainly.)
MR.
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SIL VAXIA XEWS
RADIO SERVICE EDITION
JULY

Prepared by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.

1917

RADIO SERVICEMEN! GET EXTRA SERVICE

SALES WITH NEW PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN!
Powerful Advertising Drives Opening Wedge...
Effective Mail Pieces Help Clinch Sales!

pwri. Ì FE

Advertisements in such national magazines as Collier's, the Saturday
Evening Post and Life are examples of Sylvania's tremendous campaign which tells millions of people about your radio service. This hard selling campaign naturally helps to bring customers into your store.

These inexpensive, attention -getting mailing pieces remind your customers to bring their "Radio Service"
work to your store ... remind them, too, that you carry
the finest line of radio tubes made.
Month after month, Sylvania's nationwide advertising pounds home the same message to your customers.
ORDER FROM YOUR SYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR or

Month after month it tells them the advantages of having
their radios serviced by competent radio servicemen.
You'll find that you'll get the best results from this selling effort by supplementing it with your choice of the
sales aids illustrated above ... which clinch the sale by
directing customers to your store.

write SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., EMPORIUM, PA.

SYLVANIAELECTRIC

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES: CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES. WIRING DEVICES: ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS
2
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this great source
of money- making ideas

Mail coupon be
your subscription
will start at once

LATEST

-it

I try

will

Flt CIRCUITS

to use FM

-

-"It works all right on AM but when

all I get is

a lot of noise." You'll be
hearing that story more and more as the new FM jobs
come on the market. Get set for them now by keeping
up with the new FM circuits as they appear in "The
Capacitor."

-

subscription

-

Looking for a new 'scope at a bargain
price? Need a helper? Have you anything to sell? If so,
write up an ad and send it in to "The Trading Post"
the serviceman's clearing house -which appears every
month in "The Capacitor." This feature alone may make
"The Capacitor" worth many dollars to you.
THE TRADING POST

Meet "The Capacitor" -the magazine that's published
by Cornell -Dubilier solely to help servicemen speed up
their work- build up their business.
It has no frills
isn't cluttered up with complicated
mathematics -and you could read it for years without
learning how to build a crystal set. Instead its articles are
meaty, down -to- earth practical discussions of the problems every serviceman meets every day. Never before has
there been such a great demand for helpful servicing ideas
-and "The Capacitor" is C -D's answer to this demand.
Use "The Capacitor" to help build up your service business-as it has for thousands of other successful servicemen. Don't wait -mail coupon NOW and your FREE

i

"I received my first copy
of 'The Capacitor' the other day and I want to tell you
that I think it is excellent. The articles are very interesting and clearly written. You have my congratulations
on a very fine magazine." Culled from the hundreds of

"THE CAPACITOR IS EXCELLENT"-

start immediately.

letters received every week.

1947
Cornell-Doblller Electric Corporation
South Plainfield, New Jersey

Dept.

RC7

Please start my FREE subscription to "The Capacitor"

1

at once.
Name

1

.
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EQUIPMENT, TUBES, PARTS, TOOLS

TEST

complet. going- in- burinsr packager. (If nc.,sary they can

/

- Accurate - Priced

Right

1

Jeweled Meter
Selector Switth
All multipliers bridge
for 1 °o accuracy
Zero odlustment -built in batterie,
Molded bekelite cas only 3- 15/16' a
2-7/$' a 2'

tetd

MODEL 451A
AC -DC
Volt -OhmMilliammtr
utility-sensitivity

TYPE CF3 -63

199

GENERATOR

1490

.

List price 54.45 -our Special

Astatic L- 70-new postwar design
-solder terminals-1V, oz. pressure
volt out put -4000 cycle cutoff.
List price ;5.55-we quote you

-I

149
198

675

plug....

FAMOUS

HEXACON

ELECTRIC'S

little

Model 6505C - OUTPUT

METER

4000 ohm con,tant impedance
AC volt meter with ranges of 0-1.5-

-

-

989

300'

MULTI -USE WIRE

FEATURESt
I .I 200 watt replaceable element. ?,4' tinned Copper

Stranded No. 22 tinned wire -eta,
"ROCKBESTOS" 1000 volt insulawartion- fireproof aircraft wire
time development -at this low price

tip. replaceable. One piece drawn case-gun metal finish.
6' heavy duty cord -stand included. Comfortable, well
balanced handle. Operates on 110 volts -AC or DC.
Liss Price $11.00
Speed up your heavy work

-

369

-a

you can use the

100
feet

45c

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

--

-

long leads
made to fit
mounting feet
where you need them.
Clean stocks

For ell-tdis -to
-size 2' x IS' x

4

50L6- 35L6-25L6 to 4 obro voice coil
PAN 18e' x
Specify quantity of each type you
need at

389

Lr.

Candelabra screw base for 110 volt
lamp.
Mount in 1' hole.
Lampe removable from front of panel.
Available marked 1.2.3 or 4 on back
of white lens.

49c

Write - Wire - Phone

best-

JEWELLED PILOT
LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

4,-wmain

ohm soice coil

19c

YOUR CHOICE net

Include full remittance with orders of $3.00 or less.
Include 25% deposit with all C.O.D. orders of
Prices subject to change without
83.00 or more.
notice.

cording equipment, general use on
electronic apparatus. Regular net
24.50. A "one time on) "1
Special
O
buy at

49

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Model 6068- VOLTAGE

TESTER

Checks voltage and polarity.
Range: 0.440 AC-DC volts -defi nite indications for 115, 220, and
440 volt lines. Separate polarized
vane for AC or DC indication.
Built in test leads. -Excellent for
checking wiring, fuses, general factory installation and maintenante.
Every plant
every electn
needs several at this low

-

Regular net 16.67

Special at

Underwriters Approved brown rubber covered insulated parallel Cord"sips" apart easily -non fraying
s
deluxe -way above average q

201

Order from the Ad

- 150 volts. Conversion
chart for reading DB level from
10DB to +35 DB. 100 microampere meter. Excellent for receiver
alignment, level indicators in re-

20

Roll

A

6. 15.60

MODFL

1

ALL RUBBER
LAMP CORD

200 WATT SOLDERING IRON

r time -save money at

FAMOUS -LITTLE TRIPLETTS"

PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT 180

14c

115% off

198

Selenium cell only. no holder. postpaid...
(Puts new life into Philco Changers)
Sapphire needle only, no mirror,
postpaid

-4'

over

economy pocket meter
featuring a 2' moving vane
meter.
Reads: AC -DC volta,
0- 25/50 /125'250;
Mills AC-DC, 0-50;
Ohms, 100.000:
mfd..05.15.
Jacks provide range
selection.
and

CONDENSERS

PHILCO part No. 61- 0177 -.S mfdlead -slotted mounting
é x lié
strap for easy installation -Standard
'lerchandise -not war surplus -Present
1st price 51.00.

Our spieled-

Testers with the big 3 Meters
Bakelite roses 3' , x 5f.' a 2V,'
Range selection switch -long, easy to read
scale,. We made a good buy -here they are
at rock -bottom prices -The greatest buy
ever offered in precision testing equipment.

4

SHURE P93 -W57A -pin type
terminals -as os. pressure -I.6
volt output -6000 cycle cut off.

two insulator side cowl mount -3 section
63' rod -supplied with 3 insulators and wedge
adaptor to fit 957, of all car bodies
-complete with 48' lead.
List price $4.95 -our price ......
A

199

1000

An

The

typ-Set Manufacturers dos-out
-oll Guarantd

Webster F2- Replaces L26 -L40.
L70 etc.-pin type terminals -1
oc. prure -1 volt output -5000
cycle cutoff.
List price 55.00 -you pay us

I f,.

straight or curved, cowl or fender. 3 section 63'
rod easily adjusted to vertical without tools -complete with 40' lead.
List price 55.45 we sell for

Milliemmter

\"fs`"I

Standard

-A

MODEL 312
Volt -Ohm-

/

$35000

PHONO PICKUP CRYSTALS

RADIART AERIALS

Reeaenl,ed by
Quality leader
Admiralty bra, rods
everyone
Permanently
rattle
plated
Triple
Polyeproof
Static muffler ban
thelen insulated Hl O leed with pro tective vinylit covering
Supplied
with single pin (Motorola)
aloe
and adaptor for bayonet style (Deice
end Philco) fittings.

All angle cowl or fender mount
modern
Radian development -fits all body contours,

complete with batteries.

NET

ndr.)

.

ohms per volt.
Ranges: Volts AC, DC, and
Output Ranges,
0-10/50/1001500/10M;
Ohms full scale, 500.000.
Ohms center scale, 7200.

NET

changed to wit your

TYPE CFA3 -63

dependable instrument of

wide

bw

There never was a better opportunity than now to start a profitable
business of your own. No fuss, no worry. Here's everything you need.
Details upon request. Write, wire or phone!

TEST INSTRUMENTS

A

Choose one of these
3 GREAT NEW DEALS

Th

Compact

SHOP

95

KI'kVI'..J

SUPPLY&
ENGINEERING CO., Inc.

price.

125 SELDEN AVE.

DETROIT
RADIO -CRAFT
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NO OTHER SERVICE GIVES YOU THESE

EXCLUSIVE PHOTOFACT* ADVANTAGES

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS
actual study
are based on OUR

covered.
of the equipment
We ORIGINATE information
it! Every
we do not copy
quadruple- checked
is

-

fact

for

NO OTHER

accuracy.

SERVICE COMPARES
WITH PHOTOFACT.

COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY
Ask to see

PHOTOFACT VOLUMES I

and

II the next time you visit your parts
distributor. Look through the books.
Notice these Points: The same complete data always in the same easy -tofind- location! The schematic and pictorial diagrams for every Post War set
BIG, CLEAR, ACCURATE PICTURES -Each with its simple coding
system keyed for instant reference to

-

I and
PHOTOFACT VOLUMES
20 Sets of PHOTOFACT
11

The first
in Two
Folders are now available
Almost
it!
of
Volumes -Think
approxicovering
3800 pages,
1946 & 1947
mately 1800 NEW designations
Chassis
and
Models
If
ea
-Yours for only $18.39
ordif
filing,
drawer
you prefer
20 individual
any or all of the
$1.50 per
sets of folders G
than two cents a model.

YOU'LL WANT PHOTOFACT
Individual PHOTOFACT Folder Set M20
available June 15 at the same low cost
of $1.50. Order PHOTOFACT Volumes I

Indianapolis

Send Vol.

I

Set No.

(

(

)
)

ReQ. U.

HOWARD W.

enclosed.
)

SAMS

S. Pat..

Off

& CO., INC.

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Expert

Nemc-

- Ad. Auriema -89 Broad

SI.,

New York 4, N. Y. -U.

S.

of

Amoco

de L So

PHOTO

Address_

City_

RADIO -CRAFT

and II or the individual sets of Folders
from your distributor, OR directly
from us.

ASK THE MAN THAT USES PHOTOFACTS

& CO., INC.
HOWARD W. 6,SAMS
Indiana
order) is
My (check) (MoneyVol. Il (

complete parts lists for every instrument! The full alignment and circuit
data! The disassembly instructions!
The Dial Cord Drawings. And, even
RECORD CHANGERS are completely diagrammed.
Now put any other service beside
PHOTOFACT and compare- That's all
we ask. Use PHOTOFACTS once -You'll
use them forever.

Stete

for

JULY,

1947

CT SERVICE
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SIGNAL

A

GENERATOR
OF

LABORATORY
CALIBER

volt. Microvolt meter, dual variable and
over
4- position ladder attenuators; complete multiple
shielding, 4- section line filter, all add up to a
signal generator utterly without equal today.

MODEL "906" Signal Generator carries to new
heights the SILVER tradition for the finest in
test equipment at prices so low as to be impossible to any other manufacturer.

1

fundamental ranges, direct frequency
calibrated to '1% accuracy, cover 90 kc.
through 170 mc. A three tube R C a.f. oscillator provides 400 cycles AM modulation, panel
variable from 0 to nearly 100 %. Panel switch
shifts to FM, 90 kc. through 210 mc., with
MODULATION knob setting built -in electronic
FM sweep anywhere from 0 to 500 kc.
Eight

Add size and style matching famous "VOMAX ",
"SPARX" Dynamic Signal Tracer and MODEL
904 Condenser Resistor Tester and you have
unmatched value. Yet volume production, carefully controlled SILVER manufacturing costs,
bring you MODEL "906" at only. $89.90 net.
Better get yours now, for production can't catch
up with demand upon this truly superb laboratory instrument for months to come.

Output is continuously variable from less than
microvolt, including strays through 20 mc., to
1

O V
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SEND YOU 8 BIG KITS OF RADIO PARTS

including

6 TUBE

HETERODYNE

RECEIVER

TRAIN YOU
RIGHT by PUTTING
YOU TO WORK with
I

REAL PROFESSIONAL

EQU I

PMENT!

LEARN
HOW TO

BUILD CIRCUITS! TEST! REPAIR!

YOU DO OVER 175 INSTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENTS

YOU BUILD TN /S USEFUL

TESI fQU/AMENTI!
I give you a fine. movIngcoil type Meter Instrument
with
on
Jewel
Bearings
complete Analy
Darts for

-

er Circuit Continuity Tester. You learn how to check
and correct Receiver defects
with professional accuracy
and speed.

HERE'S THE EASIEST, MOST PRACTICAL WAY OF ALL TO PREPARE
FOR GOOD PAY in RADIO ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION!
train your mind by putting you to work with your
hands on o big 6 Tube Superheterodyne Receiver.
And, believe me, when you get busy with real
Radio Parts
8 big Kits of them
you really
LEARN Radio and learn it RIGHT! You get the
practical stuff you need to be useful in Radio, and
that's what it takes to make money. You don't
hove to worry about what to do with these B Kits
of Parts. Step by step,
show you how to build
circuits, test, experiment, trouble- shoot. And you
don't need any previous experience. The Sprayberry Course starts right at the beginning of
Radio! You can't get lost! Simplified lessons,
coupled with real "Shop" practice, makes every
subject pia n and easy to understand and remember.
Soon after you begin Sprayberry Training, I'll
send you my sensational BUSINESS BUILDERS.
I

-

-

I

A

BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

...

OR A GODO RADIO JOB

You'll find ou) how to get and do neighborhood
Radio repair jobs for nice profits and rich experience while learnirg. This sort of work can easily
pave the way for a Radio Service business of your
own. But with Sprayberry Training, you're not
limited. You con swing into any one of the swiftly

expanding branches of Radio Electronics
INCLUDING
Radio,
Television, FM, Radar, Industrial Electronics. Be wise!
o

tical slant

y

"How Io Rood Radio Diagrams and Symbol."
o voluobls and wonderfully complete new book

which ploins in simple English how to read and understand any Radio Set Diagram. Includes translation of all
Radio symbols. Send for this volume ate
It's heel
Along with it, I will send you another Big Free
book describing in detail my Radio Electronic Training.
.

JULY,

Radio.

M

You'll get valuable a
penance and p'acüte
building this Signal
Generator and multi-

purpose Tester.

Makes a breeze out
of fixing Radios and
you

don't

hive

spend money

to
on

outside redy mde equipment.

RUSH COUPON!
SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO

I
I
I
I

F.

I

Name

I
I
I

L. Sprayberry, President, Room 2077,
Pueblo, Colorado
Please rush my FREE copies of "How to MAKE MONEY in RADIO,
ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION," and "HOW to READ RADIO
DIAGRAMS and SYMBOLS."

Age

Address
City

(Moil in envelope or poste

LMI B1 B>

for

on

Ing

fully qualified

RADIO - ELECTRONICIAN. Get full details
about my Training at
once! Mail coupon below for my 2 big FREE
Books.

FREE DONIS

RADIO -CRAFT

part
-

Decide now to become

CET THESE VALUABLE
Hen's

Sold
wiring. connect.
Ind Radio
.buldcircuits
you can't beat
this method of learning.
When you construct this
Rectifier and Filter, Resis
tor and Condenser Tester.
etc, you get a
ally prat -

111111

BI 11

BB1

==

I

State
on penny postcard)

BBl

BI

=

1111

B1

BI

B)Bl

= 11
7

IRUUMTELEVISIOKD
EVERYTHING
COMPLETE and
Ready to Assemble

15 9 50

26 SQ. INCH PICTURE!
6 CHANNELS!
17 TUBES!..
including 7" Dumont Cathode
Ray Picture Tube
OPERATES ON HO VOLTS

5040

CYCLE

SINGLE PHASE A.C.

including complete

DIAGRAMS AND
INSTRUCTIONS
large and easy to follow
CHASSIS AND FRONT
PANEL INCLUDED

Here is the finest TELEVISION kit ever offered at
ANY price ... yet THIS price is LOW ... and you'll
see HOW LOW when you examine the many HIGH QUALITY features. IVs TRUE FM sound, with exceptionally brilliant vision. The kit can easily be constructed by ANYONE who can follow a radio circuit
diagram. Hundreds hove already been assembled
by radio students and are in continuous operation.
No holes to drill. Completely punched and drilled
17" x 15" x 4" chassis and front panel supplied.
This is a wonderful opportunity for you to own a
GOOD television receiver. The sooner you send
your order, the sooner you can begin enjoying
Belltone television reception.

USE THIS ORDER COUPON
F. O. B.

CHECK THIS LIST OF QUALITY FEATURES

*
*
*
*
*
*
/

3.5 MC bandwidth giving beautiful picture definition.
25.75 MC trap -tuned, high gain video I.F. transformers.
Exclusive TRUE FM sound circuit. We DO NOT use slope

detection.

of video I.F. amplification. 2 stages of video
amplification.
3 stages

Extremely stable hold circuits.
Includes 17 tubes (counting 7" Dumont cathode ray tube.)

r BELLTONE RADIO 8 TELEVISION CORP.
Please

send....

New York City

Check or

.

583 Ave. of the Americas, New York 11

BELLTONE TELEVISION KITS @$159.50 ea.

Money Order enclosed.

NAME

BELLTONE RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.

STREET

583 Avenue of the Americas, New York 11, N. Y.

CITY

STATE
RC1LY

L
8
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¿(TUS SHOW

YOU HOW!

Distinguish yourself as a leader. Get the real money. the better opportunities'wh1ch go with
leadership and initiative. Let us show you how you may find all of the things in the opportunity- packed fields of Radio and Electronics. Begin your training today so you will be
prepared for leadership and opportunity tomorrow
either on a payroll or in a profitable
business of your own.
Whether you are an ex -G.I., a teen-age youth or an older man. there can be a place for
you in these fascinating fields.
Mail coupon below right now for late facts about the exciting events in F.M. Radio,
Broadcast Radio, Motion Picture Sound, Electronics. Sound Recording, the future
developments in Radar and other branches.
You don't have to know a thing about Radio and Electronics. Over a period
of is years, DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. has perfected a method of
home training that GETS RESULTS.
We provide. for use in your own home. a BIG FOUR method that inBoth the Horne Study and
cludes (r) commercial type Radio-Electronic parts and assemblies for
valuable "LEARN -BY- DOING" experience at home; (r) a 16 Mm
Chicago Laboratory courMotion Picture Projector and is reels of action -packed "LEARN
ses of Deforest's Training,
BY SEEING" instructive movies to speed your understanding of
Inc. are accepted for your
important principles at home; (3) many easy -to -read loose -leaf
training. If you qualify
lessons illustrated with handy fold-out diagrams; and (4) an
under the "G.1. Law," you
effective EMPLOYMENT SERVICE to help you get started
may obtain either traintoward a good Radio Job when trained
to assist you
ing without cost to you.
in starting your own Radio Business.
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\
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No

previous
radio or
electrical
experience

-or

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Our effective Employment Service goes
to work immediately upon the completion
of your course to help you get started.

YOU CAN BUILD 7 01FFERENT RADIO RECEIVERS
You "Learn -By- Doing" at
\s home from 8 big Kits of
radio parts and assemblies (similar to the
equipment shown here).
You build 7 different
radio receiving circuits
;Nand
and dozens of other
fascinating projects.

Z

is necessary.
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"learn -by- seeing" movies. We el
supply you with a 16mm Motion Picture IN
projector and 12 reels of information - MI
You use

packed film.
DeForest's Training, Inc. includes instruction in motion picture sound
equipment, F.M. Radio and Television. In addition to our Home
Study courses, RESIDENTIAL TRAIN.
ING is available in our new, modern Chicago laboratories. Ask us for
information regarding same.
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DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
2533 -41 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. RC -D7.

Chicago 14, Illinois, U.S.A.
Send me your big book "VICTORY FOR YOU" showing how
I may make my start in Radio -Electronics with your modern
home training plan. No obligation.
Name

Age

Apt

Address

City

If under I. check here
If a discharged veteran

loft

.a

-Lone

Stale

l
NO

ui

for special information.
of World War II, check here.
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Grasp the NEW OPPORTUNITIES in

Modern Radio-FM Broadcast and Reception Television Industrial Electronics; Power,

Control, Communications

new equipment
and methods demand new technical ability and
experience. Keep up to date with the latest.

MODERN
EQUIPMENT

Shop Method Home Training

RADIO
FOR

YOU

By a Real Established Resident Trade School
With Its Own Television and Broadcasting Studios,
Shops and Laboratories

USE AND KEEP

TO

TRAIN WITH ADVANCED
TECHNIQUE
The good jobs In Radio Electronics
Low go to the men who are equipped to
handle them. It takes training and experience. National Schools, one of the
oldest and largest trade schools in the
country, makes it possible for you to
get this training right in your own
home

IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

National maintains modern resident

training Studios. Shots and 1..iborxtortes whore instructors and engineers
working

constantly to improve
methods. SHOP METHOD
TRAINING U a logical extension of this practical system.
A FREE lesson that shows you hoe
are

training
11011E

practical and systematic tills new training method is will be sent you without
adigation. You may keep and use this
lesson to Drove to yourself just how
practical National Training really in.
Get one of the many NEW JOBS
that demand now techniques and methods in Modern Radio. (het your share of
the NEW BUSINESS that servicing
the new sets and equipment demands.
Experts agree that Radio. Television
and
Electronics present opportunities
APPROVED FOR

The very essence of National Shop Method
Home Training is EXPERIENCE. You get
actual experience by working with modern

Radle and Electronic equipment -building
many types of circuits. You may build a
fine, long distance MODERN SUPERHET-

ERODYNE,
signal generator, miniature
radio transmitter, audio oscillator,
many
other standard actual operating
oleos of equipment-conduct cathode ray
and other experiments. This practical work
advances with your training -YOU LEARN
BY DOING!

mural greater than ever before(

Radio is expanding with far-reaching improvements In reception. No one
knows yet how great the Television
market will be. Lies-Veldts will touch
almost every walk of life -10 Industry
and In the home.

TURN YOUR INTEREST IN
RADIO INTO A OAREER THAT

WILL ASNOItH YOU SUCCESS AND

SECURITY.
FIND OUT WHAT NATIONAL
TRAINING CAN DO FOR YOU
Where do you stand tedal In modern industrial progress ?What does the
future hold for your You owe it to
yourself to i testigatO this epperinpity. With National Training YOU
GET AHEAD FAST -you may slop
Into a goal position or start a business of your own, with little capital.
even before you complete your National
Course.

Fit yourself for

serity
cu

TRAINING

../

tunilytn tell

you how much
this Course. Since
here nt the College I

I appreciate

being
have

put the
theory o n very gtond
have Installed a P.A. system
in the student., dining had;
today I
purchasing the
required equipment to install
similar system in the large
assembly had: and at all of
a
the large meetings held so
far I have been assigned the
task of setting up the portable
P.A. ystem. I have also repaired several Radios for thee
and v the professes', In.
once
eluding ca Radios.
again, thanks for a nnecourae.
I an looking forwent to the
rest
Est
of the training with

lays
!MOTHSaint V.

e.Nyni

Saint Mary's College
Saint Mary's Celiac°. Calif,
NOW MANAGER OF SERVICE
really proud to be a
"I am DEPARTMENT
Nations/
t:mduale
has
helped me to bold my present
position. Now
of

-it

service depor+me,,t for Valley
Music Company. Tinte, 1.00
changed slime I enrolled for
National Training, I have an
Radio station to keep
in that
n on experiments
field. W7I11.F. Plue many.
uorateur

I

installation problem, have no time to call
It spare time' anymore

many

d
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Since beginning your Course.
I have received two promotions and a ae present hind
the position of Radio Com-

munications Chief full time..
FRANKLIN A. HILL.
Indianapolis. tad.

for
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This Book

Tbls big book presents the

'I

r

inde-

FREE

I.

thanks to Nnl nwnal c hols.
DWIGHT
Me,iford, Oregon
FINDS A PLACE IN RADIO
BROADCASTING
graduate.) from National
three years ago at the ge
has ,
of
Since then
I
34.
been employed at Werner:,
Electric Co. a d Federal Mf,.
Co. On April 30 I Joined the
engineering stag of WKNE In
Keene, New Ilampsh ire, nTransmitter Engineer. Prior
to my starting Your trwr
I didn't know a thing about
Radio. MY apid rise In Oils
held is evidence of what your
school c n accomplish with
a Is
Milling to
anyone
spend n few hours a day with
your training. May I express
my sincere thanks to you and
the
faculty at National
Schools.
FRANK T. SIMMER,
Keene, New Hampshire
MORE THAN PAID FOR
IN SPARE TIME
"I COURSE
can sincerer say that my
few months
nation in
w ith r National Schools had
paid off In dividends Inr
the tuition
greater
harged
the entire
Course, while at the N
time increase my saving..

career of

In one ofa the fastest

Get

UNDER GI BILL

SEE WHAT NATIONAL TRAININ
HAS DONE FOR THESE MEN
COLLEGE PROFESSOR
APPRECIATES COURSE
want to take this upper -

a

rnings, Mere.s nd
growing
fields in Industry. For full information.
just send your name and address on the
coupon and mall it TODAY.
pendence. good

.Erwnwagy)

farta about the field of Electronics and your opportunities
In it together with full information about the advanced National Training. Read It and
mate up your own mind that
National Training will equip
YOU
for a great future. No
salesman will rail on you from
National. The book is FREE
with your sample lesson. Clio
and mail the coupon TODAY

NIATIONAL,.

IOS ANGELES

37,

SCHOOLS

CALIFORNIA

EST

1905

^l

.

ríRraritN.LI'yr..

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION
National Schools, Dept. 741C
Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37, California
Mail me FREE the two books mentioned In your ad Including
I understand no salesman will call on me.

r

4000 South

a

(Mail in tmwlupe
plate
on penny post cari)
sample Irs,uo of your coures.

NAME

A013

ADDRESS

CITY
17

....

..

SPATE

Include your zone number

Check here If veteran of World War

11
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Potentiometers- Choice of

12

...

S2.85=

TUBE HEATERS
AC or DC 100 Watt
Heater, Ideal for many uses
such as line resistance, glue
pot heater, baby bottle warmer,
etc. Brand new- packed two
per carton. 2.," diameter. Price, per pair .... 75C

-

110V.

Here is your chance to obtain good potentiometers
at unbelievable prices. Any 12 of the listed controls

$2.85.
1. 500 M ohm CTS l,s" dia. control with rs" shaft.
2. 3,500 ohm CTC PM" dia. control with 16y" shaft.
3. 1.000 ohm CTC 1%" dia. control with r " shaft.

4. 100 ohm 1!_"
5. Dual 25,000

GUDE PATH RECEIVER R 89 'ARK 5 A
Formerly used for blind landing but
adaptable to many other uses such as
receiver for new police or citizen's band.
Band of operation 826 -335 MC on any
of three pre -determined crystal controlled frequencies. Contains eleven
tubes, 6 relays and other valuable parts.
For 24 V DC operation. Size 13'." x
st .i" x 6% ". Price, complete
$6.45
as

haft.

6. 50,000 ohm

justment.

7.

dia. control screwdriver adjustment.
ohm Clarostat l'K" dia, with %"

AB 1!d" dia. control screwdriver ad-

25,000 ohm dual

shaft.

Ire"

dia, control with ae" length

MICRO SWITCHES
R-RS. brand new in original
box. Packed 10 per carton. SP
type normally closed.

shown

Price per carton

13.2 MC --IF TRANSFORMERS

Slug tuned. Packed two per
carton. Size 3" high overall with
1%" x %" mounting base.
Price per pair
$1.25

...

$2.35

CAPACITOR KIT :1
Contains assortment of 25 various condensers.
including two-2 mfd, 600 V. filters. one-1.000
mfd, 15 V. filter, four -1 mfd, 400 V. paper
by -pass, three
gang midget trimmers and
assortment of micas and metal cased types.
$2.95
Complete Kit of 25 New Condensers

-3

RACK UNIT FOR SCR -522

Contains--relays, ratchet motor jones and amphenol connectors,
switches, condensers, etc.
Brand new in original
box. Motor will operate
on from 6-24V. DC.
Price
$1.85

CAPACITORS

Cornell- Duhilier TJH -40010 G,
1 mfd, 4,000 V. Brand new.
Price, each
$4.85
Cornell -Dubilier 4 lnfd, 1,000 V.
Brand new
Price, each
$2.25

-

Aerovox -288 A, 2mfd,
600 V. Brand new
packed two per carton.
Sold only in pairs.
Price, per caston
$1.95

12

-50 PIECES, COILS and COIL FORMS
, , r ything e" r desired from high
R.F. chokes, R.F. antenna coil for 550 -1,500 KC. to
ceramic and lucite coil forms.
$1.35
Complete 50 Piece Kit of New Make
KIT F2

1'r,etically

KIT

#3- Twelve

Frequency Crystals

Contains assortment of frequencies picked
at random in the range of between 3,000
and 8,000 KC. Mounted in FT 243 $2.95
holders. Price per Kit
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CREI -Where the Professional Radioman Studies

CREI Offers the Modern Technical Training You Need
to Qualify for the Good Jobs
Good Salaries

-

-

Secure Futures That Can Be YOURS
Face the Future and Face the Facts.

Radio is moving at a pace so fast,
that it is far beyond the expectations
of the most optimistic authorities a
short time ago. New receivers contain FM, standard and short wave
AM, Television -phonographs with
automatic record changers. Projection Television receivers employ
20,000 volt power supplies-some
have in excess of 40 tubes. Two -way
installations are becoming standard
equipment on buses, trains, trucks
and taxicabs. Many industrial plants
have over 40 different electronic
devices. These are the types of jobs
you'll have to service from now on.
Such rapid expansion makes progressive servicemen realize the need
for authoritative training. It should
be a timely warning to others that
they must "re- tool" their technical
knowledge in order to keep pace.
The Industry has advanced so
rapidly -that, while it has created
good jobs and remarkable opportunities -most of them are "over the
heads" of the average radioman.

SURVEY PROVES FACTS!
following are excerpts from
comments made in a survey of
graduates
recently completed. The original names and
statements are in our confidential
records.
"The course has been very helpful in
The

CREI

That's why it is so important, if you
have an "ounce of ambition ", to
prepare now. You can increase your
technical ability with the thorough,
practical technical training for
which thousands have enrolled with
CREI since 1927. CREI home study
courses in Practical Radio -Electronics and Television Engineering
offer you the chance to acquire the
profitable knowledge and ability to
enable you to keep pace with this
zooming industry.
You owe it to yourself
to your
family -to equip yourself with the
ability to go after and get the good
jobs that are actually "going begging" for adequately trained men.
You can start training NOW in your
spare time, but you must be ambitious and willing to study seriously.
Technical education is one of the
very best investments you can make.
It will pay you dividends all the rest
of your life. It costs only a postage
stamp and a few minutes' time to
write for the interesting facts. Mail
the coupon today.

-

the

everyday things that crop up in the broadcast
Feld and is especially useful to one employed
in a broadcast station."
-A Chief Engineer--4 -23 -47
"M,, CREI training has helped me with radio
theory so that I was prepared to undertake
problems in design. construction installation
and maintenance as they came along."
-A Chief Engineer- 4 -24 -47
"I found CREI even more than I expected:
I
have gained confidence and respect for my
fellow workers as well as my employer, and will
always feel that CREI has given me the foundation necessary for whatever I may accomplish

in radio."
-Maintenance and Operation-4.23 -47
"Radio is changing so fast today that without the clear, concise training that CREI provided,

I

would never

be

able to look

such

things in the "teeth ", as FM, Facsimile and
Television."
-A Chief Engineer- 4 -22 -47
"As far back as I can remember in my
"radio" life one eternal question mark has

been before me-WHY DOES IT WORK THAT
WAY? Many seem content to take anether's
experience and word as Gospel, but all that did
for me was to make me wonder the more.
Truthfully. CREI opened many doors, and
things which were beyond comprehension to
me when I began my Radio Electrician career
in the CAA are now not only acceptable with-

out question but fully understood."
-A CAA Radio Electrician- 4 -28 -47
"The knowledge gained from study of the
CITE! course is valuable to me in my daily
work. I expect to take a written examination
sometimes this summer for probational appointment to the position of FCC Radio Engineer.
and if I pasa the exam as I hope to, considerable credit will be due CREI training."

-A

FCC Radio

Inspector- 4 -29 -47

Mail Coupon Today For This 24 Page Free Booklet!
If

you have had professional or amateur radio experience and want to
make more money, let us prove to you we can gire you the training you
qualify for a radio I..b. To help ue intelligently answer your

need to

inquiry

-

PLEASE STATE BRIEFLY YOUR BACKGROUND OF
F.XI'ERIE.VCE, EDUCATION AND PRESENT POSITION.

VETERANS:

CREI

TRAINING AVAILABLE

UNDER THE

"G. L BILL!"

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
An Accredited Technical Institute
DEPT RC-7

16TH AND PARK ROAD, N. W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.
Branch Offices: New York (7), 170 Broadway
San Francisco (2), 760 Market M.
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IraCAPITOL

RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

16th & Park Rd., N. W., Dept RC- 7,Washington 10, D. C.
Gentlemen: Please send me your free booklet, "CREI

Training for YourBetterJob in RADIO-ELECTRONICS ",
together with full details of your home study training.
I am attaching a brief resume of my experience. education
and present position.
CHECK
PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING
COURSE
PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING

NAME
STREET
CITY. -__--- .__ -ZONE___- STATE
I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill.
13

PECIAL VALUES
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or immediate delivery
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CONDENSERS
Cap

Cat.
No.

Volts

MFD.

C11(1........
0111
C112

..,....

C114.........

8.......1600 0R.....
600 Oil.....

.2......

NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER

C.

1000,
iv

.t

-taped of

49e

Brand new
a with

15E

tits lobe$ 3.95
riable coupling. CompleteTransformer

Power
Thardersan 300MA
60 ay. Input. Secondary,
Exno
110 a 220 V
at 4501150
tapped
550 /x /550
al SOmo. 18 4.95
bias winding 2001x1100
M+ ..
and tuning units. '$14.05
IC 191E less lobes wet 60 amps.
5.95
Traa fo
rn
F5eent

..........................
good
ohm+. used --In

.002 MFD 3000 VDC.
Cot. No. 111. 101...

mpeda

ka 1ype.
30 MC

in
condition
wort fully insulated.
100 $ 1.49
, ors Vs
Col. No I.5 pet
popular ohmage,.

IF

square

Inn

.

s coup-

...................

MODULATION

4

-Per

Are

95c

29c
4.

PHOTO FLASH TUBE
12,000,000 lumen, light ovtpot.
Ignition coil included.
10,000 Flashes. Die,
gram, lane on request.

I

Meg.

resistors

The

fem..

boot

MC band. Cam

wed on tit 144
plete pow. suPPIT

110V- AC.bnpwp
Nb,.
tr.:Instanter and

9

i.

Shipping weight 100 lb.-

BUTTERFLY

Shollva, Acra-Ohm wire
wound
1W
sees..

i

813-$
RK60

a+
O+eOlotor bonerfly to hem
76

bly condeMet

megoty

30

oá

VT127
VR150
829
872

Mounted o
k
tube socket.
Nc
condenser. Catalog

IC3.;195
B

211

_ "°113g
a

654
656

to be we
megacycles
AS do er
with 368
cot No. BC2.

138

23.

Ia
691

a RECEIVER

3S4

2M

6SL7

6SN7

6SA7

5

No.

-with

N

$1495

CHOKES
MA ,wing choke.

eto

rose.
FC- 205.

Cal,

$595

Thordar,on SHY I50M
choke, Car. No. FC201
-93c
Thordarson 8MY 175
Mahake, Cor. No. FC202
-$1.49
Thordonon 12H?
23M choke, Cat. No.
FC203

C

each

-390
Thadarsan 8MY
350M «hole, Cat. No. FC204
-$4.93

65
65

955
9004

ronge 3800 -5800
every TO KC.
crystal Oscillate checked
eery 200 KC. Power
ourpw 17
..ash, yoke a CW.
- b rube, nd 200 KC.
g -tot

KC.- ca8braeo,

-7M 550

C ser

IRS

304

Frequencies

THORDARSON
T48003

TUBES

1T4
155

tube.

C

I9c

BC 634

TUBES
45
1 25
2 95
69
95
1 95
1 45
1 50
.95
5

1.9!

TRANSMITTER

Ib,.

TUBES

Condensers

2.93
6.93

W. Cat, Nn
No.

slug............

$895

tronslamer Is conservatively rated at 530 Watt audio to
modulate Mot new KW rig. Really rugged construction with protective
Ro,hover gaps, which ore adjustable. Terminals and gaps ore mounted on
mol board. The laminations Mat mob up Mir transformer
o 'Mycolee
re of high audio quality and ore extremely Min, molting il Impo,+ible for
the care to "droner or talk'.
Audio Watts-550 Sec. 11.450 Mils Sec. 12.80 Mils Tuns
Ratkr-Prim Sec. 11 1:1 Pri, Sea. 12.5.1 Pr, Sec. 12 Tap -23:1.
Impedance Rotio -Prim 11.1:1 Sec. Fri: Sec. 6225.1 Pri. Sec. 17 Tapo25 1.
DC Rnblonce- Prim'135 ohm, Sao /1, 112 Am,; Se<. $2, 99 ohm,.
_
Transformer, ;mutation tested: Pri. 8000V., Sec /2.2000V, to the rest of
Me colts and core. Primary center topped fa Clou 'B" modulator,. Secondary ,2 will carry 80 Mils to modulate
of beam power or screen grid lobes. Primary will match any Class "b" tube, up to 10,000 ohms plots to
plat.,, such as 810',, 75T',, 8005'., 28120',, 203',, MY512'+, 2111, 813,, 828'+, 805'+, 2037',.
Sica 9m/j wide, 7%' deep, 71/4' high. Hovy channel iron mounting broalef. Weight opproa. 4O lb,.

Receiver

f

Sockets for °tan tubes.
Co? No. AT.. ...
Jack, Pl 35, PL 68
Powdered iron slug
with holantife coil fame
to match, ideal for
brood tuning. E. C.
O.
Powdered 33

RCA modulation

onda, widely

..f

"'

1S-210
15.710.........

WIC

52

1.93

gong.
pram.

5 with
No, ST -100

95

Shipmp weigh,

8

-per

12' Utah P. M. Speaker,
Alnico Ne.
did output transformer, Cot.

Johnson

1KW

TRANSFORMER

100.........
-

Wafer Sockets, 4-5-6.7
and
Cat. No. WF.
Cat,

Ass, Snobs push on wood
and plastic. Cat.
No. KP -100 -per
100...........

Transfomrw
aluminum

solver slug tuned

69.00

Ain't mica condensers,
Cot. No C.12
100

TRANSFORMER

IF

As+Y

Transmitter IL

$149

$4995

Brand new

jMounted In aluminum shield can,
1500
me,
with air ins-

95c

tar Phase,. 2000

cr.-Sec

used......

MICA CAPACITATOR

..............................f

SV
lbs

60
FT12Thordaraon

SCI 623

801 Oscillator and 801 Power Amplifiers, 2.46 Modulators and 1 -46 Speech
Amplifier 4 Kfol Frequencies and Muster Oscillator on selector switch. 10 to
30 watts output. Tone Voice or C.W. Mod. Ideal for 80 meter bond. Canes
with 3 coils TU I 7A 2000.3000 Kr.. TU 18 3000 -4500 Kc TU 25 3500.3250
Kr. Black wrinkle case. Includes 2 separate costs to store extra coils. Frequencies chart and tubas Included, pooled M original
Cases, less crystals at this low price. Co?.
Noe MT- 100... Shipping weight 125 lbs.

Westnghouse
Westinghouse 1
MFvo Bosh $12.95
MFD 10,000
pyranol
Westinghouse
MFD photo
.. 14.95
0eneral Elect0c

2000 oD200
»4515 200
750

110 V

Cf. Cot. No.

MINE DETECTOR

WVDC $7.95

vas

MFD 0 00

Pri.

6. 3V, dA,

4.95
44c
95c
49c

Oil.....$

4000

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER

Your
Cost

Working

Receiver & Transmitter

5(ßS22, 100 -156 MC.
ln good
`r
.Complota washUsed,
l e rube,

BRAND NEW SCR -269 -F

and

t////

$x995

AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER

RADIO COMPASS
COMMIE
WITH

$7500

COMPONENT PARIS
she radio compass SC1.769 -F was designed to be the primary rodio noviyofion compost
for the United State, Army and Navy Ai. Forces. Constant reception i+ paslbte day or
eight so that fixes con always be mode to esrobli,h the plane's or ,hip's location,
The azimuth indicator 'is divided into 360 degree, and is connected to the loop
antenna, therefore molting it possible to navigare the ship in any direction as preset on the
dial.
Phoning floes is accomplished by selecting two a more station, and plotting these on
the navigation map, The point of intersection of Me,e line,,indi<etes the location of the

troll.

TM, equipment come, complete with 17 tubes cope, heterodyne receiver which is tunable
from 200.1750 KC in three bonds. A complete instruction Look for operation and maintenance accompanies this equipment.

Commercial on
line,
Amr charter
planes

Yodts
Fishing vessel,
Home radios
Mom operas,

Air freight
anes

1

Radio Cornee,, Receiver
BC -437 -F

1

Radio Control Dos

SC434
1

1

F

Mounting FT213 -A
Mounting F1.224-F

loop 1P -21.F (Include,
Dehydrator/
Cord CD -365 A

Indicata

1.81 -F

S172

Relay
Plug P1.112
Plug

PI.118
WRITE FOR

Plug Pt..122

1

Dehydrator Mae, Fitting
6 Clomp, 10 foot
lengths

Operating

8 Mainte.

Me Handbook
Coupling MC 136

HRC

Tuning

Shaft MC 124

I

13009
1

I

Insulator IN -79
Insulator IN 81
Shaft Casing and Spline
Drive

S

3
5
1

Shafting F/MC124.
13001
NW F/MC-124
Spline F/MC-124
Sleeve F/MC-124
Transformer
RI 6-T

C189A S-

FREE BULLETIN

RADIO COMPANY
Mich. Soles Add

3';

Sales Tow

5249 GRAND RIVER

DETROIT 8, MICH.

Minimum Order $2.00
F.O.B. Detroit

X20°7 DEPOSIT REOUIRED ON ALL C.O.D. ORDERS
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Rectifier Transformer
equipment

GN -45 Hood
Generators

aah/flarneaÑo#:"

117V AC input, 62V output at 3.5A.
Rectify and use with filter and
rheostat to run your 12 and 24 volt
$3.95

Plate & Fil Supply Output
500VDC 140 ma and GV 3A
8 "x8 "x6"
$4.95

Has the Electronic Equipment You Need

Selections From Our Huge Microwave Stock

10 CM. PLUMBING
Sand Load -Wave guide section. App: 23"
high with cooling lins (Dummy Ant.) $31.00
Wave Guide to Coax, with flange Gold
plated 10 CM
Standing Wave Detector, rigid coax

25.00

ohm.

68

5.00
8.00

rotary joint, with mounting plate

Coos

Wave guide (16 ft. lengths) per fout
10 CM
Heavy Flange for mounting wave guide

T section choke to cover

2.00

$

4.50

Flexihle section choke to cuver
3.00
Mitered elbow and S section cover to choke 3.50

MICROWAVE TEST PARTS

SPECIAL-3
resonant

2.00

3 CM PLUMBING

TUNING UNITS
Ideal for E.C.O. Rig

1.25 CM. PLUMBING

cm. vernier drive dial, and
cavity Maciruire Wavemeter

4151539TFX. 21GA

inch directional coupler, 20Db drop 3 Cm
-in and out, coax probe
8' long directional coupler, CU- 90 /UP20Db drop has short right angle (10 cm)

$20.00

4
-

5.50

Wave guide 90° bend E Plane. 18e' long ; 4.00
5.50
Wave guide. 18" long S curve, cover to
1 -222A
Signal Generator-8-16 MC and
choke
3.50
150 -200MC 5 MC crystal ose. for calibraRotary coupler, wave guide in ami oit
tion power input 115 volta. 60 cycles AC 47.50
choke to choke
6.00
W.E. Signal Generator I -138 A (10 cm)
Duplexer section using 1B24
10.00
indicator is a 0 to 200 microammeter.
Wave guide 6 ft. length, per ft.
1.93
Value $400. Our price
75.00
SEND FOR OUR NEW MICROWAVE FLYER

SO RADAR

AMERTRAN PLATE
TRANSFORMER. 115 v
- -60 -cycle primary. 6200
volt-et-700 mil secondary.

WRITE FOR PRICE AND DETAILS

RADAR UNITS

PPI, or A. Presentation
250.00
SLa ppi console, WE Radar, good cond 225.00
AN /APG -5 Trans.-rec. 2500MC Range
radar uses lighthouse tubes
100.00
SCR 518 RADAR

ALTIMETER-20000
ft. range 3" calibrated scale, 516MC,
complete installation. New
RANGE UNIT SCR268-Radar.

279.00

115v /60c

15.00

MAGNETRONS
3131

3131

II

Size
11."x14 "x10 ".

AMERTRAN CHOKE -RMS test 15KV.

H..3 amp.

1

DC, DC resistance 7.5 ohms $8.95

Power and Filament
All Primaries: 117V 60 Cycles
Secondaries
115084 -1000V CT and 8800V CT at 250
ma, and 6.3V at 1.6A
$6.93
=5114 -1500V CT at 200ma and 5V at A 6.95
=5054 -980V at 450ma- $4.95. Per pair 9.00
415109 -6180V at 200ma
14.73
=5057 -6.3 CT 1A, 5V CT 3A, 5V CT 3A 2.73
5104 -6.3V at lA, 6.3V at IA, 6.3V

at IA

Fil. Transformer

W.E

Sonar Sound Detection
Ideal for

rer

Goer sounds, such

QK59.
QK60, QK61,
QK62. Pkgd. Magnetrons 10 cm Band

in

$45.00 each

Magnets for Magnetrons

KLYSTRON oscillator tubes 2K25, 723 ab
designed for 3 cm operation. New. With
complete data. Listed at $38.00, reduced to

Cavity

(10

CM)

$12.00

7.75

with

a

as

;

Extra

-To

mile area.
.salt

15.00

In separate sealed containers

.95
.95

Thermistor Buttons D 168391
Magnet for 3 centimeter magnetrons, incorporating a magnetron stabilizer cavity. Cinaudagraph Type UC 210
22.50
WE. Converter BC 437A
19.00
Parabolic Reflector- Ribbed -For operation in 3000.4000 MC Range. Made by
Budd. Has Mounting Neck. New
85.00
Dipole -Can be used with :hose
5.00

1-

1

With

Go

ARC -5 Dynamotor $1.95
Control Box
$1.00
Control drive cables
1.50
Single mounting rack
1.00
Double mounting ravk
1.65
Shock mounts
.95
All parts interchangeable with SCR -274-N

RCA I 2-TUBE SUPERHET
Frequency: 100 to ISIIOKC. Used but in
excellent condition. Power supply 113V
AC 24" L x 18" W x 13" II
$29.95

That Condenser You Need
Oil Type
1

2
4

mf
mf
mf
mf

5.5 mf
1 mf
2 mf
.25 mf

300 rdc
300 vdc
300 vdc
400 vdo
400 rile
500 rdc
510 rile
600 vie
600 vile
G00 ado

5

ME.

.85 mf
1 mf
8-8.4 mf 650 rdc
.1-.1 mf 7000 rdc O.E. Pry.
2 nit 600 ide
4 mf 600 ade
10 mf 600 ode
1
tar 1000 rdc
.1 tuf 1000 ode
" mf 1000 rdc

Using

crystal.

which Is about 1000 tine nore sensitive than quartz,
as
the active unit the
ound Is transmitted up a
60 ft. length of cable. It
is completely enclosed in a
olid rubber sheath shun,.
size is: 10% -l.
pbvalcal
x 24 "dla. Tlda s, and de

4

10

used

1

.4

in harbor defense. Coupled
to an audio amplifier, this
n he found to have many
valuable applications

2
4

Model JR

1
1

.25

Similar to above but 3 times longer and
with more crystal, for great'r

elf 1000 vde
nif 1000 vdc
nit 1500 rdc
mf 1500 vdc
mf 860 ac/1000
mf 7500 dc
mf 20.000 'de

5.000 ohms impedance, compicce
with G ft. reed. plug. detarh.thl, cushions. Ieri lh,r head
band. Brand new
$1.95
3'.,ed. in good condition... 1.00
-

^ .000
1íK\'
0001, 10K\'

We

have

a

wide

15.50

selection of 120 watt resistors
requirements.

Send your

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B.
NEW YORK CITY. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK. SHIPPING CHARGES SENT C.O.D.

Designed for ,Marine Use

SEND FOR FLYER

COMMUNICATIONS

Navy DP12, covers broadcast and
marine frequency bands. 100-1500
UC. Complete installation with accessories and spares. Operation:
115V AC or battery pack. Loop
can be operated remotely
$195.00

for

JULY,

2.50

$1.50

DIRECTION FINDER

RADIO -CRAFT

1.00
4.95
12.50
17.50

SANGAMO CAPACITORS
it

HEADPHONES

.25
.30
.50
1.05
.25
.25
.20
.25
.30
1.45
2.07
.35
.60
.85
.75
.25
.89

1.20

2000 vdc

mf 3000 vile

10-10-10 tuf Symehrw cap 90v,66c

$12.30

.20

1.00
1.40
.95
.15
.85

mf 1500 vdc

I mf

$6.95

AA for SD.1

tirity.

3-

-12K8;

-12AG. Ranges
t Specify
freq. desired)
1500 -3000 Kc ; 3-6 Mc ;
6-9.1 Mc. Power ; 24 -28
VDC for only, new $6.00

Unit!

0l'.

1

12SR 7

3.23

In schools. with,

IS

Rochelle

tenor was originally

Tunable Cavity for 707B
3.50
Thermistor Beads (D- 170396), for use with
UHF and Micro-Wave Equipment (List
$7.00).

12SK7;

under
under-

detecting

(included)

Tubes

4

$25.00

70713

2.15

RECEIVERS
NEW ARC -5
SUPERHETS....$6.00

Very conservatively rated

ELECTRO - MAGNET
for 720- BY
$13.50

McNally Klystron

Corps version of the famous BC -191.
Used supplied with une tuning unit,
meters, coils, condensers, etc. Special $9.95

4.5hy, 125ma, 1780V test
$1.13
Dual: Thy, 75ma, Ilhy GOma, 1780V test 1.95

1JAN) 10 cm.
Kw peak pulse
listed $200. O U R
PRICE
$25.00
720-BY MAGNETRON
300

TRANSMITTER BC 375

Air

CHOKES

$6.50

2132

$39.95

=3126 -5V CT 3A. 5V CT 3A. 5V CT
at 6A

em) Magnetron
$20.00

BC191 and 375 -contains coils,
chokes, dials. condensers ; send your
frequencies
$2.75

H. V. TRANSFORMERS

10 CM SURFACE SEARCH RADAR SETS
SO -9 new with spares-complete installations.
SO.13 used, in excellent condition.

SN Radar, complete. very compact,
portable, new
$650.00
RC 148 1FF, includes trans. rec. BC1267
and pwr. unit RAI06 -A. Operation:
117v/60c-157 to 187 MC
47.50
SA RADAR, PPI Unit, from SA -2 Radar
RCA 7 in scope
165.00
SQ RADAR Complete Console, GE, B

From

EQUIPMENT CO.

131 -C Liberty St., WH 4 -7658, New York City 7, N. Y.

1947
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Words

that rode

on a beam of

IF

Alexander Graham Bell could look
at the microwave antenna in the illustration, how quickly his mind would
go back to his own experiments, 67
years ago!
For in 188o the inventor of the telephone had another new idea. Speech
could be carried by electric wires, as
Bell had demonstrated to the world.
Could it be carried also bya light beam?
teleHe got together apparatus
phone transmitter, a parabolic reflector, a selenium cell connected to hand phones -and "threw" a voice across

-a

EXPLORING AND
16

microwave radio. It was developed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories for military communication and found important use in the European theater. In
the Bell System it is giving service between places on the mainland and
nearby islands and soon such beams
will be put to work in the radio relay.

several hundred yards by waves of visible light, electromagnetic waves of

high frequency.
Bell's early experiment with the parabolic antenna and the use of light
beams as carriers was for many years
only a scientific novelty. His idea was
far ahead of its time.
Sixty years later communication by
means of a beam of radiation was
achieved in a new form- beamed

BELL

TELEPHONE

light

In retrospect, Bell's experiment illustrates once again the inquiring spirit
of the Bell System.

LABORATORIES

INVENTING, DEVISING AND PERFECTING FOR CONTINUED IMPROVEMENTS

AND ECONOMIES IN

RADIO -CRAFT

for

TELEPHONE SERVICE

JULY,
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"BRAND" vs. "ORPHAN" RADIOS
Zhe Z'retrQ of Price Structure úr Radio Receivers
By HUGO GERNSBACK

IN

the postwar readjustment period through which
the country is now passing the radio industry is
caught in the same predicament as are all other
major industries in the United States.
Due to the high price scales engendered by World
War II in the period between 1941 and 1945, the
coat of commodities has practically doubled in the
United States.
The inheritance of the war price structure is still
with us and it will take considerable readjustment
before a lower price trend can again be achieved.
In the meanwhile, the many strikes which have upset the economy of the country have taken their toll
with the result that earning power has been curtailed
while the savings of the workers have approached
the vanishing point. The consequent result is that
the purchasing power of a large cross section of the
country has been seriously impaired. The high prices
on almost all commodities make it impossible for the
greater proportion of the population to buy the merchandise which it needs, simply because the spiraling
price structure outruns the earning power of most of
the population today.
As in previous periods of inflated prices, the increasing resistance of the buying public has reached its
zenith, so that only necessities are bought now. This
resistance will continue until the adjustment period has
run its course.
It would also seem that for the time being general
wage increases have largely ceased. We will probably
soon see stabilization of wages and income of the greater percentage of the population in this country, and a
downward adjustment of our price economy, thus making further immediate wage increases unnecessary.
All of this is not new
has been said time and
again by many economists in the country-and it would
seem reasonable to expect a slow downward trend
of prices from now on. There may be exceptions in
certain luxury and allied industries, but the main industries know now that the public will not come back
into the market to buy merchandise on a large scale
until it is priced within the reach of the majority in
this country. .
The radio industry is in no different position than
other major industries and the buying resistance of
the public necessarily includes radio as well.
The radio industry, too, is in the unhappy position
where their cost of raw materials, parts, etc., and
their wage cost is at an all-time high, making it at the
moment almost impossible to reduce prices without
bankrupting many firms. All materials, parts-with
practically no exceptions -that go into the making of
radio sets are at present -or have been until very recently-at their peak. The same is true of wages, coupled with the fact that the daily output of the workers
nowadays is generally below what was par before the
RADIO -CRAFT for
JULY,
1947

-it

war- thereby

distorting and aggravating the condition
still more.
The radio industry is further bedeviled by the additional fact that many of the newer and smaller firms
could not withstand the buying resistance of the public and had to throw upon the market, in some of our
large centers, a certain amount of distress merchandise. This aggravated the picture because when large
advertisements appeared in the newspapers offering
radio sets and other radio merchandise at greatly
reduced prices, the public jumped to the conclusion
that all reputable set makers would have to follow
suit and reduce their prices drastically, too. This,
however, did not prove to be the case, because many
of the responsible old line manufacturers prefer to
fill warehouses with radio receivers rather than see
them sacrificed below their cost.
That the large radio set manufacturers mean what
they say, and that they do not contemplate immediate
large scale price cuts, is best reflected in a statement
from one "of the foremost radio manufacturers, who
issued the following statement just as we go to press:
"Although no price changes are contemplated at this
time, should any downward revisions in price occur,
the trade is guaranteed to-be rebated far the difference
between old and such new prices as may be established."
According to this manufacturer, the guarantee covers inventory purchased (by dealers ) between the
dates of April 15, 1947, and December 31, 1947.
Dealers and radio stores in many U. S. centers, it
appears, have recently refused to buy standard brand
radio receivers because they were afraid to stock up
on leading brand radios which they felt would soon be
offered at reduced prices.
It is necessary, however, for the dealer and storekeeper to stay in business, therefore he must buy some
merchandise that he can turn over quickly. So we now
have again -as even before the war -the spectacle of
a number of "no- name" brands, that is, unknown radios which are flooding the market in earnest. Such
receivers are often advertised for less than one-half
of the price of established makes of similar sets. That
does not mean that they compare in quality or performance with standard brands. Often many of these unknown receivers are thrown together by so-called "bedroom manufacturers," of whom there are many hundreds in this country.
These firms buy war surplus and other odd parts
wherever they can be found at a price. The cabinets
usually are of unseasoned, poor-grade wood and will
not stand up for long, nor will the sets themselves.
There is very little real factory inspection or testing
and as the parts are not uniform and often include discards and "seconds," the receivers themselves are no
bargain no matter at what price they are offered.
(Continued on page 71)
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RADAR has been recognized by the
Civilian Aeronautics Administration, it
was revealed last month. In a move
which came as a distinct surprise even
to its own field personnel, the Administration abandoned its previous policy
of considering ground-controlled approach (GCA) radar as a purely "supplemental" aid in bringing aircraft
safely to earth under instrument- weather flying conditions and issued instructions that it may be used as a primary
airport- approach system.
This step reverses the CAA's steadfast earlier assertion that its new GCA
installations at La Guardia Field,
Washington and Chicago would be utilized only to monitor aircraft let -downs
through soupy weather on the CAA sponsored runway localizer and glide path radio beams of the instrument
landing systems (ILS) already installed
at dozens of air terminals throughout
the country.
TWO AND ONE -HALF WATTS is
the power of an FM broadcast transmitter installed last month at Syracuse
University. Proposed, designed and installed by General Electric Co. as a suitable unit for intra -mural broadcasting,
it was the object of a special visit of the
FCC. The Commissioners are very much
interested in the possibilities of lowwattage university and school FM

transmitters.
The establishment of such stations

on a wide scale would encourage adult
as well as student educational programs
and at the same time help train thousands of students to help meet the de-

mand developing for commercial FM
station personnel. With this low -powered equipment designed to assist educational institutions with limited budgets, it will be possible for many schools
to get on the air quickly, G -E officials
believe.

Under average conditions, the range

RADIO - ELECTRONICS
Items Interesting to
from the antenna point of the transmitter provides an excellent signal in all
parts of the campus and surrounding
student living centers.
FM broadcast stations would continue
and extend the present system of "college broadcasting" now carried on at

several universities with carrier current
sent over electric light lines, or in some
instances, over heating-pipe systems.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS proposals by the United States delegation to
the International Telecommunications
Conference now meeting at Atlantic
City, New Jersey, include a Central Frequency Registration Board and permanent International Radio Consulting
Committee. A third proposal is that
emergency administrative radio conferences be called from time to time to deal
with problems requiring immediate solution.
The Atlantic City conference, which
opened May 12, has the important work
of revising the Cairo Radio Regulations, which have guided international
radio since 1938. Fifty -nine nations and
8 international organizations were represented by more than 700 delegates at
the opening session.
SUPERSONIC LAUNDRIES may be
the next development in the application of this branch of electronics to industry. The possibility of using supersonics to wash clothes was revealed last
month by Sir Edward Appleton, radar
pioneer and secretary of the British Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research.
Sir Edward explained that dirt is
held to fabric by

electrical attraction. Soap and other solutions, called
detergents, are now
used to break this
electric bond.
If current research is successful, sound waves
may do part of the
job in the future.
Supersonic vibrations are being
used to shake out
the dirt particles
from clothes. Sound
waves would also
emulsify the dirt
in the cleaning solution to keep it
from getting back
on the clothes.

18

The idea of using sound waves to
shake dirt off fabrics was developed
from the wartime Asdic submarine detector.

COMMUNICATIONS EXPAN -,
SION in the vehicular field is so great
as to require a special FCC hearing,
Nthich has been set for September 8.
The common carrier type of mobile
service is expanding at "a very rapid"
rate, according to the FCC. Common
carrier highway service is proposed for
79 cities on the mainland of the United
States and 2 in Hawaii. More than
3,000 mobile units have been authorized
in this class. These, together with associated fixed stations, represent an investment of $4,500,000.
Urban automobile units have been
authorized to the number of 5,600 mobile units. The total investment in this
field is estimated at about $6,000,000.
Expansion is delayed only by the inability of radio manufacturers to furnish

the equipment as rapidly as desired.
The telephone companies propose
service which will extend wire telephone communication to and from land,
sea or air vehicles. Three types of common carrier service are in prospect:
communication between any regular telephone and any mobile unit; special
two -way dispatch service between a central office and specified mobile units;
and a one-way signalling service to mobile units.

RADIO LISTENERS want high fidelity, Dr. Harry F. Olson, head of the
acoustics research laboratory, RCA Laboratories, reported last month. Recent
surveys have shown that persons listening to music reproduced through standard amplifiers and loudspeakers have
not expressed preference for full -range
fidelity. Therefore certain engineers
hold that full -fidelity is unnecessary
and merely adds to cost of amplifier
equipment. Others hold that the results were not due to a preference for
restricted -range music, but to imperfections in reproduction which were reduced with reduction of audio frequency
range.
Dr. Olson made his tests with a live
orchestra, eliminating all factors which
could be introduced by amplifiers or
speakers. Tests showed that 75 percent
of listeners between 30 and 40 years of
age preferred full frequency range.
Among listeners between 14 and 20, only
59 percent expressed an appreciation
for the unrestricted tonal range in this

classification of music.
"The listeners in the latter age
group," Dr. Olson stated, "are probably
influenced by listening to radios, phonoThe 21/2 -watt transmitgraphs and juke boxes rather than orter used to broadcast
to the student body of chestras and are, therefore, conditioned
to a restricted frequency range."
Syracuse University.
for JULY, 1947
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Rodio Items of the Month
Smallest 3 -way portable is claimed by
Sentinel, who offer a 4 x 4 x 8 -inch model. The little set is a regular 5 -tuber and
its performance is comparable to that
of larger radios, according to the manu-

facturer.

Radio life -saving is not all confined to
the distress frequencies, says Arthur
Magee, New Jersey commissioner of
motor vehicles. The 15- minute broadcast series, Highways to Safety, released by NBC, coincided with the lowest fatal accident record for 14 years.
The radio broadcast "has undoubtedly
contributed materially to this record,"
says Mr. Magee.
David Sarnoff, president of the Radio
Corporation . of America, was elected
president of the Army Signal Association at its recent Fort Monmouth convention.
Milk and beer are now being pasteurized by a continuous radio heating process. Milk treated electronically, says
George Brown, RCA electronic heating
authority, keeps longer than ordinary
pasteurized milk.
Russia plans to put 28 new and powerful radio stations into operation by
1950, the Soviet Communications Minister reported last month. He announced
that Russia is now broadcasting in 30
foreign languages, as well as 70 Languages used by native inhabitants of the
Soviet Union.
Overproduction of small table models
and erratic parts production have been
the cause of dealers' and manufacturers'
greatest difficulties, delegates and visitors at the recent Radio Parts Show
were told.
Estimates of FM receiver production
for 1947 were revised downward last
month by the RMA. Earlier estimates of
2,500,000 for the year were cut to "between a minimum of 1,800,000 and a
maximum of 2,100,000 receivers."
Columbia's color television research is
being "drastically curtailed" according
to company officials. The company will
concentrate its efforts for the time being on actuality broadcasts such as
sports and special events.
Heavy water, used in atomic research,
and so important a short time ago that
military expeditions were organized to
destroy places where it was prepared,
can now be bought by research workers
from the Atomic Energy Commission
for $15 an ounce -less than the price of
high -class perfume.

Accepting his resignation with regret, the FCC announced the appointment of George Sterling, wartime head
of the Commission's radio intelligence
division, as Mr. Adair's successor.

SIGNAL STORAGE used during the
war by the Germans enabled them to
transmit a dozen or more messages in
a fraction of a second, the U. S. Department of Commerce reported last month.
Submarines in dangerous waters
would surface and send all their messages almost instantaneously, cutting
down the possibility of being intercepted and located by Allied search equipment. The signals were received, amplified and projected on the screen of a
cathode -ray tube of such persistence
that the signals could be stored for
three weeks, if necessary. Thus the receiving operator could decode them at
his convenience.
The cathode-ray tube beam in this
equipment scans a plate covered with a
layer of microscopic quartz particles
embedded in a photoelectric base. The
particles of quartz hold a charge which
varies with the intensity of the scanning beam. To transcribe the stored record, a beam of "black light" (either infra -red or ultra -violet, to avoid visible
interference) is directed at the photoelectric plate, each point of which emits
electrons in proportion to the charge at
that point.
An electromagnetic lens focuses the
streams of electrons on a fluorescent
screen. The screen produces a visible
image, which will last for 15 minutes,
provided the plate continues to receive
ultra-violet or infra -red light. However,
the image can be wiped off the screen at
any time by turning the light off and
scanning the plate with an electron
beam of uniform intensity.
PRICE CUTS on radio receivers have
been announced by two leading co npanies. Emerson has announced reductions ranging from $3 to $20 on 9 table
radio and radio- phonograph combinations. Admiral has slashed prices from
20 to 25 percent on its new 1947 line
of receivers.
The trend was also noted by Majestic
Brands, Inc., in a message to dealers
which assured them that they would be
rebated should the prices be reduced on
any Majestic models authorized or established by the company or by Majestic
Radio and Television Corporation.

(MAJOR GENERAL H. C. INGLES,
who served as Chief Signal Officer of
the United States Army from July,
1943, to March, 1947, has been elected
President and a Director of RCA Institutes, Inc., it was announced last
month by David Sarnoff, President of
the Radio Corporation of America.
As Chief Signal Officer, General Ingles was responsible for the Army's
world -wide communication system, the
enormous supply program of communication and electronic equipment for the
Army, as well as the Signal Corps' research and development program.
His achievements in these fields of
military activity are revealed in the citation accompanying the award of the
Oak Leaf Cluster.

The citation reads, in part:
"Technological advancements made
under his direction included the application of communications equipment in
the field of psychological warfare, the
development of radar to a degree which
made it one of the most formidable of
weapons, the use of radio relay systems
for bridging inaccessible terrain, the use
of panoramic reception for visual monitoring over wide frequency spectrums,
the adoption and extensive use of teletypewriter and radiophoto transmission
equipment and the use of highly secret
cryptographic systems."

PRODUCTION of FM -AM receivers
ro:;e notably in the first part of the
second quarter of 1947, the Radio Manufacturers stated last month.
The April output of FM -AM receivers was 47 percent over that of March,
and production of all types of receivers
in April was higher than during the
first quarter of the year.
Estimated April production of all
types of receivers by Association members was 1,548,540, compared to 1,337:
269 in March. Total for the 5 weeks
from March 31 to May 2 was 1,759,723,
the highest 5-week production in all the
history of radio.
Television receiver production for
April was 7.886, an increase of 1,247

In other quarters denials that radio
prices are headed lower were heard,
though it is generally admitted that
GEORGE P. ADAIR resigned last prices may fall on the present stock of
month as chief engineer of the FCC, small table radios, which were produced
after an association with the Commis- in large quantities in 1946. Console modsion which goes back to 1931. He will els are largely unaffected by the price
open offices as a radio engineering con- cuts, which have hit most directly on
sultant.
table and portable models.
over the figures for March.
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This receiver embodies a new and rarely used principle in its method of detection.

Retieted 904eit-trier
of illustration, and the hookup and functions of the 7E7 and directly related
components are explained in some de-

By W. T. CONNATSER
OU will enjoy building and be
proud to own this 4 -tube superheterodyne a.c. -d.c. broadcast receiver. A minimum of other parts

are necessary for its construction, and
the total cost should not be too high. Or
an existing set may be readily modified
to include the excellent second detector
feature of this set.

The set is built around the demodulator (second detector) circuit invented

tail.
Obviously the 6A8 converter, the
6K7 i.f. amplifier, and the beam-power
amplifier and B- voltage rectifier may
be replaced by any combination of tubes
that will serve the purposes. As to the
7E7, it may be replaced by any triode
or pentode with the necessary diodes.
The inventor of this detector circuit expresses a preference for a medium -mu
triode of the GSR7 type.

7E7
5H /RII

C5/.05

C4/.00034

C6GC5

C7/.05

C1040001

32L7

C13

C'.Á02
C14/ 20/50
(.!2/ 0003

C

CeG000 5

72

220 p9

rw K

C9.r..01

.TON°632L7
®S

The queer looking

by Frederick C. Everett

detector circuit

(Pat. 2,361,616).
This patent was reviewed by RADIO C1uer in the March, 1945, issue.
A complete set is here shown by way

Ebel, view of the
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In the set here shown a high- impedance -primary antenna coil L1 is used,
which permits the use of almost any
length of antenna. Of course a single

receiver shows how the various parts are laid out.

coil or a loop may be of use instead.
The oscillator coil L2 is standard for
the 6A8 type tube, and is for 456 kc.

The padding condenser C4 generally
will be about 350 µµf for a 456 kc i.f. It
is best to use an adjustable padding
condenser. The tuning condenser C2 is
a 360-µµf, 2 -gang unit.
The hookup of the 32L7 beam -power
amplifier and B- voltage rectifier is conventional for this tube.
Negative bias for the 6A8, 6K7, and
7E7 tubes is obtained from the oscillator grid of the 6A8 tube (pin 5). This
negative voltage is dropped through R2
to bias the 7E7 tube, and is further
dropped through R4 to the a.v.c. circuit
to bias the 6A8 and 6K7 tubes.
The a.v.c. circuit is made up of R7
and R8, and C6 and C7, and is of superior type. This network maintains
volume level as between stations of
varying power, and is designed to filter
out all pulsating currents that might
prevent good reception. Furthermore,
it effectively isolates the 6A8 and 6K7
tubes from the 7E7 tube.
The resistors R10 and Rll in the
plate and screen -grid circuits of the 7E7
tube, because of the low B- supply
available in this set, must be the lowest values that will not short- circuit the
audio signal or adversely affect the
tonal quality of reception when the reflex feature of the set is used. When no
reflex is to be used at all, then the plate
of the 7E7 tube is connected directly
to the B -plus supply and by- passed to
ground by a large condenser, and an
appropriate resistor and by -pass con (Continued on page 66)

Home -made grooved dial
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seen in this view of under- chassis
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RADIO CONTROL is coming sharply into the public eye. We hear
much in the press of radio -controlled airplanes, as at Bikini.
Directed by radio at a distance of several miles, they were able to penetrate
the radioactive clouds created by the
explosion and furnish important photographs of yet little -known phenomena.
The factories in which the atom
bombs were built also used electronic
remote controls which permitted operating dangerously radioactive equipment from a distance of several hundred meters.
During the war of 1939 -1945, remote controlled radio tanks and planes appeared in action. Pocket tanks used by
the Germans at Anzio served as mobile
mines and moved at a speed of more
than 15 miles per hour. Radio -controlled
planes and rockets were used by both
sides in the latter stages of the war.
Finally, the Americans developed jet propelled aerial torpedoes. These were
released from airplanes, whose occupants could direct them to their target
by modifying their trajectory with
radio -controlled rudders.
Already in France certain laboratories are studying pilot models of remote- controlled vehicles and planes, and
several amateurs have constructed models of boats, gliders, and automobiles
which are controlled by radio.
A photograph shows a radio-guided
automobile built by a 28 -year -old French
constructor, M. Roveyaz. Of reduced
dimensions, it can be driven in any desired direction, at a speed which can be
controlled remotely by the operator
with the radio transmitter shown in
the photo on page 74.
This development is all the more interesting because of the small size of the
model. The reader will understand that
the difficulties increase in inverse ratio
to the size and weight. With such an
automobile, weighing 5', pounds and
measuring 20 inches, it is hardly possible to send it out to the country to forage for food, while the owner, defying
the thunders of the Minister of Supplies, remains comfortably seated in an
armchair, and controls the speed and
direction of his machine by pushing several buttons on the small box! But anything that is possible for a model of reduced dimensions is an assured fact for
an automobile of normal dimensions, except of course the question of visibility.
This makes it necessary to perform all
maneuvers within the field of vision (up
to 600 meters in our case) and often
makes it preferable to employ a model
of a ship maneuvering on a large body
of water (or the edge of the sea) or
a remote -controlled plane. There can be
no question of installing a televisor on a
small model.

Construction of the model
Before studying M. Roveyaz' model,
let us remember the exact definition of
remote control. It is putting into operation at a distance, at the will of the
operator, electrical apparatus, without

FRENCH RADIO-

MODEL AUTO
By SIMON COUDRIER
length between 4 and 6 meters. Experience has shown that medium power (between 15 and 30 watts) is sufficient for
reliable radio control up to a distance
of at least two miles.
The oscillator section is of the classic
type. Fig. 1 is the schematic. It uses
two 6L6's, as oscillator and power amplifier, the transformer TR permitting
connection of a modulator. Construction
of this equipment presents no difficulty,
but it demands material of the highest

quality.

Another system employed by M.
Roveyaz consists in using a 1 -tube trans-

mitter,

operating on

different

fre-

quencies, spaced several centimeters
apart, and modulated by applying an
audio -frequency signal to the grid. Each
wave length then corresponds to the
control of dff6 operation.
The skilled constructor no doubt will
have his own ideas as to the coils and
capacitors, but the following may serve
as a guide.
L1-6 turns No. 14 wire on 1 -inch

DOUBLER

6V6/6L61.001 MICA

6L6/807

DOUBLE SPACED

Y

25uut

3

.001

--

Ii,ó
1

0005I

y
8+100y

Fig.

I-Transmitter

I

MI

R

".00025
-

.0005

1

I

I

8 +250V

' +250V

used for control by varying signal length. Modulator connects at YY.

Control is effected at X by a system
which, by contactor, key, or automatic
telephone dial, gives a signal whose duration is more or less variable, depend.
ing on the operation to be performed.

form spaced to occupy % inch. Cathode
tap lla turns from ground end.
L2 -5 turns No. 14 wire on 1 -inch
form spaced to occupy 11/4 inch. Air wound.
(Continued on page 74)
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having recourse to wire.
The transmitter works on a wave Model
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automobile chassis used by M Roveyaz, with the receiver which controls its operation.
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Television Over
A Light Beam
Light offers several advantages for
directional television and radio relays
The transmitting end.

Equipment

is

mounted

parabolic reflector, like that of the rein a

ceivng unit, which

is

shown on the cover.

HE history of radio communication
a history of ever- higher communication frequencies. The recently announced color television service, for instance, will work in a band
near 600 megacycles. But the apparatus
pictured on our cover operates at 600
million megacycles! Yes, the only possible explanation is, of course, that these
ultima- frequency waves are ordinary
light!
Light offers several advantages for
short-distance relaying of television
programs, and possibly for other forms
of dispersing information ordinarily
carried by radio. Among the most important for television is the elmination
of "ghosts," which are one of the worst
bugbears at lower frequencies. Another
advantage is privacy. Because of the extremely directional qualities of a ray of
light, the beam can be focused exactly
on the receiving station, with no possibility of undetected interception. This
would adapt it especially to such applications as the transmission of television
programs from a central light transmitter to local motion picture theaters
for showing of pictures on ordinary
theater screens. This even could be done
in such complete secrecy that the program could not be snatched off the air
by unauthorized receivers.
Although first demonstrated last November before the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers and more recently before the Federal Communications Commission, photovision as a basic
idea harks back to 1934 when Patent
No. 1,984,673 was issued to Allen B.
DuMont of Upper Montclair, N. J. That
invention relates to electro-optical systems and particularly to a direct-vision
television system quite independent of
the usual electrical transmission channels. A feature of the invention is the
employment of a high -powered light
source which is capable of being viewed
over very long distances. The light

T
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source is modulated in accordance with
television signals. Originally Dr. DuMont proposed to use a high -powered
light source such as a water -cooled neon
lamp, or a lamp such as used for aerial
beacons, and which are visible over distances of 16 to 25 miles.
With the advent of electronic scanning, Dr. DuMont revised his invention
to transmit electrical signal -element
equivalents in the modulated light beam.
Such signal elements now comprise not
only the modulation for lights and shadows of the image, but also the synchronizing pulses for the positioning of
the pictorial lights and shadows on the
usual cathode -ray screen, with the full
wealth of detail which electronic scanning provides.

Special cathode -ray tube
Since the practicality of photovision
depends on a powerful yet highly responsive light source, it was necessary
to develop an entirely new type of
cathode -ray tube with a fixed, intensitymodulated beam that can be varied up
to 5,000,000 times per second. In the
earlier demonstration equipment, this
tube, which is shown at right, produces a dull, light -green spot less than
1 inch in diameter on the fluorescent
screen. It seems uncanny that such a
source of illumination can transmit television pictures over considerable distances despite full daylight.
The phosphor used for the screen is
one of the new materials under development, with a delay time less than onetenth that of calcium tungstate (P5),
heretofore the fastest standard phosphor. The screen has an efficiency approximately 60 percent that of the highly brilliant Pl phosphor. However, other
phosphors capable of producing far
greater intensities -yet with the necessary extreme response speed-are under
development in the DuMont Labora-

tories for the full commercialization of
photovision. In addition to greatly increased illumination levels for the transmitter light source, more refined optical
systems such as critical reflectors or
veritable searchlights, as well as focusing lenses, are now under consideration.

i

Receiving equipment
The receiving end of photovision is a
simple photoelectric cell on which the
intercepted light beam is focused, by
suitable reflectors or lenses or mirrors.
This cell converts the modulated light
beam into corresponding electrical
values which reproduce the transmitted
image on the usual cathode -ray tube
screen. Thus the receiving circuit is
vastly simplified by the elimination of all
r.f. and i.f. stages because the output
of the photomultiplier cell or tube is
sufficient to modulate a picture tube di-'
rectly.
The photocell is shown in its position'
inside the large parabolic mirror housing. The strange distorted reflection in

4

-

The special cathode -ray transmitting tube.

the mirror will be seen to be the image

of the cell's shield can, with its corrugated top and lens opening on the inner
side.
The equipment shown on the cover
and in the photographs represents a
workshop setup, and the informal position of the photocell is due to the fact

that it

is most convenient not to have a
permanent mounting during experimental work. Amplifier equipment,
mounted for convenience in the transmitting parabola housing, of course
would be mounted below or behind the
parabola in permanent equipment.
Meanwhile the sound component of
(Continued on page 69)
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NARROW -BAND FM
FOR HAM RADIOS
ANY amateur operators are
now transmitting n a r r o wband FM. These signals are
received on a standard AM
communications receiver by "side -slope"
detection. The receiver is detuned slightly, so that the frequency modulation
results in changes in the received amplitude of signal. A positive frequency
shift causes a rise in amplitude and a
negative frequency shift causes a fall.
This pickup method does not permit
making a center -frequency adjustment
or measurement. To tune the signal "on
the nose" a discriminator is required.
Discriminators can be built into or attached externally to standard communications receivers. For the more ambitious operator these can be wired in
with a change -over switch.
kiwi)+

.0001

0001

loon
LIMITER

won

l-

Fig.
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.0001

Standard Fo ter -Seeley discriminator.

The circuit diagram of a standard
Foster -Seeley discriminator for FM detection is shown in Fig. 1. It can be
made from a center -tapped-secondary
i.f. transformer. Several of these full wave detector i.f. transformers are on
the market. In place of the duo -diode a
pair of germanium crystal rectifiers
may be used. The Sylvania 1N35 is a
commercially available matched pair of
crystals. These are quite expensive. Two
1N34's can be used as well and are available at lower cost. The 1N21 works

The discriminator

with

crystals

shown in Fig.

is

The
major advantage of
2.

the crystals is that
they may be wired right
into the transformer can
along with all other components
as shown in the photograph.

Attachment to receiver
One of these discriminator units may

be wired into a commercial receiver in
one of several ways. The unit may be

wired to a capacitor coupled to the plate
of the i.f. amplifier tube just preceding
the detector as shown in Fig. 2. A
double -pole, double-throw switch is installed, with the arm connected to the
audio input so that it can be switched
from the AM to the FM detector outputs, as shown in Fig. 3. The AM detector wiring should be left intact so
that the a.v.c. is retained. The second
pole of the switch can be used to ground
the cathode of the last i.f. tube. This
will give some limiter action. Also some
limiter action was obtained with the
switching circuit of Fig. 3 on a commercial receiver when the last i.f. amplifier tube was changed from a remote
cutoff type to one with a sharp cutoff.
The replacement for a 6SK7 would be a
6SJ7. For the 6SG7 a 6SH7 may be substituted. Any of the above changes will
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A center -frequency indicator can be
connected to the detector system, as
shown in Fig. 2. This would be a zero center meter with about 100 or 200
microamperes on either side. When the
carrier center frequency is tuned to the
intermediate frequency the meter indicates zero. The limiting resistor is inserted to prevent banging the sides of
the meter with high-level signals.
TO EXISTING LAST LE PLATE

I6SJ7/

o

6SH7

T

3V

20K

.0005
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-

Tuning indicator

2

=

75R
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4--Crystal discriminator plus limiter.
If a center- tapped i.f. transformer is
not available a single -ended transformer may be used, as shown in the basic
circuit of Fig. 5. This arrangement obtains its center- tapping through two resistances and application of the r.f.
energy from the preceding tube plate
to both ends of the secondary winding.
This method of discriminator connection
is employed where slug tuning is desired. The parts values, other than
those shown in previous figures, appear
in Fig. 6. Where a band -pass type of
transformer is available, its tertiary
Fig.

equally well.

R.F. C.

tion will vary with the sets into which
they may be connected.

A.T. ISOLATION

3- Application

to

a

standard receiver.

necessitate realigning the i.f. transformer to correct for the detuning
caused by the new circuits. A more ambitious project would be to add a limiter
stage and make the add -on unit a 2 -tube
affair. Or, if a crystal diode discriminator is used, there would be but one tube
plus the diodes. A circuit arrangement
for this is shown in Fig. 4. The arrangement is left to the ingenuity of the individual user, because the physical posi-

I947

Fig. 5-How to use a single-ended secondary.
winding can be employed for the discriminator connection, as in Fig. 7.
(Continued on page 72)
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ONE of the most interesting
color television devices recently demonstrated to the FCC is
the Trichromoscope picture
tube. This tube, as Fig. 1 and Photo A
show, has three electron guns built into
it, one gun for each color to be reproduced. This tube may solve many problems for the simultaneous as well as the

Each color signal is injected into its
respective gun in the new Du Mont tube.
The three electron beams from the guns
are focused on a special prismatic screen
at the large end of the tube. The screen
has myriads of small facets, shaped like
pyramids, pressed on its inner surface.
Each of the three sides of a pyramid is
treated with a phosphor coating that
glows with a different color (red, blue,
or green) when the beam from its associated gun strikes it. When the various
prismatic surfaces are illuminated by
the modulated electron beams, a single
image in natural color results. Pictures
of great brilliance and contrast are produced by this tube, says Dr. Du Mont.
A unique method of producing color
in movies from
black and white
images (on positive film) was recently demonstrated before the FCC
in Washington by
the inventor of the
system, Richard
Thomas. Its adaptation to television
has not been demonstrated to date.

As Fig.

2

color optical color analyzer unit as
shown. For producing color movies, this
lens and filter unit restores color to the
three images and blends them into a
single color image, which is projected
onto the movie screen.
The optical color analyzer unit comprises a series of lenses, prisms, and
color filters, which split the image into
three new black- and-white images, corresponding in color value to red, blue,
and green. A single lens in the optical
color analyzer picks up the image or
scene and splits it into three color tone
images, which emerge from the unit

through three separate lenses, as the
diagram shows. See photo B.
At the projection end the action is
reversed. The position of the color filter
unit is such that the three color tone
images picked up are resolved by colored filters into one image in full restored color. This image is projected
onto a screen.
In its proposed adaptation to television, the optical color filter unit
breaks up the image into three color
images -red, blue, and green. These
three color images are projected onto
the mosaic screen (photoelectric) of an

-a

e

shows, three black and -white images
are printed on a
Fig.

I-The

Trichromoscope. Magnified section is inferior of screen.

sequential devotees. For one thing it
does away with the fussy adjusting and
focusing of three separate cathode -ray
tubes.
NEGATIVE

standard

movie

film, each image being graded for color tone by passing it
through accurately balanced, red, blue,

and green filters. The three images in
each frame are picked up by a ThomasPOSITIVE FILM

jLEN$

L.

-The Thomas optical color analyzer.
orthicon tube (See Fig. 2-b). Here the
electron scanning beam within the tube
scans the three images as one picture
and sends the resulting signals (or
modulated current) to the television
Photo

-'ÓP'FICAL&COLORFILTER

SCREEN
IMAGE IN COLORS

OBJECT
REGULAR

Fig.
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2 -a

WYE CAMERA

-The

&W FILM

I

NO COLOR HERE

Thom scolor process,

as

I

applied to moving pictures.

B

transmitter.
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The picture is transmitted the same
as any ordinary black-and -white television image. At the receiver a kinescope tube reconstructs the image
(really three color tone or monochrome
images; they have no color yet). A second Thomascolor optical and color analyzer unit (in reverse) is placed in
front of the kinescope screen. As the
three images corresponding to red, blue,
and green are passed through the analyzer, color filters restore color to each.
A single color image emerges from the
color unit and is projected onto the
screen.
This system should be particularly
well adapted to the simultaneous method of television. As the three separation
images are spatially identical both in
film and on the orthicon tube, they can
be scanned as one, permitting transmission on one carrier. This means a great
saving in the frequency band width required and merits the close study of
television engineers.
It should be noted that one of the
Thomascolor features is the fact that a
movie (in black and white) can be taken
of fires and other news events (which
could not be approached by cumbersome television trucks). After rapid development of the film, it can be rushed
to a television station and broadcast.

Sleeper color system
Two patents have been issued to
George E. Sleeper (Nos. 2,389,645 and
2,389,646) on a simplified system of
color television. Fig. 3 shows the principle of the Sleeper system, which employs black and white transmission up
until the time the image is finally
thrown onto the receiver screen. This
system has not been demonstrated, to
our knowledge.
The object is picked up by the quad chromatic lens, which projects four
images of different color onto the photoelectric screen in the camera tube. These
images are scanned in a group as one
picture, in the same manner as a black and-white image. The picture (with its
four color tone components) is transmitted as ONE black- and-white image,

thus requiring but one carrier.
At the receiver a single cathode -ray
tube reproduces in black and white (with
graduated grays, whites, and blacks
tones corresponding to the four respective color values) four separate images,
similar to those observed in the camera
tube at the transmitter. These images
at the receiver lack color so far, but they
do possess the correct detail and intensities corresponding to the four colors.
Color is now restored to each image
(red, blue, yellow, and green) by collecting the images through a color filter
and lens system. This unit is arranged
in reverse order to the one at the transmitter, and projects the four blended
color images onto the screen as a single
image in full color.
The quadchromatic color filter unit
contains lenses for picking up the images (or image, depending upon which
function it is to perform -i.e., convert
one image into four or the reverse), plus
suitable prisms and color filters, as
shown in Fig. 4. A simplified sketch of
RADIO -CRAFT
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Fig. 2 -b-How the Thomascolor process is applied to transmission

of television signals.

such an optical system, using four sep- video band width. As Dr. Goldmark
arate lenses and four color filters, Fig. points out, the visual acuity or per5, will aid in making the process clearer. ception of detail is fairly well satuAs in the Thomas color system, no color rated at 525 lines. At least 50 peris actually transmitted, only the shaded cent more lines would have to be added
or toned images corresponding to each to realize a noticeable improvement in
definition. If 750 lines are used, as some
color.
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proposed Sleeper color television system separates and re- unites four colors.

How the systems compare
Considerable criticism has been leveled at the mechanical (revolving) color
filter used in the sequential apparatus.
Dr. Goldmark in his report to the FCC
illustrates and describes a full electronic sequential system which employs
no mechanical color filters.
The 626 -line standard proposed in the
CBS report to the
FCC has been attacked by some experts, who advocate a greater lineage. Here is some

advocate, the necessary band width is
doubled and each station's channel will
be 27 me wide. The number of channels
available in the high- frequency television band will be reduced to 16. If 750
lines and 60 color frames per second are
used instead of 48, there will be required
a video band width of 26 me and a chan(Continued on page 69)
.

interesting data on
this controversial
phase of color television.
The 526 -line im-

age approaches 16mm movie performance, with regard to the resolution or detail of
the image. A noticeable increase in
definition is obtainable only at the
expense of appreciably greater

A-

Typical TriPhoto
chromoscope in the
experimental laboratory. Cardboard
models of the inside
screen surface are to
be seen nearby.
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By M. E. BLAISDELL

I°Seeeotwage "
APROPERLY -DESIGNED signal tracer can be one of the
most valued instruments on
the serviceman's workbench. It
must be able to indicate the presence or
absence of a signal from the antenna to
the loudspeaker of any conventional
receiver and at the sanie time locate
distortion, hum, and indicate stage gain.
Side view of tracer shows a 1 -inch
screw extending from the side. This is
insulated from the can and is in series
with the 1/4 -watt neon lamp in the conning tower. It is used as an indicator
for common ground of an a.c.-d.c. radio
receiver. If the neon tube lights when
this probe is touched to the chassis or
common ground, it indicates that the
power plug of either the tracer plug or
the set under test must be removed and
reversed before attaching the common
ground clip to the set.
The small piece of mica cemented to
the nut on the probe tip is used on intermittent sets under test. This prevents
that sudden shock which inevitably
starts the receiver working normally
again. When using this mica tip, the
serviceman will notice that it works
best on positive potentials such as plate
removing the
and screen terminals
mica tip and applying the probe tip direct on negative terminals such as the
grid and a.v.c. grid return path, etc.
Stage gain can be noticed by increas-

-

Stye

ing or decreasing the volume control on
the tracer.
A 12J7 is used as the actual probe.
The plate, screen, and suppressor are
tied together. The tube then functions
as a triode, producing little or no distortion to be amplified by the 70L7 pentode.
The rectifier section of the 70L7 furnishes the B -power while the A- supply
is furnished from the a.c. mains through
a 250-ohm line-cord resistor. According
to Ohm's law this resistor is calculated
to be 233 ohms. However the extra 17
ohms will take care of initial line voltage fluctuations or surges. The body of
the tracer is an ordinary vibrator can
with the 5-prong wafer type socket removed and an 8 -prong wafer type socket inserted in its place for the 70L7 tube.
A hole is punched at the other end of
the can to accommodate the other 8prong socket. Each socket is wired and
all resistors and condensers especially
selected to fit the space, which is small.
However, if one uses small 150- or 200 volt condensers, he will find ample room
for all components. The photo and figure illustrate the simplicity of construction. As all components are shielded,
one does not have to be too careful in
instrument design. One word of caution,
however: be sure to tape up any connections that are exposed and liable to

7firazeir

ment is assembled and before inserting
the power line plug. A continuity check
of the line cord resistor and each tube
in turn to common ground is especially
advised. Use ohmmeter test for electrolytics on high resistance by inserting
test prods to pin 3 and 4 and ground
(counterclockwise from key) outside of
set, first removing the power tube. if
needle jumps full scale and finally setPHONES

70L7 GT

zn

12J7
GRID CAP

BOLT;

á

NUT

MICA
2

M

117V AC-DC

COM.GND CLIP

¡NEON
Fig.

CHASSIS

POLARITY INDICATOR

I-Hookup of the

2 -tube

signal tracer.

ties past the 1- megohm mark, and filament continuity is O.K., then the instrument is ready to plug in. Check voltage
at plate phone jack. It should be around
short circuit.
Make a careful check after the instru- 60 volts -load resistors to minimize distortion and hum are the answer to low
voltage at the plate. Every precaution
was given to the design for a smooth,
NEON GÑD POLARITY INDICATOR
even ripple and as close to pure d.c. as
possible without seriously affecting the
VOL.
y
P'HONES
over-all gain of the tracer.
ij
Normal tracing procedure is to start
at the antenna post of the receiver and
work from grid to plate, stage -by- stage,
12J7
GRO CAP
until the defective stage is located. With
BOLT
the probe on the antenna post, one or
-MiCA J
more stations will probably be heard.
At the grid of the first stage, it should
be possible to select a station with
tNJT
the tuning condenser. If not, look for
2 MEG GRIDRETURN RESISTOR
open or shorted elements in the circuit.
As the probe is moved toward the speakGROUND CUP
er, reduce the volume control on the
tracer to keep the signal constant. The
amount of reduction necessary is a
measure of stage gain.
Full details of the "one -man submarine' can be seen in this photo.
for JULY, 1947
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An Electronic Photometer
Some interesting information on photomBy J. G. REED

ORD KELVIN very aptly stated,
when it is possible to measure a
quantity in any experiment, it can
be stated safely that there is an
understanding of the problem. Photometry is a science in which the subject
matter, light, appears at first sight to
be an intangible something as elusive as
the will -o'-the -wisp, and not likely to
yield easily to quantitative measurement. Simple oil-spot photometers are
very useful in comparing light intensities, and it was such an elementary device, intended for the measurement of
light delivered by a photographic en-

larger, that first received the author's
attention. A series of developmental experiments culminated in the production
of the phototube photometer described
in this article.
With this knowledge it is an easy matter to make a simple oil -spot photometer
that will make photo enlargement a
much easier process. While not eliminating experience and empirical judgement, work will be placed on Kelvin's

truly scientific basis of measurement of

a factor -light-which heretofore has
been a photographic ingredient over
which writers have skipped in haste.
Take a piece of good drawing paper,
and with a pin dipped in light machine
oil, place a spot on the paper. This spot
looks darker than the surrounding
paper if light is on the same side as the
observer, and changes to a bright spot
if the light source is on the opposite
side. This is because the treated paper
is relatively transparent at this spot.
In the first instance less light is reflected, and in the second, more is transmitted by the spot than by the surrounding paper.
Mount the photometer disc on a simple stand-or for a preliminary test it
may be held in the hand-and with a
table lamp on either side, move the disc
back and forth. With two lamps of equal
candlepower, and the disc not central
between them, if the observer is on the
side nearest lamp A of Fig. 1 the oil
spot will appear as a dark patch. If the
observer's position is changed to the side
of lamp B the oil spot will be bright.
Now if the photometer disc is slowly
moved away from lamp A there will be
a critical point where the transmission
of light through the oil spot from one
lamp exactly balances that lost by non reflection of the other light, and the oil
spot will disappear. Depending on the
relative opaqueness and transparency
of the untreated and treated paper, the
point of balance will be quite marked.
If a small housing is put at the rear
of the photometer disc, and lamp B is
RADIO -CRAFT
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included in this article.

is also

replaced by a radio dial lamp or clear
Christmas -tree light controlled by a
variable resistor, we have the basis of
a simple photometer.
With precautions taken to counteract
the color change of the spot as the brilliancy of the lamp is varied, a very use-

n

A

Fig.

I-Principle of the oil-spot photometer.

ful darkroom instrument may be constructed. Fig. 2 is a suggested construction for this simple photometer. Dimensions may be varied to suit available
material.
For long life and constancy of calibration the photometer lamp should be
underrun. If a 6-volt, 3 candlepower
auto lamp is used, the maximum voltage
should not exceed 5 volts, while for the
standard 14 -volt Christmas -tree light,
10 volts will be found sufficient.

A synthetic oil spot
The detailed drawing, Fig. 3, indicates the composition of the translucent
area, which in a permanent instrument
must be something more substantial
than an oil spot. Use a small square of
MOUNT PHOTOMETER LAMP BELOW SPOT OF PHOTOMETER

v2"

HANDLE

6" LONG
FLEXIBLE CARD TO RESISTANCE CONTROL

Fig.

2-Practical

type of optical photometer.

photographic ground glass for the cover
glass. Immediately below have a layer
of thin white card or heavy typewriter
paper. The paper should have a hole in
it about one-eighth of an inch in diameter. Below that place a layer of green blue tinted cellophane. This tinting is
chosen for two reasons; one to neutralize the reddish light from the lamp
when at low brilliancy, the other to provide a light to which the eye has maximum sensitivity at low illumination
levels. Have the hole through which the
light from the lamp passes about five sixteenths of an inch in diameter so
that it will form a halo around the central light spot through the white typewriter paper. This will be found to im1947

prove the balance of the spot to reflected
and transmitted light conditions.
Cement the combination at the edges
and to the body of the photometer with
a light brushing of model airplane dope
or coil cement, clamping it until dry to
make a firm job.
The external control resistor should
have a value about twice that of the hot
resistance of the lamp, and should be
wirewound. For a 6 -volt, 3-watt lamp
the resistor should have a value of 24
ohms approximately. One of the old style 30 -ohm filament control resistors
as used in battery receivers will be
found just right.
Having determined experimentally an
acceptable exposure time, future exposures are simplified to a procedure in
which the diaphragm of the enlarger
lens is controlled to give just that light
necessary to balance the photometer
spot at a standardized setting of the

resistor.

An electronic photometer
Being one of those individuals who
secure as much, if not more, pleasure in
building gadgets for the darkroom as
from the photographs produced, the
problem of calibrating the simple photometer so that it would read the actual
candlepower of the incident light gave
the author considerable food for
thought. The outcome was the construction of a phototube photometer that
completely eclipsed the simple oil-spot
instrument for which it was originally
intended merely as a calibration adjunct. The circuit of this de luxe photometer is that given in Fig. 4. It consists of a 3 -tube power unit plus a
phototube exploring head, the latter being connected to its amplifier through a
shielded flexible cable. Light falling on
the sensitive surface of the phototube releases electrons which generate a negative potential on the grid of tube VI of
The electronic indicator. Reliance is not
placed on any calibration of vacuum
tubes as in a tube voltmeter. The two
tubes operate merely as couplers to the
balancing meter, which in turn serves as
a portion of the voltmeter to measure
(Continued on. page 60)

Fig.

3

-How

the synthetic oil-spot

is

made.
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experimenter can construct this high quality phonograph pickup himself, and obtain results
comparable with those produced by commercial pickups.
The skilled sound

Dynamic Pickup
By P. H. RUSSELL
THE moving-coil pickup, if properly
designed and made, will take from
the record exactly what is there. If
the record is first -class and a true
reproduction of what the recording
microphone received, this pickup will
pass to the amplifier a true electrical
image of the groove on the record. If
the record is poor and distorted, this
pickup will show it as such. If the surfaces are bad, scratch will come
through. It will reproduce exactly what
is given to it. Oscillograph pictures of
pure sine waves from constant- frequency records show pure sine wave output
from its vibrating parts. It is, as nearly
as possible, without character of its own,
and is like a perfect mirror, reflecting
truly the image presented to it.

negligible,and surface noise is reduced to
a minimum. Finally it is stable, not readily damaged, uncritical in the positioning
of its parts, and the very light damping
can be permanent, never needing attention or replacement. Needle changing
becomes an occasional necessity instead
of being a constant nuisance. Best of all,
this pickup brings out all that there is
in any record. Since using a moving coil,
this writer has repeatedly heard from
his records subtle effects and combinations of instruments that never before
were heard when the finest crystal available was in use. The sounds heard can
almost be described as stereophonic, as
there is such a strong feeling of separation of the instruments. True stereophony cannot be
had from a single
speaker, but this is
the nearest approach that can be

The moving -coil pickup has only one
very trifling weakness. Its output is low,
therefore demanding great amplifica- conceived.
tion.
A pickup of this
The characteristics of a moving -coil type can be made
pickup are essentially neutral
has by any careful The completed pickup.
no characteristics. At its best, the fre- worker on any orquency response is practically flat from dinarily equipped bench. The design
12,000 cycles down to 25 cycles per sec- shown gives results which not only are
ond. These frequencies are outside, far ahead of any crystal so far heard,
above, and below any which are usually but compare well with the very fine (and
recorded. Its actual response runs down expensive) pickup of commercial make
to 5 cycles per second, and up to 15,000 which the writer has had in use for sevto 16,000. Thus it can take care of any eral months. It was made on the writer's
improvements in recording which may home bench with only the ordinary very
be expected. It needs practically no simple tools that every home mechanic
damping. Indeed, for any but loud pas- possesses except for two. These two can
sages, damping can be omitted entirely. be dispensed with, although they are so
Hence the needle can float from side to cheap and useful that they warrant
side almost without force. These factors spending the dollar or two they cost.
combine to enable this pickup to operate They are, first, a set of 5 or 6 very small
with as little as '!., ounce weight on the and fine needle files such as are used by
record. It thus follows that record wear is jewelers, and second, a jeweler's saw

-it

frame and a dozen or so of the fine wire
saws to go with it. The cost of all will!
be $1.50 to $2.00 only, and these small'
files and saws have innumerable uses.1
(N.B. Mount the saws in the frame.
"pull- cut." Used "push -cut" they break
as fast as you can put them in the
frame. )
A warning here. Small tools cutting
small work cut very fast. Work gently,
and the material will yield. Work
heavily, and it will tear and spoil.

Heart of the pickup
Figs. 1 -a to 1 -h show the first part to
be made, the moving -coil former and
chuck assembly. In working this out,

Tone -arm weight is compensated by a spring.

care and the best accuracy you can apply are necessary. It is the heart of the
instrument, and the more accurately
and better balanced you make it, the
better will be the results. It is made up
of three pieces of metal lightly soldered
together.
First take a piece of brass (shim
stock from a garage is excellent) about
0.004 -inch or 0.005 -inch thick, 1.2-inch
wide, and 7/s -inch or so long. Soften this
with heat to remove all tendency to
spring. Roll the brass around a piece of
% -inch round rod, cutting the meeting
ends and filing them with the flat needle
file until they butt exactly. Work the

STRAIN PIECE
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I- Components

1-f

of the moving element, shown in breakdown. Complete references and details of construction are given in the text.
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br:.ss into place with the pliers until a
perfect cylinder results which fits the
'A -inch rod exactly. Tie a piece of thread
around the cylinder temporarily, and at
equal intervals, at equal distances of
5/32-inch from one end, cut three very
small slots through the wall as shown
on Fig 1 -a. Use the rod on which you
rolled the cylinder as a mandrel for this
and for future operations when it is
useful.
Take another piece of the same brass,
softened as before, and well flattened.
Cut a disc 14 -inch in diameter to fit inside the cylinder you have made, and
leave three lugs or ears, as shown in
Fig. 1 -b, which will correspond with the
three slots you cut in the cylinder wall.
With care partly unroll the cylinder, insert the disc, and roll and tie the cylinder again. Insert the mandrel and trim
it up if necessary. Bend up the lugs
until they are flush, remove the mandrel, and solder as lightly as you can,
seeing that the solder runs well into the
joints. Acid flux is best for this work,
and a good hot soldering tip helps, too.
Now replace the mandrel, setting it
snugly against the diaphragm, or disc,
you have just fixed, and trim the cylinder down to 5/32-inch on one side of the
diaphragm and 1/32 -inch on the other.
This is shown in Fig. 1 -c. The coil form
is now complete, but the needle chuck
must be attached to it. For this pickup
we do not use the old -fashioned screw
fastening. It is too heavy. The screw
alone, apart from its mount, would
weigh as much or more than the combined coil, chuck, and suspension. Instead we use a self -locking chuck. That
shown was devised by the writer especially for this pickup.

around the wire. Pinch the surplus in
the vise. Take the round needle file and

make an oval slot in the back, or folded part of the chuck so that one end of
the slot is u -inch from one end of the
chuck. Cut a slit in the back from
the slot to the other end of the
chuck. These three steps are shown in
Figs. 1 -d to 1 -f. Fold open exactly
evenly the ends made by cutting the slot
and the slit, making the bend at the slit
end of the oval slot. Cut off these ends
so that they will fit exactly into the
1/32 -inch cup side of the former, exactly centering the chuck. Flatten the
turned -down ends so that they face the
diaphragm neatly. See Fig. 1 -g. Cut
tiny slits in the sides of the shallow end
of the form below the diaphragm. Trim
off the pinched metal. Then set the chuck
in place in the form and turn down the
metal where you cut the shallow side
until the ears of the chuck are locked.
Again using acid flux, solder the chuck
in place. The appearance then will be
somewhat as in Fig. 1 -h, which shows
the needle as it will sit in place and also
the suspension wires which will be attached.
In mounting the chuck, arrange the
ears with a slight bend so that when
mounted the pinch side will make an
angle of 5 to 7 degrees with the coil
form. This simple chuck holds a needle
thus: The needle enters the chuck freely. When the weight of the pickup rests
on it, the needle rests on the diaphragm
of the coil form, in the oval slot which
was left, and against the pinch of the
chuck, being lightly jammed so that no
lateral movement of the needle in the
chuck is possible. The drag of the record as it turns locks the needle firmly.
Yet it can be slipped out easily for
changing. The force of the magnet in
Needle and chuck
Thin needles are lighter, and so are the pickup keeps the needle from falling
better. The movement is so light and out of the chuck when it is removed
free that heavy needles are a great dis- from the record, and when it is replaced
advantage. The best alloy or chromium the weight of the pickup at once sets
needles should be used. You may like a the needle back in the right place, which
sapphire point better. It is very durable is the only place at which it can rest.
and, with the light weight of this pick- Figs. 1 -g and 1 -h show the chuck with
up, very easy on records. So, if you de- the needle as it will rest when in use.
cide on a sapphire, acquire one of the Fig. 1 -h also shows the strain and susstandard commercial needles with a pension wires which will be discussed
round shank and g et a jeweler or later.
watchmaker to straighten it and cut it
down on his lathe to 37 /1000 -inch thick Pole pieces and mountings
The next step will be to make the pole
and % -inch to 7/16 -inch long from point
to the opposite end of the shank. A pieces. No dimensions can be given for
shoulder can be left near the point so these as they will depend on the magnet
that the setting of the jewel will not be which will be used. Even the shape

shown in Fig. 2 may be varied, but
that indicated suits very well the usual
horseshoe magnet. The essential thing
is a circular gap between the pole pieces
in which the coil will be set finally, with
room to vibrate in the magnetic field between the poles. The gap should be
small enough so that as great a concen-

Fig.

2

-Pole

pieces should resemble these.

tration of magnetic lines of force as
possible can be directed into the coil, and
no larger than enough that the coil will
not touch the pole pieces in vibrating.
For our 'A -inch form, % -inch would
be a trifle large. 5/16 -inch does very
well. Fig. 2 shows how they are made
in the pickup designed here, but other
patterns may be worked out. The faces
of the pole pieces which meet the magnet should be ground flat on the whetstone so that close all -over contact is
made. Neglect of this will result in loss
of field strength. The inner faces of the
pole pieces should be chamfered as
shown so as to concentrate the lines of
force in the gap.

Figs.

3

and 4 -The mounting and strain piece.

The pole pieces now should be mounted. For this, cut a piece of 1/16 -inch
brass into appropriate size and shape to
hold the pole pieces. Drill the mounting
strip and drill and tap the pole pieces to
correspond. Set in 1/16-inch or 3/32 inch spaces between the pole pieces and

the mount. Figs. 3 and 5 will indicate
the idea here.
Next will come the mount for the

disturbed.

Any needle will do, however, so long

as you decide on the thickness of the
needle you will use. This must be settled,
since the very lightweight chuck to be
used is built to take only needles of a
specified thickness.
Having settled this point, take a
piece of brass, or better, phosphor
bronze (from an old switch for example,
which is what the writer used) about

r

0.012 -inch or 0.014 -inch thick, '4 -inch
long, and wide enough to fold around
the thickness of needle you have chosen,
with a bit over for a "pinch." Select a
piece of waste wire of the proper thick-

aeta
--

ness and fold the bronze lengthwise Exploded
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view of pickup. A piece of the metal ribbon is shown on bordered paper, foreground.
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coil (A in Fig. 3). This will be another
piece of 1/16 -inch brass fastened centrally. It should be cut about 214 -inch
larger than the width of the pole pieces,

`

leaving enough material for final trimming. Its exact length is not critical. It
should be drilled with two holes and
the pole piece mount (B in Fig. 3)

/ii
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Fig.
Cross- section of completed assembly
at line X -X. A-coil mount; B-pole piece
mount; Cmagnet spacers; D -pole pieces;
magnetic core screw assembly;
needle
chuck and coil; G- G-Coil suspension wires.

E

C-

F-

drilled

and tapped to correspond.
Round -head screws should be used, and
the holes in the coil mount should be
about 1/16 -inch large to allow for adjustment in case the coil, when finally
mounted, is slightly off center. (Work
in the home or small shop cannot be as
accurate as that in a well-tooled machine shop.) Cut % -inch from the center, toward one end, and bend the mount
down at right angles. Cut the width of
this turned down part down to sit -inch
with the file or jeweler's saw. This turn
down should be about '/r -inch long.
About % -inch from the center turn
down the other end and narrow only
enough to permit it to clear the inner
walls of the horseshoe magnet. This
turn down should also be 1/2-inch long.
In the top, and about 3 /1G -inch or
so from the end just turned down, drill
and file a rectangular slot 1/2-inch or so
long. across the width of the coil mount,
and a trifle wider than the thickness of
the brass you are using.
Cut another piece of brass 3/16- or
Ya -inch wide, with a square -cut lug or
projection on one end to fit loosely into
the slot cut in the coil mount. This is
shown in Fig. 4, the strain piece. Near
the bottom of this strain piece drill
and tap a hole for a small screw, and
drill and file in a vertical direction a
hole in the end of the coil mount on
which the last work was done, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 6, which show these
parts clearly.
This work completes the mounts, except that for the coil itself. For this a
loop of fine but strong wire is used. After a number of experiments, final settlement was made on a piece of a nonmagnetic hairspring. A bent or broken
hairspring should be obtainable from
any watchmaker or repairer. Equally
well would do the bronze wire used for
the pin -springs in Yale locks. The choice
of material does not matter so long as it
is thin, nonmagnetic, and strong enough
to take some tension without stretch.

Assembling the pickup
Mounting the coil needs care. First
cut four tiny slits in the walls of the
lower, shallow end of the form, just up
30

to the level of the diaphragm. These
should be as nearly the size of the wire
you are using as possible, and must be
so cut that when the wire is laid in the
slots it makes two parallel lines which

are equidistant from, and parallel with,
that diameter of the form on which lies
the plane of the slope of the chuck. Figs.
1 -h, 5 and 6 show how these wires are to
be set.

Make a bend in the wire to fit around
the end of the coil mount opposite the
strain piece and bend the extreme tips
of the ends of the wire so that they will
fit around it when it is set about 1 -inch
from the coil mount. Solder securely to
the strain piece and cut off any waste
ends of wire. Slip the wire over the mount
and tighten the strain piece gently, letting the wire find its place on the mount,
parallel with its top side. Assemble with
the pole piece mount with pole pieces in
place..Slip the form into place, centering it in the gap in the pole pieces. Set
the wire in the slots in the form. Slip
some pieces of card between the form
and the pole piece mount, just enough
to hold the form against the wires. Then,
see that all is secure and centered and
solder the wires lightly in place in the
slots. By this method of assembly in
place, the desirable exact placing and
centering of the coil can easily be arranged.

A
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6-Assembly

cross -section et line Y -Y.

Disassemble the parts and with a
sharp knife and fine file clean up the
solder, removing all surplus to leave
the form as light as possible. Gum a
slip of cigarette paper around the form
and wind on evenly 20 to 25 turns of

the finest enamelled copper or aluminum wire you can obtain. The number of
turns is not critical. Paint the wire
with collodion (10 cents worth from
the drugstore) or with a varnish made
from a spot of Duco household cement
and ether or acetone. Solder one end of
the wire to the form itself, or to any
part of the mount. This will be the lowvoltage end of the coil. Leave the other
end open for the moment.
From an iron rod or bolt 3/16 -inch
thick cut a cylinder 1 -inch long.
Drill and tap in the

exact center for a

Attach the iron cylinder to the screw
tightly (that is why the threads were
not cut all through) and set it in place
in the mount so that the cylinder will
just fit inside the cup of the form with
clearance all around and below. Fasten
with a lock -nut above. This part is E in
Figs. 5 and 6.
Attach to the mounts at any convenient place a slip of insulating material to which the high-voltage end of
the coil can be attached.
Now everything should be ready for
final assembly. To avoid spurious vibrations on loud passages, slight damping
is necessary. For this purpose a very
light grease is good. This can be prepared by mixing vaseline with machine
oil so that the mixture will nearly but
not quite -run. It is almost oil rather
than grease when the texture is right
a sort of oily jelly. Fill the cup of the
form with the mixture and spread it
around the outside of the coil- enough
to fill the space between the coil and
the pole pieces. This damping will not
deteriorate and will never need attention or replacement; but be sure that
the mixture is not in the least stiff or
the coil will not respond.
Attach the high voltage end of the
coil, set the magnet against the pole
pieces, and everything is ready for setting in a head case and tone arm. In assembling, tighten the coil mounting
wires so that they are just taut and no
more. Overstrain is needless; it may
break the delicate wires and in any case
puts unnecessary drag on the needle and
record. When taut, put a speck of rosin
on the screw at the strain piece and melt
into the threads with a match held at the
head end of the screw. The heat will run,
melting the rosin, and lightly, but sufficiently, locking the strain piece. The
case and arm can be worked out in any
way that appeals to the maker, remembering that the pivoting in both directions must be very free. The final weight
of 2 -ounce or so on the record is so
little that any binding will cause the

-

needle to skip grooves.
In working out the tone arm, provide
for a spring or weight counterbalance.
The former is theoretically better,
though not so easy to arrange. Fig. 7
shows one system of spring counterbalancing which works well.
The pickup head should be offset from
the tone arm. Perfect tracking in 4
radial tone arm is not possible, but an
offset angle of 23 degrees with a 10 -inch
(Continued on page 62)

PIN THROUGH TUBE

small iron screw.
Do not run the

threads clear
through. Take the

corresponding

screw and cut off
its head. Drill and
tap the pole piece
mount and coil
mount so that this
hole is exactly centered over the middle of the coil form.

TENSION SPRING

NOTEI THIN BRASS TUBE SLIT AND UNROLLED
AT POINTS SHORN FOR GOOD TONE ARM
PIVOT BEARING IN BASE

-A

7

spring can be used

as shown
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Rear and fop views of modulator and oscillator sections. Tubes of
the FM section shown in Fig. I, are those nearest rear of chassis.

250 -Watt FM -AM Transmitter
transmitted. Its indicating scale should
be calibrated in terms of the deviation
in kilocycles from the main carrier or
unmodulated resting frequency.
By HARRY D. HOOTON, W3KPX
The 65.17 is a reactance-tube modu250-WATT amateur -band cussed in Part II of this article. Shown lator. In the circuit arrangement shown
transmitter recently developed in the schematic (Fig. 1) is a 6SN7-GT in Fig. 1, the 6SJ7 plate-cathode circuit
by the author is strictly post- FM speech amplifier, a 6SJ7 reactance is connected across the 6F6 -G FM oscilwar in its design and applica- tube, a 6H6 discriminator rectifier, a lator grid tank circuit. The plate of the
tion. This transmitter has a medium- 6SA7 mixer, and a 6C5 crystal oscilla- 6SJ7 is connected, through a 0.005 -id
power, band -switching r.f. exciter and tor. These tubes are a part of the FM coupling condenser, to the hot side of
the 6F6 -G grid coil. Another 0.005 -µf
frequency multiplier stage using a Tay- circuit.
lor TB -35 beam -power tetrode tube.
The 6SN7-GT, 6SJ7, 6H6, 6SA7, and coupling condenser transfers r.f. from
and an HK -54 final r.f. amplifier. 6C5 tubes and their associated circuits the hot side of the oscillator tank coil
Either crystal or v.f.o. control may be are used for FM only. The 6SN7 -GT is through a 50,000-ohm resistor to the
used as desired, and there are provisions a dual -triode and is used as a 2 -stage control grid of the 6SJ7. A current then
for either amplitude or frequency modu- resistance-capacitance -coupled a.f. am- flows through the 50,000-ohm resistor
lation.
plifier. The 250,000 -ohm potentiometer and the capacitor formed by the input
The electrical circuit consists of a in the grid circuit of the 6SN7-GT sec- capacitance and stray capacitance of
6F6-G crystal -controlled or variable -fre- ond section should be referred to as a the 6SJ7 grid circuit, producing a voltquency oscillator, a TB -35 buffer and deviation control rather than a gain con- age drop across the capacitor. The value
frequency multiplier, and an HK -54 trol. The adjustment of this potentiom- of the resistor is such that the r.f. volt final r.f. amplifier. These will be dis- eter determines the FM band width
(Continued on page 68)
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-The FM Modulator and Stabilizer
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the 6SA7 is wrongly drawn as

FILS

6 6C5

2.5MH

a

6A7. Suppressor should be to cathode and TB -35 lead to pin No. 8.
31

and % inch in diameter. It was rewound
with No. 28 wire to reach the 160-meter
band with the iron core about halfway
out. This required 40 turns, and the
cathode tap is made 15 turns from the
low end. After the exciter is completed
and ready for calibration, the iron -core
screw is adjusted to just reach 4 mc with
the tuning condenser at minimum. This
core adjustment is convenient for minor
changes such as recalibration should
such ever be necessary. Once set, it is
locked by a nut tightened on it. The
oscillator is tuned with a 140 -µµf midget variable capacitor, anchored to the
chassis and controlled by a National

m

ACN dial.

In designing the electron-coupled
oscillator, it was decided to concentrate all efforts on one tuned circuit
for all bands which might be used
rather than fall back on plug -in coils,
switching arrangements or multiple tuned circuits. On a percentage basis,
the 80 -meter is the widest. For example, of the entire 3.5- to 4.0 -mc
range, only the portion 3.5 to 3.65
doubles into the 40 -meter band. Therefore if the 80 -meter scale fills the dial,
the 40 calibration is very crowded and
occupies less than one -third of the scale!
4P
The situation is no better on other harmonic bands. The problem may
By !. QUEEN, W2OUX by using two sweeps of the dialbetosolved
cover
the 80 -meter band.
As shown in the photograph, the outband transmitter and require only a
stable v.f.o. exciter unit. This portion of er scale covers from 3.5 to 3.73 kc, which
the transmitter is at left in Fig. 1. It multiplies conveniently. The second
features two stages, a 6SJ7 electron - scale covers from 3.71 to 4.0 mc. To do
coupled oscillator and a 6F6 buffer. Out- this a fixed capacitance C3 is switched
put is more than sufficient to fully excite into or out of the oscillator circuit by
a 6L6, 807, or similar type amplifier, the toggle switch under the dial, dedoubler, or final stage. The signal qual- pending upon whether the lower or
ity is equal to that of a crystal and drift upper half of the band is to be worked.
A generous overe- PARASITIC SUPPRES SOR -SEE TExT

V.F.O. EXCITER

OR TRANSMITTER
Part, II-ConxlrneIi.ng the transmitter
ACOMPACT and easy to oper-

ate rig, this unit is highly
effective as a complete transmitter or as an exciter for a
multiband unit. The heart of the transmitter is the variable frequency oscillator exciter and many interesting features have been incorporated. Among
them are:

6SJ7

lap

6F6

is

provided.

This arrangement
works out "fb."
.0001 SILVER MICA
"CS
The excellent band
002
spread makes it
.00015
easy to zero -beat a
C4
2.5MH
000
signal and to esti.0002S
.000
TUNING
COUPLING
mate to about a
5K
002
kilocycle. With the
.002
.002
smooth ACN ver100(
nier dial, the exOW
KEY
citer becomes an
75K
accurate
"signal
84240V REGULATED
- HEX 84400V
84400V
generator" for amFig.
Circuit of the exciter-transmitter. The e.c.o. is tuned to 160 meter , doubling in the plate circoit.
ateur bands.
V.f.o. circuit of high stability.
is negligible after a minute or two. The
Adjustment of the high -frequency
Fundamental (80- meter) calibration high -C oscillator circuit uses a minimum half of the band (from 4 mc) has been
covering approximately 19 linear inches. of 850 µµf capacitance (C2) made up
(Continued on page 64)
Good spread of other bands.
of a 500-µf and a
Choice of oscillator or final keying.
350 -µµf condenser.
More than 50 watts output with only These, together
400 plate volts.
with the tuning
Panel meter calibrated in watts input coil, are enclosed
to final.
in a shield can in
Only two major controls.
one corner of the
Network matching any length an- oscillator comparttenna.
ment (see photoOutput continuously variable over graph). The oscilwide range.
lator Operates in
Use as complete v.f.o. transmitter for the 160-meter band,
80 and 40 or as exciter for other bands. for greater stabilBreak -in operation not affecting os- ity.
cillation.
The coil is of the
Alternative crystal control.
permeance - tuned
Many amateurs already have a multi- type, 2 inches long
Rear view of the unit. Note shunt across meter and jacks for keys.
32
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By HARRY WINFIELD
that the fussy adjustment
required with the old crystal detector has been done away with
by the fixed crystal cartridge,
the crystal receiver has had a rebirth.
No batteries are required, and where a
fairly long aerial can be used, the crystal receiver is quite satisfactory for
picking up broadcast programs on a
pair of headphones.
An aerial at least 75 to 100 feet long
(longer if possible) and a good ground
connection to a water pipe or other
grounded metal system are essential.
In some cases programs can be heard
by simply connecting the aerial and
ground posts of the receiver to a steam
radiator and a metal bed or some other
metallic mass. This is especially true
near powerful broadcast stations. Of
course the signals are much louder if an
aerial is used, and increase directly
with its length and height.
The crystal set does not amplify;
therefore every bit of the original signal
must be preserved and transferred to
the crystal detector. One of the secrets
of success with crystal sets is to use a
pair of highly sensitive headphones.
The aerial wire can be of any convenient size, from No. 12 to No. 18
gauge copper. It should be as long and
high as possible, and well insulated at
each end. A length of insulated wire
(such as bell wire) may be run along
the baseboard or over the beams of an
attic, to make an indoor aerial which
NOW

gives
A
ground clamp
sometimes

fair

results.

Photo B -The Revell
should be used to
make firmconnection to a water or steam
pipe. In the country, when camping for
instance, the radio may be grounded by
connecting the ground wire to a piece

Fig.

I- Mystery radio's ultra- simple

circuit,

of metal thrown into a stream. If a wire
fence is handy, it may be tried as an
aerial. Another way to pick up signals
is to connect the aerial post of the set to
one side of a condenser, the opposite
terminal of the condenser being joined
to one side of a telephone circuit.
Some of the new crystal receivers are
illustrated on this page.

The mystery set
The simplest radio receiver imaginable combines a headphone with a crystal detector bridged across it. Such a
combination is used in the "mystery"
receiver illustrated in Photo A. The diagram of such a receiver (incidentally
one of the first crystal sets ever used
by the early experimenters) is given in
Fig. 1.
The headphone in this receiver is a
hearing -aid type
and is so small
that it fits into
the ear. The fixed
crystal detec-

radio

is a

h;ghly- finished miniature receiver.

tor fits inside the housing; all that remains are the 2 insulated wires with
spring clips at their terminals. One clip
may be connected to a water pipe and
the other to an aerial wire or substitute
metallic mass.
This set is useful as an emergency receiver or for other purposes, but has no
tuner for selecting desired stations. The
station intercepted will depend upon the
natural frequency of the antenna system and the relative strength of local
broadcast Cations. If the aerial wire

1N36

Fig.

2

-The

Revell radio circuit is standard.

is long, other stations may be tuned in
by trying different size condensers in
series with it. A variable tuning coil
(one fitted with a slider) could be connected in series with the aerial and
would provide some degree of tuning.
A variable condenser in series with the
aerial may also be tried.

Revell rodar radio
A more ambitious crystal set is illustrated in Photo B. The diagram for this
tunable receiver appears in Fig. 2. The
drawing, Fig. 3, is a sectional view of
the ingenious variable condenser used
(Continued on page 63)

Photo A, left-Taybern Equipment's Mystery radio plugs in the ear.
Photo C. below-Atomic radio. made by Da -Myco, is tuned by the stem.
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Browning FM-AM Tuner
rack -mounting counterpart, the Model
RJ -14. has a panel for mounting in a
standard relay rack for laboratory or
special installations.
The chassis consists of separate
superheterodyne FM and AM circuits.
The AM section tunes the broadcast
band from 540 to 1650 kc and the FM
section from 88 to 108 mc. The detection
systems are connected alternately to the
volume control through a section of the
band switch and will give good results
with an a.f. amplifier that will work
with 0.1 volt input or more.
An audio amplifier, loudspeaker, antenna, and a power supply delivering
250 volts d.c. at 65 ma and 6.3 volts a.c.
at 4 amperes are required to complete
the installation. All voltage and control leads are brought into a terminal
strip at the bottoni of the chassis. If the

THE Browning Model RJ -12 FMAM tuner is one of the first of its
kind to appear on the postwar
radio market. It is supplied by the
manufacturer as a chassis 7% inches
'high, 131/2 inches wide, and 9 inches
deep, designed to be fitted into bookcases, shelves, drawers and other built in installations in the home or office. Rs

6SG7

voltages cannot be supplied by the amplifier, a Browning Model PF -12 power
supply, Fig. 2, can be used. A high fidelity amplifier such as the Model RJ12 amplifier, Fig. 3, is recommended for
use with the tuners.
The tuner has a 4 x 8 inch slide -rule
dial with separate Eva -inch calibrated
scales for FM and AM bands. Four
walnut- colored bakelite control knobs
are located symmetrically across the
bottom of the chassis.
Although the RJ -12 is essentially two
separate receivers, the circuits are arranged so that only four controls are
used. The on-off switch, on the left side
of the chassis, is connected to the terminal board so that it can make or
break the a.c. power line to a power supply and amplifier that may be located
some distance from the tuner. The see-
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receivers, using separate components throughout. Only the power supply and the volume control are common.
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RADIO -CRAFT discontinues with this
issue the Radio Data sheets. Printing 12
(or even 144) circuits a year has become meaningless. New models have
been turned ouf literally by the hundreds. Means of securing information

may well be applied to the same grid
as the FM signal, to furnish a center
marker. The discriminator is aligned in

about them by servicemen is excellently
organized. The space will in the future
be devoted to articles about new and
different receivers and other radio
equipment, new servicing methods (FM,
etc.) and topical servicing subjects.

standard fashion.
An AM generator and a high-resistance voltmeter in the grid return of the
first limiter is a less satisfactory alignment equipment, but can be used if better apparatus is not available. The
117V AC

and knob is the tuning control. A slow tuning drive mechanism, requiring 10%
turns for complete band coverage on
either band, is ganged to the tuning condensers of the FM and AM sections so
that both are tuned together.
The band switch is the third control
from the left. Its setting is indicated by
markings on a scale visible through a
small aperture in the center of the dial.
In the FM position B -plus voltages are
removed from the AM section. In the
AM position, B -plus voltage is removed
from the 6C4 high- frequency oscillator.
In the phono position, plate voltages are
removed from both tuners. Other sections of this switch connect the 6E5 tuning indicator and volume control to the
section in use. The volume control -the
right-hand knob
connected through
the switch to a phono input jack on the
rear skirt of the chassis so that it can
be used to control the volume of any
phono attachment that may be used
with the amplifier.

-is

The circuit and tubes
The AM section consists of a 3 -tube
superheterodyne circuit using a 6SG7
r.f. amplifier, 6SA7 mixer -oscillator and
a 6SF7 455-ke i.f. amplifier, diode detector, and a.v.c. voltage source for the
i.f. and r.f. grids. The circuit is highly
sensitive-the manufacturer claims a
sensitivity of 1 microvolt or better over
the entire band. The selectivity leaves
little to be desired, even on the crowded
high -frequency end of the band. The
response curve seems to be sufficiently
wide to pass the side bands of the average broadcast station and still provide

adequate station separation.
The FM circuit is designed to work
from a suitable antenna coupled to the
input of the tuner through a 300 -ohm
line. The entire antenna system, dipoles
and transmission line, is the antenna
for the AM section. The front end of the
FM tuner uses three of the new miniature tubes. They are: GBA6 r.f. amplifier, 6BE6 mixer, and 6C4 separate
oscillator tuning 8.25 me higher than
the signal frequency. The 6BE6 is followed by a 2-stage i.f. amplifier using
6SG7's, according to the schematic. The
model tested used two 7AG7's in this
position. The i.f. transformers are over coupled to provide a band -pass of approximately 150 kc. They are followed
by a 2 -stage cascade limiter using
6SJ7's. These circuits are adjusted so
that complete limiting takes place with
a signal input of less than 15 microvolts. The limiter stages work into a
Foster -Seeley discriminator using a
6H6. High -frequency de-emphasis is
used on the output of this circuit to compensate for pre-emphasis at the transmitter.
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Tested in a Manhattan office building
with an indoor antenna, the FM tuner
proved to have the expected wide -range
audio response typical of FM. Since all
FM stations heard were of good intensity it was impossible to make a sensitivity check on weaker signals. On AM,
high- frequency audio response was definitely lower than on FM, as expected,
because of normal side -band cutting.
The AM sensitivity seems to be better
than average for a set of this type.
When the tuning indicator is used on
the AM channel, minimum shadow indicates correct tuning. On the FM band,
the indicator beam overlaps and exact
adjustment must be made by tuning for
minimum background noise.

Servicing ongles
The AM intermediate frequency is
456 kc, and alignment is standard. To

rV

6.3V

ONO

-!rCNASSIS BoiTOi
VIEW OF TERMINAL

BOARD

Fig.

-The

2

power supply for the FM -AM tuner.

method is to adjust to maximum meter
reading (working back from the last
i.f. transformer) at 8.25 mc. The generator is then varied in steps of about
20 kc each side of the center frequency,

adjusting for a symmetrical curve,
humped equally on each side of the
center frequency.

align the FM section, a frequency modulated signal
generator and an
oscilloscope is required for best results. The generator should have a
sweep well in excess of 200 kc each
side of the 8.25 me
i.f. General principles of visual FM
servicing were discussed in t h e
March, 1946, issue
o f RADIO - CRAFT.
Note that this receiver is overcoupled to give a
double- humped
curve with a slight
dip at the center
frequency.
An AM signal
Under side of the tuner.
of exactly 8.25 mc
BASS TREBLE02BOOST

+2

The shields in center enclose FM coils.
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geed amplifier may be used with the tuner. This circuit

is

the Browning RJ -12.
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Recorder working well, chip thrown clear and moving toward center.

Drive roller and rim must be kept free from dirt, damage or wear.

A Small Recording Studio
Part V

--

The commonest recording troubles
By J. C. HOADLEY

THE recorder who understands the
fundamentals of his art will recognize most recording troubles as
they appear. As a refresher for the

skilled technician, and as a help to
those who have not reached the professional stage, the following check list
is appended. It contains the commonest
causes of poor recordings, as well as the
simplest methods of correcting then.
1. Vibration being transferred from
the drive motor to record. This is evidenced by the appearance of spokelike
or wavy patterns on the record, which
herald rumble or wow or both.
It may be that the motor has excessive vibration because of improper
centering of the armature, worn bearings, poor balancing of the armature, or
an off -center drive pulley on the motor
shaft. If the motor is mounted in rubber,
it may be touching some part of the
motor board, or the rubber may be hardened by age, oil, or heat. The motor may
be adjusted too tightly against the rubber idler wheels so they do not reduce
the vibration transmitted to the turntable.
The motor board may not be securely
screwed down to the cabinet in which it
is mounted. The plate on which the recording mechanism is mounted should
be secured to a solid base, so that it cannot vibrate. Any vibration picked up by
the motor will appear in the playback
as a 60 -cycle hum, which may vary in
intensity throughout one revolution of

the turntable.
Other record patterns can be caused
by misalignment of any part of the
overhead mechanism so that binding occurs. This can be so serious as to slow
down the turntable for a small part of
one revolution of the turntable. This
will result in a very low frequency rum36

ble. It is too low to be heard as such but
will cause a modulation of the higher
frequencies, producing a noticeable wow.
The ear is particularly sensitive to a
change in pitch of a given tone, so even
a very small variation in speed of the
turntable during one revolution will result in a particularly displeasing effect.
Another noticeable pattern is an apparent difference in the spaces between
the grooves, caused by inexpensive,
poorly made, or defective lead screw or
half nut follower, or both. There should
be no play in the cutter carriage when
it is lowered onto the lead screw. It is
wise to wiggle the carriage sideways to
be sure the half nut is seated in the lead
screw, as it is very disconcerting if it
seats itself in. the middle of a recording
and ruins the disc.
2. High scratch level when recording
is played back. The most obvious cause
is a dull cutting stylus, although it can
be caused by a stylus set at the wrong
cutting angle, by a poor quality blank,
too hard material on the surface of the
blank, or too deep cutting. Surface noise
results also from a defective playback
needle or one which does not match
the groove radius. Dust is a common
cause of surface noise, and casually
wiping a disc builds up a static charge
on its surface which makes the dust adhere more tenaciously. Discs should be
kept in their envelopes when not being
played.
A chipped sapphire playback stylus
will ruin a disc with one playing, as the
edges of the chipped spot are as sharp
as a razor, due to the crystalline structure of a sapphire. A so- called permanent needle should never be removed from
and later replaced in a playback pickup
which has a needle chuck. It is almost
impossible to put the needle back in the

same position. If it is rotated only
slightly, it will present a sharp cutting
edge to the record and ruin it.
3. Playback pickup jumps grooves or
skids across the surface of a recording.
The most prevalent cause of this ill is
too shallow grooves. Playback pickups
vary considerably in their ability to
track a record. This ability is inherent
in the design of the pickup and includes
the compliance of the moving assembly,
diameter of the stylus, point pressure,
needle point impedance, design of the
arm, and quality and freedom of the

arm bearings.
Inexpensive pickups of the low -pressure type have difficulty in tracking
high -amplitude low- frequency passages.
This characteristic shquld be taken into
account when a disc is made for a customer. It is wise to cut a record a little
deeper and refrain from extreme lowfrequency boosting when making a recording for someone who is going to
play the disc back on a home radio phonograph combination.
Groove jumping is caused also by too
thin walls between grooves, particularly
when played back with a lightweight
pickup.

4. Distortion which was not present
in the material recorded. Distortion may
be caused by overloading the cutter
head. This is particularly likely to happen when boosting the high or low frequencies. The recording level indicator
cannot follow the peaks, which may be
several times as high as the average
recording level. It is wise to record at a
level well under the maximum the head
and grooves will stand.
Distortion can be caused by a recording amplifier which is defective or of
insufficient power capability to have low
distortion on the peaks. It is wise to
have at least three times as much power
available as the maximum level the
head will stand.
Too light a cut will cause 'distortion
because the needle cannot accurately
(Continued on. page 57)
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Rapid Checker For
Capacity- Continuity
By ALFRED SHORTCUT
FOR the past five years a mechanic
has been bringing me his condensers
and coils for testing. Each time I have
put the condensers on my Solar CC -160
and checked for leakage, then capacity.
With my Weston 772 I have then de
termined if the coils were open. Since
my friend is a washing- machine mechanic, specifically a Maytag mechanic,
all the condensers are the same capacity
and all coils the same value. Invariably,
when this mechanic finds a motor that
will not start he finds the cause is a
coil (secondary open) or a leaky condenser.
Over a period of years of this.testing,
I have learned to make the tests quickly,
and since the mechanic is my friend,
there has been no charge. However, over
this period of years, it has represented
wasted time. The other day he asked,
"Why can't you make a little gadget I
can test these with ?" I started thinking,
and the unit which is the basis of this
article was worked out.
There are hundreds of cases where a
simple tester is needed to show leakage
and if a condenser or coil is open this
tester will serve that purpose.
While capacity of electrolytic condensers decreases as the electrolyte
dries out, this is not the case with paper
condensers. They usually have their
rated capacity or are open. This characteristic makes them easier to test,
specially in my specific case. For reasons of economy the instrument had to
be a.c.-d.c., and for both economy and
simplicity, it had to dispense with
meters. With this in mind the circuit
of Fig. 1 was dreamed up.
A receiving triode is used as a rectifier since the B current is negligible.
Any type will do. A Type 37 was chosen
because there were plenty of 5 -prong
sockets in the junk box. Because of the
low current drain a simple R -C filter
composed of R2 and Cl is sufficient.
The leakage -checking section is the
familiar relaxation oscillator. With S
DOWN, filtered d.c. is fed to the ter minals.If a condenser is connected to the
Cx terminals, any leakage in the condenser will allow a current to flow and
charge C2. When C2 has charged to a
voltage sufficient to ionize the neon bulb
V2, it will flash and discharge C2 and
the process will repeat itself. How often
this occurs depends on the size of C2, the
ionization voltage of V2, and the leakage
resistance of the condenser under test.
V2 and C2 are chosen so that the light
will flash only at long intervals if the
leakage of Cx is negligible.
The capacity- analyzing circuit of the
tester is the really unique part. Since
RADIO -CRAFT for
JUL',
c

it is necessary to know only that the
condenser has capacity and not necessary to know how much capacity. as
explained above, the circuit was made
very simple.
17K350ACORD

25(

'

}150v.

LM

0

Fig.

l- Circuit diagram

of the quick checker.

When S is UP, a.c. is fed to the Cx
terminals. Since a good condenser will
pass a.c., Cx and C2 act as a voltage
divider. If Cx is large enough then the
neon bulb lights, indicating Cx has capacity. If Cx is open or very low in capacity, there will not be enough voltage
to cause V2 to light.

In using the checker, always check for
leakage with S DOWN first. The neon
bulb should blink only at very long intervals. If it blinks frequently or glows,
discard the condenser. If this test is
O.K. put S in the Up position. The neon
bulb should glow.
The instrument can also be used as a
continuity checker.
In my particular case, S is closed and
the Cx terminals connected to the magneto coil to test it. Good coils cause the
neon bulb to glow brightly. Defective
coils cause a faint glow or blinking of
the light, while coils entirely open produce no glow.

Construction of the instrument is
very simple, and the figure and photograph are self-explanatory. For safety's
sake, the circuit is insulated from the
chassis, and the test clips insulated with
rubber boots.

Parasitic Oscillations
MANY amateur rigs and even com-

mercial transmitters are subject to
parasitic oscillations unless proper precautions are taken. A parasitic is due
to feedback from circuits or circuit elements of the transmitter. It can result
in overheated tubes and components,
poor efficiency, raspy signals, and undesired radiation. If the circuit responsible is concentrated (such as a choke
coil) the parasitic frequency is much
lower than the operating frequency. If
it is distributed (as in conducting leads)
the parasitic frequency is much higher.
A parasitic is heard as a rough, unstable signal when tuned in on a receiver. Its approximate frequency can
be determined by tuning to the lowest
frequency at which it appears, but this
shaky note often comes and goes rapidly
as the result of vibration or hand capacitance. A more definite indicator is
a neon bulb held near the plate or grid
lead of the suspected stage, with excitation off. It will glow yellow if the frequency is relatively low and will show
red or purple on very high frequency.
An incandescent bill) with the usual
single -turn loop also can be used to detect the r.f. In many cases a milliammeter connected in the grid or plate head
will show undesired oscillations.
Eliminating the parasitic is generally
a cut -and -try procedure. Certain rules
apply in every case. During attempts
to reduce the oscillation the bulb or
meter should be left connected so that
improvement can be seen immediately if
it occurs.
1947

If the parasitic is known to be a low frequency one it is due to the design of
the set (type of components used, their
position or their arrangement in the cir-

cuit).
It is preferable not to use choke coil
coupling in both input and output. If it

is necessary these chokes should not be
alike. Tapped coils as in Fig. 1 also give
trouble. By -pass condensers can resonate with chokes or coils to generate
the low frequencies. Note in Fig. 2 that
RFCI and RFC2 make a t.p.t.g. circuit
when tuned by circuit capacities and
their own distributed capacitance. A good

system is to short (or remove the tap)
from one coil at a time and note the dif-

Fig.

I-Tapped

coils are

a

source of trouble.

ference. The position of the coil sometimes makes a difference in the parasitic.
If there are no choke coils or tapped
coils in the circuit the parasitic is likely to be a high -frequency oscillation.
This can occur in any type transmitter
since it is due to resonating leads. Bypass condensers should be connected directly at tube elements or power supply
terminals. Even an inch or two of wire
can set up a stubborn parasitic. Grid
(Continued on. page 56)
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II

Some facts on a much used, but

not always well understood term,
the "figure of merit" of a coil
or other inductive element.

Courtesy Freed Instrument Co.
A commercial type of Q meter used for measuring large inductances.

By RAYMOND G. JOHNSON
THE symbol Q appears often in
literature referring to the design
of coils and tuned circuits. This
quantity Q is defined by the ratio
reactance
resistance

Its importance is evident when it is
considered that reactance and resistance

determine circuit selectivity and sensitivity. Accurate determination of Q is
usually required in laboratories and designers' workshops, but servicemen,
technicians, and amateurs are more concerned with relative Q values.
It is usual to assume that the coil
is responsible for all tuned -circuit loss
because a good condenser has very little
resistance. In other words, coil Q can
be considered to equal circuit Q. The
total resistance of a coil is due to: (1)
d.c. resistance; (2) eddy currents and
skin effect; (3) dielectric loss. Generally, high-frequency circuits have greater
Q because of greater reactance. However, since total resistance also increases
with frequency, the change is not as
great as might be supposed at first.
Actually, over a small frequency range,
Q remains practically constant for any
given circuit.
Fig. 1 shows a parallel resonant cir38

suit which has been simplified for
analysis by drawing the coil resistance
R as a separate component. This leaves
the coil as a pure inductance L. When
tuned to resonance, the coil and condenser reactances are opposite and practically equal, so the r.f. tank current
(I) is equal to E /R. The voltage across
the resistance is IR and across the coil
is IX where X is the reactance found
from the formula 2afL. Since Q
X /R,
a simple development of the equation

=

= QR, from which it is
apparent that the voltage across the
coil is Q times as large as the total circuit voltage. Note that THE TOTAL IMshows that X

PRESSED OR INDUCED CIRCUIT VOLTAGE IS
MAGNIFIED Q TIMES BY THE RESONANT
CIRCUIT.

Because of the higher reactance /resistance ratio, a high -Q circuit tunes
more sharply and produces a higher
peak voltage at resonance than a circuit
with a low Q. Therefore, the tank coils
of sharply tuned voltage amplifiers
should be designed for high Q. This high
Q is gained by reducing the resistance
for a given reactance or by increasing
the reactance without proportional increase of resistance.
Low coil resistance is obtained by
using good insulation and dielectric materials such as polystyrene, quartz, or
isolantite. At v.h.f., the conductors
should be made of metal tubing or

ribbon, preferably silver -plated, to
minimize skin effect. If shielding is used
around a coil, it should not be too close
because of eddy-current loss.
For a given size and shape of coil,
the reactance may be increased by using
an iron core. The core is made of finely
divided alloy which greatly increases
the effective permeance without proportional increase of resistance due to eddy
currents. The net reactance may also
be increased by minimizing the distributed capacitance between turns of the
coil. This can be done by space- winding,
which is especially important at higher
frequencies.
To calculate a coil's Q, its reactance
and resistance must be known. The first
may be determined from charts or tables
giving inductance from coil dimensions.
Unfortunately, the second represents a
very difficult problem because of the
many variables. It is much easier to
measure the Q of a coil without knowing its resistance. The Q meter is widely
used in laboratories and manufacturing
plants. Fig. 2 shows its basic schematic.
The instrument requires an r.f. generator, variable condenser, and 2 voltmeters. One voltmeter must measure
values in the neighborhood of 0.02 volt,
and the other is designed for the range
of about 5 volts. As shown in the diagram, the low -reading meter is usually
an r.f. current meter in series with a
known resistance.
To operate the Q meter, the coil to be
measured is connected across L and the
generator is adjusted to the desired
frequency. The r.f. output is increased
until the voltage across R is some convenient value, say 0.02 volt. As a practical example, R may be 0.04 ohm and
the ammeter adjusted for 0.5 ampere.
The condenser is then adjusted for
resonance and the voltage is noted on
the vacuum-tube voltmeter. If it happens to be 2 volts, the Q of the coil
would be 2/0.02
100. This follows

=

Fig.

I-Equivalent coil- condenser circuit

from the magnification property of the
resonant circuit.. Note that R must be
low enough not to interfere seriously
with the remainder of the circuit but
must be large in comparison to the coil
resistance.
In replacing coils in radio receivers it
is important to substitute one with approximately the same Q. A lower value
o

VARIABLE

L

_FREQ. OSC.
¡VACU UM TUBE

OLTMETER
CURRENT METER

Fig.

2-Simplified

schematic of

a

Q meter.

reduces sensitivity, while a higher value
may cause instability or oscillation. For
this purpose, a comparative Q meter is
sufficient. The meters of Fig. 2 need
not be calibrated in exact values. The
v.t.v.m. is used merely to indicate relative Q.
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ANTENNA PRINCIPLES
PART VIII - -- Metallic lens and electromagnetic horn antennas

s.

ANEWCOMER to the microwave field of transmission and
reception is the metallic lens
system developed recently by
the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Operating at wave lengths of less than 5
centimeters, the system (Photo A) con sists of a large, square metal lens. Action is analogous to that of light waves:
a glass lens slows down the light passing through it, and the thicker the
glass the greater the effect. A doubleconvex lens slows light rays nearest its
optical center more than those nearer
the periphery. In this manner, the light
rays can be brought into focus at some
point beyond the lens.
Similarly, microwaves gain speed in
passing through wave guides or between resonant metal plates. And a
metal lens system-consisting of a geometrical arrangement of such plates
can be used to equalize the wave front
of microwaves, thus concentrating the
energy in a given direction.

-

WIVEFRONT
EESAGEMR

.At""

METAL PLATES OF LENS

Fig.

I

-Cross-section of metal -lens antenna.

By JORDAN McQUAY
Metallic lens systems shortly will be
used in intercity links for the simultaneous transmission of television, telephone, telegraph, facsimile, teletype,
and other services -all possible with
microwaves only a few centimeters in
length.

All types are constructed of thin sheet
metal. All inner surfaces and joints
must be smooth and well polished.
The sectoral horn (A in Fig. 2) is
commonly used because it can be excited
by any of several different wave modes,
the nature of each mode influencing the
design of the actual horn. This type of
horn is also used to feed or radiate energy hito parabolic reflectors. The sec-

Electromagnetic horns
Another unidirectional u.h.f. radiator
is the electromagnetic horn, of which
there are two principal types: the sec toral horn and the conical horn (Fig. 2).
Shape of these devices is such that
microwave energy is concentrated in a
particular direction. The field pattern
is influenced by the shape of the horn,
mouth and throat dimensions, and the
mode of waves being radiated. The
horn is normally fed by a wave guide
system. It may be considered as a sort
of transformer, which matches the wave
guide to free space and thus prevents
standing waves within the wave guide
feed system.
For proper matching, the width of
the mouth should be about 10 wave
lengths. Height of the mouth, not so
critical a dimension, can be between 4
and 7 wave lengths. The throat of the
horn normally will be the same size as
the cross -sectional dimensions of the
waveguide feed system. Electromagnetic
horns may be used over a moderately
wide band of operating frequencies.
Specific design data is beyond the
scope of this article, primarily because
of complications introduced through the
use of wave guides. Actual or practical dimensions will vary according to
the mode of such, waves, and according to phase distribution at the
mouth of the horn.
Waves must be in
phase for maxiimum forward ra-

When microwaves from a point source
(Fig. 1) pass through the wave-guidelike sections of the lens, they are speeded up because of the dimensions and arrangement of the multiplate metal lens.
These shaped plates speed up the edges
of the beam relative to the center so
that the emerging wave front is flat- diation. The
tened -since the path between metal amount of direcplates is longer at the sides than at the tivity is detercenter.
mined by the
Avoidance of long paths between amount of flare, or
plates through "stepped" construction, flare angle, bebesides saving material and weight, re- tween the throat
sults in uniform transmission over a and mouth of the
very wide frequency band. This is an horn.
important advantage in broad -band
The same horn
microwave communication systems.
can be used for
The arrays of metal plates havc been both transmitting
made in a variety of sizes, from those and receiving. But
only a few inches square for millimeter waves must be of
transmission and reception to the larg- correct mode and
est array for use with 5- and 6- centi- polarization for a
meter waves. With the latter array it's particular h o r n.
possible to obtain a radiation pattern Horns are more
less than one -tenth of a degree in width, often used for
an important advance in microwave di- transmitting than
rectivity.
receiving.
for JULY,
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MOLT

2- Sectoral

ANGLE

and conical horn radiators.

toral horn is flared in only one dimension. The optimum flare angle is between
40 and 60 degrees when the length of the
horn (distance from throat to mouth)
is about the same as the width of the
mouth. Most of these values can be determined experimentally, without involved calculations or without knowledge of the exact mode being transmitted or received.
Field pattern will favor directivity
in the plane perpendicular to the width
of the horn mouth. Thus the horn shown
(Continued on page 73)

Photo Bell Telephone Laboratories
Photo A

-A

large stepped metallic lens used for 5- centimeter waves.
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Transatlantic News
From our European Correspondent, Major Ralph Hallows

IT

is just fifty
since

years

Professor J. J.

Thomson, lec-

turing

on

t he

cathode -ray tube,
identified the constituents of the beam as minute charged
particles, far smaller and lighter than
the atom, which had been regarded until
then as the smallest body in existence.
Thomson called the particles "corpuscles." The name electrons was not
adopted for them until some time later,
though it was first coined in 1874 by
Professor Johnstone Stoney of Dublin.
In that year Stoney suggested that an
electric current consisted of a stream of
negatively charged particles, which he
called electrons; but not till after Thomson's work on the cathode -ray tube could
his conjecture be proved. The universal
adoption of the name electron is a fitting recognition of Johnstone Stoney's
early work. We've advanced a long way
since then, and, thanks to the development work done on atomic energy, we
have revised our ideas about the nucleus
of the atom during the past few years.
Not many physicists now agree with the
statement still to be found in textbooks,
that the nucleus contains individual
electrons. The coming idea seems to be
that it consists of neutrons and protons
only. But just what forces bind the nucleus into a bundle so tight and so difficult to unfasten is still a mystery. There
is still in some of our atomic laboratories
a feeling that neither the neutron nor
the proton may be found eventually to be
simple bodies. The proton, representing

unit positive charge, weighs 2,000 times
as much as the electron, which represents unit negative charge. This scarcely seems a logical arrangement, and it
is now being suggested that both neutron and proton may be conglomerations
of about 1,000 positive particles, or
positrons, and 1,000 negative particles,
or electrons. If that is so, a neutron is
composed of an equal number of positrons and electrons, the positive and
negative charges neutralizing one another; the proton would contain, say,
1,001 positrons to 1,000 electrons and so
have unit positive charge. Should this
idea have any foundation in fact, the
breaking up of the neutron might furnish a vastly richer store of atomic
energy than nuclear fission.

Measuring instruments
Among the most interesting of the
radio and electrical appliances at the
recent exhibition of the Physical Society
in London were the high -grade multi range devices for measuring current and
voltage. I was much struck by one with
40 a.c. and d.c. ranges, which is certified
to have sub -standard accuracy on d.c.,
and on a.c. to work within one -half of
the tolerances permitted by the British
Bureau of Standards for first -grade instruments. Another instrument gives a
full-scale deflection for 50 microamperes
of direct current, the resistance of the
voltage scales being 20,000 ohms per
volt. Voltage up to 2,500 can be measured. On a.c. the resistance is 1,000
ohms per volt and there is again a range
up to 2,500 volts.
I wonder whether American radio
servicemen know the joys of using the
wobbulator? The "wob" was originally
a radar device, designed to vary the recurrence frequency of the transmitter
and so to enable two radar stations to
operate on the same carrier frequency
without giving rise to mutual interference. Now a wobbulator attachment has
been designed for the service oscillator
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and a very interesting type was shown
at the exhibition. Attached to the oscillator, it acts as a frequency modulator
and enables response curves to be obtained on the oscilloscope when receiver
alignment is in progress.
Radio for the deaf
One of the neatest radios that I have
seen among those especially designed to
enable the deaf to listen to broadcast
programs has just made its appearance
here. It may be described as a family
model, being just as useful to those of
the household who have normal hearing
as to the deaf person. With the switch
in position 1 the set works as an ordinary radio, operating its loudspeaker.
Position 2 cuts in a pair of headphones
in parallel with the speaker and provided with separate tone and volume
controls. In position 3 the loudspeaker
is out and only the headphones are
working. Put the switch to position 4
and the apparatus becomes a deaf -aid,
enabling the person with defective hearing to take part in general conversation.
This is done by bringing into action a
crystal microphone with a wide angle of
response, connected through the a.f.
circuits to the headphones. In addition
the headphone circuib is provided with
an output limiter to protect the deaf
listener from the shock of sudden loud
noises. You can imagine what a blessing
this instrument may be to those who
suffer from one of the greatest of all
handicaps, defective hearing.

Mountain antenna mast

One of the most remarkable antenna
systems ever erected is in a lonely spot
in southwest England. The British Post
Office has for many years been operating
at Rugby a high -powered 16-kc transmitter, used for world-wide contacts.
During the war it was decided to erect
a reserve transmitter of the same power
output rating at a place less liable to
enemy bombing. Actually the work was
done only just in time, for the Rugby
station was eventually put out of action.
The biggest problem in building the new
station was antenna masts. Only 3 600 foot self- supporting towers were available and there was no possibility of
making others, since every ounce of steel
was required for other purposes. As the
antenna current was to be some 400 amperes with a peak voltage of 220,000, a
670
large antenna capacitance was neces890
sary. It did not seem possible to produce
the required 15,000-20,000 µµf with any
arrangement using only the 3 towers as
supports. Then the idea illustrated in
the drawing was thought of. As a reFAIRLEAD AND
sult of intensive high -speed reconnaisANCHORAGE
sance a hill 1,200 feet high with a very
MOTOR DRIVEN WINCH
steep forward slope was found in a suitable locality in the West Country. The
(Continued on page 73)
giant broadcasting antenna.
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Greater Knowledge means Greater Opportunities!
Yes, Mr. Radioman, there are innumerably more and better jobs i i the Field of Radio
as a result of war -developed techniques -Mobile Communication Systems for Automobiles,
Busses, Trains, many Industrial Applications, Micro -Wave Relay E.ystems, FM Broadcasting, Television -these are just a few of the many new opportunities open to you who

are alert -and are qualified!

Let Cleveland Institute Take Over Your Personal Up- Grading
Problem! Qualified, competent instructors, ample, personalized instructional aids, or-

-

derly, progressively arranged study assignments in recognized, approved technical texts
these are only a few of the many superior advantages of CIRE'S plan of personalized
spare -time home study training for professional self -improvement.

ENROLL FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE COURSES OFFER COMPLETE
TECHNICAL TRAINING RANGING FROM LOW -LEVEL
TO COLLEGE- LEVEL.

COURSES,

you need only highly specialized training, you can study one
or more of the following sections instead of a complete course.

preparation for broadcast station employment including
preparation for FCC License Examinations.
B. Advanced Course in Radio Communication Engineering.
A college-level Radio Engineering Course.
Covers complete

C. Specialized Television Engineering.
Including post -war Television Techniques.
All Courses Include

The Remarkable Workbooks of Instructional Aids. prepared by the instructing staff of Cleveland Institute.
Choose the course best suited to your needs -Start with the section you are
qualified to enter -Use the economical CIRE "Pay-As- You -Go-Plan."

1.

Mathematics of Radio.

2.

Fundamentals of DC and AC Theory.

3.

Essentials of Radio Communicatior,

4.

Communication Networks.

5.

Advanced Radio Telephony for the Broadcast Operator.

6.

Audio and Radio Components and ;ìystems (Design of Receiver
and Transmitter Equipment).

.

(MAIL THIS COUPON)

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS

OF

PREFIER

If

A. Master Course in Radio Communication.

Contractors to the Canadian
Corporation

IF YOU

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronic, RC -7.

Terminal Tower, Cleveland

3.

Ohio.

Gentlemen: Please send Information about your home worms In Radio Electronics.

Broadcasting

I desire training In
A
D
I have had esportemo in broodeaeting

NAME
ADDRESS

RC-7 Terminal Tower

operating
amateur

CITY

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
Approved for Training under "G -I Bill
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Degree
Check here for Veteran Enrollment Information
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y
PCC

Commercial
Radio Operators'

IT'S EASY IF YOU FOLLOW OUR PLAN!
Thousands of new jobs are opening up -FM, TELEVISION, N:OBILE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, are only a few of the radio fields which require licensed operators.

TIME IS IMPORTANT TO YOU!
Assures a MINIMUM of time in getting your ticket.

fou can get your License quickly with
NILSON'S MASTER COURSE in RADIO

FREE BOOKLET tells you the Government Requirements for all classes of commercial licenses -Sent
immediately upon receipt of coupon.

and

COMMUNICATION
exclusive CIRE
Workbooks of Instructional Aids. Saves you
many hours of random, undirected study.

MAIL THIS COUPON

Approved for Veteran
Training under

"GI BIII

of Rights"

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
RC -7 Terminal Tower. Cleveland 13, Ohio
Gentlemen: Please send information about your none Study Course fo preparation for FCC Commend
License Examination..
(Does not rover Amateur License Examinations.)

OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
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RC -7
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RADIO ELE(TRODI(
SIMPLE ONE -TUBER
This writer has found the following
simple receiver to give good service. One
of the important features of the circuit
is that the A- battery-an ordinary
flashlight cell-is mounted in an insulated holder and operated at a slight r.f.
potential above ground. This makes it
possible to use an electron-coupled
oscillator circuit with a filament tube.
The coil is made from a standard tuned
ri. antenna coil with its windings con-

ADDING AN "S" METER

have found the accompanying simple circuit useful for adding an "S"
meter to a receiver. In this case a 6N7
was used as a meter amplifier and beatI

+250V.
IF TRANS/
DIODE

-1

o
o

IMEG

ó

365uµ1

+1
Ao1
45V.

GS

T.I

B.F.O. COILS

10

frequency oscillator. The grid of the
amplifier section is connected to the high
side of the detector load resistor, and
its plate voltage is obtained through a
variable, 30,000 -ohm, wire-wound resistor. If a variable resistor is not
available, an adjustable resistor may be
used, since the setting is seldom varied
once it has been adjusted.

GRAY TREMBLY,

Somerville, Mass.
HEATERLESS B SUPPLY
The low- voltage power supply shown
here was designed to replace the B -battery in a camera -type portable radio.
It can be built into a unit compact
enough to fit into the space formerly
occupied by the battery it replaces. No
provisions were made for a filameñt
supply, since it was not wished to rewire the filament circuit of the set. If
the set has series filaments, a suitable
dropping resistor may be used to make
the set all- electric.
100 /2W.

TIOOuuf

1171CACiDC

OY4
10 MEG

2K /2W.

8

20

20

OUTPUT
67V,

2.5K/2VL
.05

The supply uses an 0Y4 cold- cathode

half -wave rectifier. The starter anode
is connected to the main anode through
a 10- megohm resistor, by- passed with

a 0.002 -pf condenser. The No. 7 and No.
8 pins must be connected together at the
socket.
W. G. MURRAY,

Ottawa, Canada

fore installation to prevent overloading
the rectifier tube.
W. M. FINLEY, JR.

Norfolk, Ark.
TEST AMPLIFIER
Here is a circuit of a handy little test
amplifier and "B" supply that can be
built very compactly on a small chassis.
It can be used to test phono pickups,
r.f. tuners and microphones.

25B8/ I2B8

70L7/32L7

PHONO R.E
TUNER INPUT
6--4JI
0

500
K

GAIN

GND

D. STAPLETON,

nected in series and the positive side of
the filament connected to the junction of
the coils. Regeneration is controlled by
varying the voltage on the screen grid.
The entire unit, with the exception of
the B- battery, is mounted in a metal
box 3 x 4 x 5 inches. For good service,
a ground is as important as the antenna. In an efficient installation north
of Boston, Mass., stations were received
from as far away as West Virginia.
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6N7

50K

SOOK

I00uuf

K-5MA

(IR(VIT$'

Grahamstown, South Africa

will present
feature on this page
next month. Watch for it!
If readers approve, it may
be adopted as a permanent feature of the magazine.

8+
1125V.
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USEFUL POWER SUPPLY
The variable output power supply described here has many applications in
the radio service shop, but I find it most
useful for re- forming wet and dry electrolytic condensers.
To re -form condensers, connect the
condenser to the terminals of the supply-be sure to observe polarity-and
adjust the input voltage so that the d.c.
output is equal to the working voltage
of the condenser. As the condenser re-

The signal from the device under test
is picked up by a probe that is plugged
into J1. This signal is applied to the
grid of the pentode section of the 12B8
amplifier. The triode section of this tube
functions as a detector for r.f. voltages.
The output of this detector is amplified
by the pentode section of the 32L7 and
coupled to the speaker.

The power supply consists of a half wave rectifier utilizing the diode section
of the 32L7. The output of the supply
is connected to pin jacks on the panel
so the voltage may be used to power
small devices.
F. U. DILLION
Hollywood, Calif.
CODE OSCILLATOR
A midget receiver can be made into
an efficient code oscillator with only
one additional part and two circuit con-

forms, its internal resistance increases, nections.
The part required is a paper connecessitating an adjustment in the input
voltage. Most condensers will be com- denser of .002 µf at 400 volts d.c. workpletely re- formed in from 10 to 15 min- ing. One lead of the condenser is conutes, depending on the amount of leak- nected to the plate of the output tube
age present. In cases where excessive and the other is brought to a tip jack.
current is drawn it will be necessary to A lead is then brought out from the
(Continued on page 61)
apply about one-half working voltage
and increase it in
VARITRAN OR SIMILAR
CHOKES
83
200MA 200 MA
small steps every
0400V.
10 or 15 minutes
ó1
until working voltage is reached.
[[[0...4iiov
All new electroIg5V.5A.
b4AC
lytic condensers, or
those that have not
o
106.3V. 10 A.
been used for sevó
eral months, should
02.5v.10A.
be re-formed ben
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RADI MEN'S HEADQUARTERS
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WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE

6 -BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER BC -348
Featuring coverage from 200 to 500 Kc. and 1500 to 18000 Kc. un a direct reading
dial with the finest vernier drive to be found on any radio at any price -high
sensitivity with a high degree of stability- crystal filter -BFO with pitch
control-standard 6 volt tubes. Contains a plate supply dynamotor in compartment within the handsome black crackle finish cabinet, the removal of which
leaves plenty of room for installation of a 110V, 25 or 60 cycle power supply.
These receivers, which make any civilian communications receiver priced under
$200.00 look cheap and shabby by comparison, are only $44.50. Power supply
kit for conversion to 110V, 25 or 60 cycle, is only $8.50 additional.

ARMY BC -312 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
This receiver covers the frequency range of 1.5 MC to 18 MC in six direct reading
bands. The dial, that is driven with split gears to prevent backlash, has 4500
logging divisions per band with approximately 600 divisions on the 20 and 40
meter ham bands and 1000 divisions on 80 meters. Two stages of RF before
the converter in this set give it a very high signal to noise ratio and maximum
sensitivity. Outstanding features of this receiver are: BFO with pitch control,
send -receive relay, jacks on the front panel for headphones and speaker output
and mike and key input, all tubes are standard 6 volt types. This receiver was
designed to withstand rough usage in the field and for operation from vehicles
while' in motion, so it is ruggedly constructed and contains a dynamotor power
$6.50
supply- -Y ur iost --$- 19.95. Conversion kit 110 VAC is available for

....

GENERAL ELECTRIC
150 WATT
TRANSMITTER
Cost the Government $1800.00
Cost to you $44.50!!!!
lits is the famous transmitter used in U.S.
Army bombers and ground stations, during
the war. Its design and construction have
been 'proved in service, under all kinds of
conditions, all over the world. The entire frequency range is covered by means of
plug -in tuning units which are included. Each tuning unit has its own oscillator and
power amplifier coils and condensers, and antenna tuning circuits -all designed to operate
at top efficiency within its particular frequency range. Transmitter and accessories are
finished in black crackle, and the milliammeter, voltmeter, and RF ammeter are mounted
on the front panel. Here are the specifications: FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 to 600 KC
and 1500 to 12,500 KC. (Will operate on 10 and 20 meter band with slight modification).
OSCILLATOR: Self-excited, thermo compensated, and hand calibrated. POWER AMPLIFIER: Neutralized class "C" stage, using 211 tube, and equipped with antenna coupling
circuit which matches practically any length antenna. MODULATOR: Class "B" -uses
two 211 tubes. POWER SUPPLY: Supplied complete with dynamotor which' furnishes
1000V at 350 MA. Complete instructions are furnished to operate set from 110V AC.
SIZE: 21 %x23x9i/} inches. Total shipping weight 200 lbs., complete with all tubes, dynamotor power supply, five tuning units, antenna tuning unit and the essential plugs. These
units have been removed from unused aircraft but are guaranteed to be in perfect condition.
I

GENERAL ELECTRIC RT -1248 15 -TUBE
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER
TERRIFIC POWER -(20 watts) on any two instantly selected, easily pre -adjusted frequencies from 435 to 500 Mc. Transmitter uses 6 tubes including a Western Electric 316 A
as final. Receiver uses 10 tubes including 955's, as first detector and oscillator, and 87H7's as IF's, with 4 slug -tuned 40 Mc. IF transformen. plus a 7H7, 7E6's and 7F7's. In
addition unit contains 8 relays designed to operate any sort of external equipment when
actuated by a received signal from a similar set elsewhere. Originally designed for 12 volt
operation. power supply is not included, as it is a cinch for any amateur to connect this
unit for 110V AC, using any supply capable of 400V DC at 135 MA. The ideal unit for use
in mobile or stationary service in the Citizen's Radio Telephone Band where no license is
necessary. Instructions and diagrams supplied for running the RT -1248 transmitter on
either code or voice, in AM or FM transmission or reception. for use as a mobile public
address system, as an 80 to 110 Mc. FM broadcast receiver, as a Facsimile transmitter or
receiver. as an amateur television transmitter or receiver, for remote control relay hookups, for Geiger -Mueller counter applications. It sells for only $29.95 or two for $53.90. If
desired for marine or mobile use, the dynamotor which will work on either 12 or 24V DC
and supply all power for the set is only $15.00 additional.
RADAR INTERCONNECTOR UNIT, contains 15 tubes -$29.95. C-144 TRANSMITTER. 2
type 826 tubes as oscillator in lecher line tuning circuit that resonates between 150 and 200
Mc. Contains 3 DC power supplies that operate from 110v 60 cycles, 10 tubes, meter, circuit breaker, and carrying case- $49.95.
AIRCRAFT' AMPLIFIER Cl -This unit is housed in an aluminum case that is 9x8x7
inches and contains 1 -7Y4. 8 -7N7, 3.7F7 and six 6000 ohm sensitive relays. This unit
9.95
is brand new and in its original packing
BC -654 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER -Brand NEW with 17 tubes, key, microphone and
$39.95
calibrating crystal
BENDIX SCR 522 -Very High Frequency Voice Transmitter- Receiver -100 to 156 MC. This
job was good enough for the Joint Command to make it standard equipment in everything
that flew, even though each set cost the Gov't. $2500.00. Crystal Controlled and Amplitude
Modulated -HIGH TRANSMITTER OUTPUT and 3 Microvolt Receiver Sensitivity gave
good communication up to 180 miles at high altitudes. Receiver has ten tubes and transmitter has seven tubes, including two 832's. Furnished complete with 17 tubes, remote
control unit, 4 crystals, 24 volt dynamotor and the special wide band VHF antenna that
was designed for this set. These sets have been removed from unused aircraft and are
for the conguaranteed to be in perfect condition. We include free Marts and diagrams
version to "continuously- variable frequency coverage" in the receiver. The cost of this
unit is only $37.95. A brand new 12V, 522 dynamotor is available for $3.00 additional
with the purchase of a 522, or separately for $15.00.
Minimum order $3.00 -All prices subject to change -25o% deposit with COD orders,

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY,

219 -221 Genesee

SERVICEMEN
Check This Column for Lowest Prices on Quality Path
Tubes: A warehouse full. including the new miniatures. Order all
the types you need and we will try to supply you completely.
The following prices are for fifty or more assorted tubes. 5% less
in lots of 100 or more. 27, 5Y: -38e: 26. 3555. 56, 75,
44e: 76, 78, 6J5. 50e: 68K7, 6107. 12SA7. 12807, 5134,
61'6. 61N6. 6SA7. 54e: 65J7. 12837, 51'4, 523. 6K6, 6K7, 6V6,
631)7 -60e: 6J7. 6K8. 65F7, ne; 5V4, 6F1. 1211A6- 12AT6,
88e; 616, 99e: 321.7, $1.08: 50B5. $1.28. These special prices
on tubes are for One month only.
POWER TRANSFORMERS -Half shell type. 110V, 60 ey.
Centertapped 11V winding. Specify either 2.5 or 6.3V filament when ordering.
$1.40
For 4 -5 tube sets -650V, 40MA, 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V
1.75
For 5 -6 tube sets -650V, 45MA. 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V
1.80
For 6 -7 tube sets - 675V. SUSTA, 5V & 2.5 w 6.3V
For 7 -8 tube sets -700V. 7OMA, 5V & 6.3 or two 2.5..., 2.35
For 9 -11 tube Sets 700V. 10051A. 5V le 6.3 or two 2.5V 2.85
2,95
For 9 -15 tube sets -600V, 15051A. ;Y & 6.3V
TRANSFORMERS-AR types In stock. AUTO.TRANSFORMERS; Steps up 110v to 220v. or steps down 220v to 110v- 51.95.
FIL TRANS.; 6.3v, 8 Amps.-$1.98: 5v, 10 Amps.-$1.911;
Universal Output Trans. 8 Watt-139e: 18 Watt-$1.29: 30 Watt
$1.69. AUDIO TRANSFORMERS: 9 Plate to S. Grid. á:179e: S. Plate to P.P. Crlds -79e: Heavy Duty Class AB or
B. P.P. Inputs- $1.49: Midget Ouh,ut for AC -DC sets -69e:
MIKE TRANSFORMER for T -17 ;ihure microphone, similar
to UTC mincer type -$2.10.
CONDENSERS -PAPER TUBULAR 600 WV -.001, .002. .005
-80: .01. .05 -9e: .1 -10e: .25 -33e; .5 -36e; ELECTROLYTICS: timid 200v -20e: 10mfd 3.'v -20e: 3Omfd 150v-23e;
20 /20mfd 150v --35e: 30/20 150v$6g; 50mfd 150v -43e; Smfd
475v-34e; 16mfd 350v-65e: OIL CONDENSERS: 4ntfd 600v
49e; BATH TUB TYPE CONDENSERS: SX.lmfd -20e; RESISTORS: All types in stock at Ws latest prices; Resistor
Kits; 100 2 watt resistors-$1.05.
FILTER CHOKES: 200, 300, 400. T00 ohm light duty -59e;
200 or 300 ohm heavy duty-911e: 2:0 ma 35 ohm, made for
U.S. Navy. fully shielded -31.95. 75 ohm 125 ma -25e or 25 for
$4.25; Meluner type" tapped filter chokes -25e: 8 amp. iron
core A filter-25e: Choke -condenser :ombination, Ideal to replace any size speaker field when installing PM speakers -The.
110 V.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS of :dagnetlo type: Following
Current Ratings in Stock; 1.25, 3, 4 8 Amps. Please specify.
$1.95 each.
Seven Assorted I.F. Transformers -41.98: Five Asstd. Oscillator Coils -69e.
WILLARD rechargeable 2 volt Menge batteries for 0.E.
Portable radio. $2.95.
$1.06;
SPEAKERS -PM dynamle type -4"$1.56: 5' $I.55:
11'-$3.95: IO'- $5.95: 12-- $7.50.

8'-

HEADPHONES-Highest quality Silmal Caps headsets with
d plug $1.25. 5' rubber
sponge rubber ear cushions. 12" cord
t
socket --456.
covered yyatcheords with phone plug ard
RELAYS-Guardian SPST 12 -24v, tas heavy duty 15 Amp.
Contacts -$1.25: Guardian 12 to 24v D.C. triple make, single
break relay. 5 for $3.75; Sigma supersensitive 2000 ohm D.C.
SPDT Relay. (Slay be adjusted to operate on less than 1
Milliampere)- $2.50; 6 Pole. Double Throw, Telephone Type
2000 dim Relays. Super Sensitive, $2 50 ea., or two for $4.50.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS -Dry disc type 1% by 1, 1.2
Amp. maximum, suitable for converting DC relays to AC. for
supplying filament smuree in portabh radios. converting DC
metes to AC applications, and aim roof be used in low current

chargers-90e.

METER RECTIFIERS-Full wave. nay be used for replacement, or in construction or all types N test equipment- $1.25.
Half Wave -90e.
LINE FILTERS -110V -each unit cntalns two 2 mfd. oil
filled condensen and a 15 amp. lea tare choke. This filter
has innumerable uses such as dl burner line filter. etc. A ten

dollar value for 98e.
Crystal pick-up, phono motor and turntable-$5.25.
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS-:5 Watts peak output, 5
tubes. separate controls for Microphone and Phono Inputs.

565.00 value for only $32.00.
WIRE-No. 18 POSJ 2 conductor parallel ripcord, brown, 250 ft.
spools, $4.25: 500 ft. spools, $7.95: No. 18 PO brown rayon
covered parallel lampcord. 500 ft. sp tole, $7.95; No. 18 SV
round rubber covered double wire for wash machines. vacuum
cleaner.. etc., 250 ft. spade, $6.95: Fit bber covered mike cable,
fie per font; 56811 50 ohm coax cut to any length. 9e per foot:
single stranded conductor shielded lead with brown rubber over
shield, mpor special. $1.20 per 100 ft. $10.00 per 1000 ft. All
kinds of hook up wire. IC Per foot.

nationally

ICROPH ON Et -All
own brands. Bullet costal- $5.45:
Dynaml. $7.45: Silks
50e: Handy Mile -90e; Lapel Mike
93e: SHURE T -17 511Kffi, with push
talk switch -99e.
20 A8ST'D COIL FORMS. Including
II ceramic, 3 pob-styrene, and 6 fiber,
all useful sixes-50e.
M
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nutlet

I A B L 1: CONDENSERS: 350
SISfFD. 5 gang -- $1.95; 4 gang- $I.49:
gang --83e 2 gang -79e: 7.5 to 2
extra long
1750v spacing.
-haft Hammar und -fige' miniature
,arlables, 25 511IFD-39s: 50 3181FD
-49e: 75 MMFO --59e; 100 SISIFD -

V A R

I11SIFD,
'

t/

SIMFI) -79e.
TRANSMITTING RF CHOKES, 4 l'IE. 350 Ma. -25e or
5 for $1.00.
INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY COILS for super- regenenlive receivers or the tremendously pot ular FM adapten for
standard broadcast sets. Iron core with a resonant frequency of 50 KC-39e; Air Core. 110 KC-29e.
30 MC IF TRANSFORMERS. doubt, slug tuned-255.
VIDEO AMPLIFIER PLATE COILS -Slug tuned-25e.
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT: Aluminum case 4x3x2" eon
Mining 2 potentiometers. triple pole twitch, 4 knobs. gear
mechanism, counter and phone jacks- 59e.
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS-10 watt, metal rase
96e; 30 watt. open -type. $1,95: 40 watt, cast aluminum
case, $2.95: Class "B" Input tnnefo -men, cast aluminum

-69e;

ease,

140

$1.95; Transceiver

odulation transformers.

audio transformers, 65e: Transceiver

65e.

St., Dept.7 C, BUFFA
Cable
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TECHNOTES
.

PHILCO CHANGERS

Failure of the reject mechanism on
Model 35 -1285 and 35 -1289 record
changers is due to failure of the slug in
the reject solenoid to return to the correct position. This slug should be lengthened by unscrewing its two parts that
are held together by threads.
A. W. POwELL,

Rolfe, Iowa
.

MODEL 33

SILVERTONE 7036

Flickering dial lamps and fading are
usually caused by loose rivets holding
the sockets to the chassis. One side of
the heater circuit returns to the chassis
through one of the rivets on each socket.
To remedy this complaint, solder a wire
from each socket return directly to the
chassis.
STANLEY A. KUBIT,

La Porte, Ind.

RADIO-CRAFT wants Technotes describing common troubles of well known receivers or telling how rare or
difficult problems were solved. A sixmonth subscription will be awarded
for each unillustrated and a one -year
subscription for each illustrated Tech note published.

MODEL 99

CHEVROLET 985695

,%//'''

4

SOLIN
WITH

IS GOLDEN

MICROPHONES BY TURNER

The smooth performance and rugged dependability of Turner Microphones are the result of
sound engineering, highest quality materials, and
faultless workmanship.
Far voice and music, for voice alone, or for
any special sound application rely on Turner for
greater satisfaction. Turner engineers will be glad
to make impartial suggestions as to the right type
microphone for your particular job.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE

THE

TURNER

902 17th Street

N.

E.

COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

LICENSED UNDER U. S. PATENTS OF THE AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY, AND WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INCORPORATED.
CRYSTALS LICENSED UNDER PATENTS OF THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
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These sets have been found to develop
severe noise when the car is accelerating or being driven over a rough road.
In three out of four cases, I have traced
the trouble to a broken lead on the tone control condenser. This condenser is located below the tone control switch and
is connected from one side of the latter
to the grounded side of the volume control. The break often occurs on the
switch side of the condenser and is not
easily detected during a visual inspection.
JOHN W. FINDARLE,

Modesto, Calif.
.

SIGNAL TRACER

constructed the signal tracer described on page 756 of the August, 1946,
issue of RADIO-CRAFT. It would motorboat when the gain control was advanced. I checked the circuit and found
that a 50,000 -ohm resistor and a 0.05 -µf
condenser were used asa decoupling filter in the plate circuit of the 6Q7 -GT.
I replaced the condenser with a 10 -µf,
450 -volt electrolytic and my troubles
were over. Now the tracer works perfectly at all volume levels.
I

G. ABLEMAN,

Edgerton, Wis.
.

HUM REDUCTION

Recently I came across a set with a
severe case of hum that was eventually
traced to the converter stage. This stage
used a thin wafer socket. The hum was
caused by high- resistance leakage between the filament and grid prongs.
Replacement with a socket of the molded bakelite type cleared up the trouble
completely.

J.
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SILVERTONE 4500

.

When hum in these sets is not traceable to condensers or tubes, try replacing the volume control. This control may open at one end while still
controlling the volume effectively.
STANLEY A. KUBIT,

La Porte, Ind.
ILE3 IN PORTABLES

The 1LE3, used in many portables,
can be replaced with a 1LH4 if the No. 4
(diode plate) pin is clipped off. When
this tube is substituted for the 1LE3 in
oscillator circuits, it will often provide
clearer reception and lower noise level.
JOSEPH H. BLACHE,

Denver, Colo.
.

WEAK R.F. AND I.F. AMPLIFIERS

Failure of i.f. and r.f. amplifiers is
sometimes due to moisture in the coil
assemblies. I remove the coils and dip
them, padders up, in a can of hot paraffin. The heat dries out the padders, and
the paraffin drives the moisture out of
the coils and seals them against the
effects of dampness. It is wise to tie
the coils to the forms to prevent them
from slipping while in the paraffin.

Radio Parts
Radio Sets
Ham Gear
Amplifiers

W. E. HARDIN,
Paintsville, Ky.

..

ALIGNING KINK
It has been my experience, when
aligning sets with two or more i.f.

stages, that the set will approach ideal
alignment only to break into oscillation
as the stages are brought into resonance. I find that by applying degeneration to each stage this problem is eliminated. Disconnect the cathode by-pass
condensers of the i.f. stages and remove
the grid returns for these stages from
the a.v.c. line or ground and connect
them to the cathodes, leaving the condensers disconnected. This reduces the
sensitivity enough to check oscillation.
Upon completing the alignment, replace
the original connections and the sensitivity of the set will return to normal.
J. W. ESSEX,
Halifax, N. S.
.

SHORTED CONDENSERS

We all know how disconcerting it is
to have to repair a radio in which the
tuning condenser is warped and the
plates scraping. Sometimes only one outside plate may be shorting and we can
see this and correct it. At other times
the plate may be in the center and not
visible. My method is to disconnect the
r.f. coil leads-only one is really necessary-and place a single dry cell across
the section of the condenser which is
causing the trouble. As the shaft is rotated, a distinct spark will be seen at
the point or points of contact. Any sort
of tool then may be used to straighten
the plate. There are times when a spark
may not be seen, but on careful examination after the condenser is out of
mesh, a dark blemish on the rotor plate
may be seen. This, of course, is caused
by the current flowing across the plates
when contact is made, with the plates
so closely meshed that no spark re-
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Concord Radio Corporation, Depl. RC -77
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

of the comprehensive
new Concord Radio Catalog.
Yes, rush FREE COPY
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E. HUFF,
Miami, Oklahoma
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IS FOR YOU!

It's here -ready for you now -the new, comprehensive, 1947
Concord Catalog displaying a vast, complete selection of everything in Radio and Electronics. Send for your copy now. Select
your needs from value- packed pages showing thousands of items
available for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT- hundreds of them now
available for the first time -featuring new, latest 1947 prices. See
the new LOWER prices on finest -quality RADIO SETS, PHONORADIOS, RECORD CHANGERS, RECORD PLAYERS, PORTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS, TESTERS. See complete latest listings of all the well- known, sl:andard,
dependable lines of radio parts and equipment tubes, con censers,
transformers, relays, resistors, switches, speakers -all available for
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT from huge stocks in CHICAGO and
ATLANTA. Whatever your needs in Radio and Electronic Parts,
Supplies and Equipment- before you buy -SEE THIS GREAT NEW
CONCORD CATALOG. Mail coupon for your FREE copy now.
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Question

Box queries will be answered by mail and those

of general interest will be printed in the magazine. A fee
of 50e will be charged for simple questions requiring no
schematics. Write for estimate on questions

that may

require diagrams or considerable research.

i

tests, the cathode and one side of the
filament and control and suppressor
grids are connected to the lower bus,
the other heater to the center bus
and plate and screen leads to the upper
bus.

TUBE CHECKER
I would like to have a diagram of a
tube checker that can be used for making mutual conductance as well as emission tests.-E.W.Z., Harrisburg, Penna.
A. The tester diagrammed provides a
means of making mutual conductance
and emission tests and will also check a
tube for interelectrode shorts. It may be
calibrated by testing tubes of known
quality and recording the meter reading and control settings.
Emission tests are made by connecting the cathode and one side of the
heater or filament to the lower bus and
all other elements to the upper bus.
The remaining heater connection is
made to the center bus. The total current is taken as an indication of tube
quality.
When making mutual conductance

SERVO AMPLIFIER
I have purchased a surplus servo
amplifier using a pair of 7C5's, a 7F7,
and a 7Y4. The power transformer is
designed to work from a 110-volt 400
cycle power source. Can this be used?
I would like to have a diagram showing
how these parts may be used in a single ended phono amplifier. Is it possible to
use the 7F7 as a mixer so that I can
use a T -17. surplus microphone, at the
same time that I am playing the phonograph.
New Britain, Conn.

be used on the am-

125¿¿---200 M

CENTER BUS

UPPER BUS

POFE 3 POS.

0

e

NEON

56

100 V. AC

ö`SOrCOM.

SW.

S.P D.T. SW.

A. An electronic timer is shown. The
duration of the time cycle is determined
by the setting of the 5-megohm time
control and the capacity of its associated condenser. The values shown
should give the required range. The 4 -µf
®MAIN

power transformer
cannot be used
on 60 -cycle a.c. and

SW.
U7 V. DC

II7N7- GT
4 /600V.

)1CI
500

T-e
RI

2.5Kn

TIME

TO TIMED

OPERATION

RELAY

CONT.

f

D.P. D.T. STARTING SW.

condenser Cl should be a low -leakage
paper or oil -filled type. The condenser
and time control should be mounted on
low -loss material so that the time constant will not be disturbed. The 2,500 ohm relay should be equipped with
s.p.d.t. contacts, with either circuitopening or circuit -closing action.
If other time ranges are desired, an
increase in the value of R1 or Cl will
increase the length of the cycle.
A 50L6 or 25L6 may be used if a filament- dropping resistor is used.

VALUE
1 TEST

ISP2OPOS
IL.VOLT
i SEL.SW.

1.4
1,5
V. AC

3.3

SHORT

4W+T.E.ST
PUSH

OFF

1.2

g__2.

O W.

PUSH FOR VALUE

.75

Ill

250K

30V.AC

plifier panel. Voltage for the mike is
obtained by tapping the 7C5 cathode resistor. The
microphone transformer should be
designed for coupling a 200 -ohm
single-button microphone to a grid.

The 400 -cycle

250K AC

200Q5'

S

DNoUPE

*

LOWER BUS

/2W

y

-

A. The diagram is shown. The T -17 is
a single- button carbon microphone fitted
with a special type plug. A Mallory type
JK -33 -A 3- circuit
mire jack should
GRID CAP

oe

I

ELECTRONIC TIMER
like to hare rt circuit of an
electronic tinier with a tinting range of
from about 1/10 of a second to 2 seconds.
The device is to operate from a 117-volt
d.c. line. J.I.C., New York, N. Y.
111.11atld

F.E.,

TO OTHER SOCKETS AS DESIRED
4
7
3
5
6

O SWITCHES

should be replaced by a standard unit
supplying 285 to 300 volts each side of
center tap at 75 to 100 ma. Use either
a speaker field or filter choke.
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ETER

ó300V.
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5V.-.5A.

7Y4
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IMA,100MV I00 n
430

®SW

HALF WAVE METER RECT.

P

75MA

30H

T

300V.

/ 75MA

h 00017.y
16/450V,

117V.K.
SM:TRANSCONDUCTANCE; E: EMISSION ;
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CUSTOMERS AND LAUGHS

Customers are the queerest of animals, yet without them we not only
would starve but would miss out on a
good many hearty laughs in life. Some
of the incidents which have been most
annoying to me, yet amusing, follow:
A very irate customer appeared at
the wicket one day asking for the manager of the department. Upon my appearance he let forth with a strange
language which made even my hardened
ears burn. From what I could piece
without expensive test
together of the conversation I gathered
that the d - - - tubes that he bought from
us were no d - - - good. They would work GHIRARDI SAVES YOU TIME
not too badly on 1% volts (for which
they were intended) and on 4 volts they -HELPS YOU MAKE MONEY
played a little louder, but when 6 volts
Chirardïs RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S
is the ideal manual to show you
was applied they didn't play at all, and HANDBOOK
exactly how to repair radios at home in spare
he wanted a refund.
time-quickly and without a lot of previous experience or costly test equipment. It contains
Another customer placed an order for MORE
THAN 4 POUNDS OF FACTUAL.
a new grid leak for his radio. He knew time -saving, money-making repair data for reall models and makes of radios better,
that the old one in his set was defective pairing
faster and more profitably than you may have
as there was no sign of moisture under thought possible!

LET THIS "AUTOMATIC TE CHER"
show you exactly how to rep it over

4800 RADIO MO ELS
equipment

!

-

it!

A new car radio was brought back
under warranty service for repairs.
Upon inspection the top of the vibrator
can was found to be cut off. When the
customer was questioned he admitted
performing the operation with a can
opener "to find out what was rattling
inside."
Then there is the customer who complains, "My radio hasn't played a day
since it was repaired" (especially if
you are trying to collect an overdue account). Upon investigation you find all
the trimmers of the i.f. transformers
tightened down and half the parts missing.
Servicemen are turning gray overnight trying to convince the public that
the trouble is not necessarily in the
speaker because it won't speak.
The following telegrams add to the
fun. "Rush two 6V67 -GT tubes." Upon
advice of "No such tube," reply came,
"Rush instead two 6K67 -GT tubes." The
second time advice went "No such
tube," and the reply came, "Rush instead two 6K6-GT tubes." These were
forwarded, to be received back the next
day with the following notation, "These
do not fit set, please rush two 6JK7 -GT
tubes." Just about then some customer
has to wander in and demand a condenser for a 1937 Victor radio.
Put everything together and radio
servicing is still a great trade despite
the customers. Raymond E. Wice

NOT A "STUDY" BOOK
RADIO

TROUBLESHOOTER'S

HANDBOOK

can easily pay for itself the first time you use it.
You don't have to study it. Simply look up the

make, model, and trouble symptom of the Radio
you want to repair and go to work. No lost time!
Clear instructions tell exactly what the trouble is
likely to be-EXACTLY how to fix it. Actually,
this big 744 -page manual -size HANDBOOK brings
you factual, specific repair data for the common
troubles that occur in practically every radio in use
today
over 4800 most popular models of Home
and Auto radio receivers and Automatic record
changers of 202 manufacturers I In addition, there
are hundreds of pages of helpful repair charts. tube
charts, data on tuning alignment. transformer
troubles, tube and parts substitution, etc.. etc.
all for only $5 ($5.50 foreign) on an UNRESERVED 5 -DAY MONEY-

-for

-
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manual -size pages

BACK GUARANTEE!

Get

a

Complete RADIO -

ECTRONIC

SERVICE EDU ATION
AT HOME-WITHOUT AN

NSTRUCTOR

COMPLETE DATA ON TEST INSTRUMENTS

-TROUBLESHOOTING-REPAIR
A. A. Ghirardi's big 1300 -page

MODERN RADIO SERVICING is the finest. most complete instruction book on Radio- Electronic service work for
either the novice or the professional Radio -Electronic serviceman -bar none! Read from the
beginning, it is a COMPLETE
COURSE IN SERVICING by
1300 pages. 706 illus.
723 review questions

the most modern methods. Used
for reference, it is an invaluable means of brushing up on

any servicing problem.
Gives complete information
on all essential service instru-

ment types: how they work (with
wiring diagrams). when and why
to use then,: how to build your
own ; preliminary trouble checks:
circuit and parts analysis: parta
repair. replacement. substitution;
obscure rac io troubles: aligning
and neutralizing; interference reduction
and hundreds of other
subjects including How to Start
and Operats a Successful Radio
Electronic Service Business. 723
self -testing review questions help
you check your progress EVERY
STEP OF THE WAY. Only $5
complete (05.50 foreign).

-

You Co,?
'
Go Wrong on a

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
it Jnncai Uo.uion. MURRAY HILL BOOKS, INC.,
INEXPENSIVE CHASSIS
Dept. RC77. 232 Medium Ave., New York IB, N. Y.
make a cheap, neat- looking
Rod
for books checked or Q send C.O.D.
chassis, take a cigar box and drill into fn Enelosnl
C.R.A. only/ for this amount plus pottage. It not fully atlr
tory,
may return the books at the end of 5 days and receive
it the necessary holes for mounting
money hart.
sockets and other parts. Cover the box
Q MODERN RADIO
Q RADIO TROUBLE SERVICING
SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
with masking tape and punch through
$5 ($5.50 foreign)
$5 ($5.50 foreign)
the previously cut holes. Excess tape is
O Special MONEY-SAVING COMBINATION
Both
big
books
for
only
($10.50 foreign)
$9.50
pulled through the holes and fastened
to the underside of the box. Black cloth
Name
bookbinders' tape also makes a neat -

Ghirnrdi Rodio Book!

,
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looking job.

Address

ALLEN

J.

SCHWARTZ,

Albany, N. Y.
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Get BOTH big
books
adio's most famous Ser ice Library
over 203
pages
at a
bargain co bination price.
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ANNOUNCING New

Radio - Electronic Patents
By I.

QUEEN

VOLTAGE REGULATION
James A. Potter, Rutherford, N. J.
(assigned to Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.)
Patent No. 2,413,033

BROWN DEVIL

RESISTORS

A thermistor is a simple element whose resistance changes with a change in temperature.
This makes it useful as a voltage or current
regulator or control unit. In this power supply
two thermistors are used to maintain an output
voltage which is constant within very narrow
limits.
Thermistor A is connected across an auxiliary
secondary winding to maintain its operating
temperature near the optimum value. If the
load increases more current flows through A and
here is a tendency for the voltage of the system
r,, drop. The increased current reduces the resistance and voltage drop across the thermistor.
t

Therefore the output change is compensated for.
Thermistor B is connected in a circuit which
shunts the output. If the load increases as before, the voltage across the shunt circuit tende
to drop off and therefore the thermistor voltage
will be lower. This corresponda to an increase in
current through B and through the heater H
of A. The indirect heating of A adds to its
control effectiveness and practically eliminates
any change in the output voltage.
Although it is desirable that the shunt circuit
current undergo a large change for small load
changes, this effect in itself constitutes a change
in the effective load of the power supply, which
in itself would oppose
good regulation.
The problem is solved
by including a variable
resistor R and a negative-coefficient resistor
N (such as silicon carbide) in the shunt cirLOAD
cuit. When the variable resistor is correctly adjusted, the sum of
voltages across the com-

ponents will be practically constant over the

WIRE -WOUND

operating current
range.

VITREOUS- ENAMELED
TYPE

IMPROVED SUPERREGENERATOR
Joseph A. Worcester, Jr.
(assigned to General Electric Co.)
Patent No. 2,410.768

Provide Utmost Dependability
in a New Small Size
Now you can get an Ohmite wire-wound
vitreous -enameled resistor ...of proved
reliability
in the 5 -watt size. This

...

new resistor has the same rugged
construction . . . the same unfailing
dependability
as larger Ohmite industrial units. Yet it is small enough
to fit practically any installation. Easily
mounted by its 155 -inch, tinned copperwire leads. Tolerance i- 10%. Available
in a wide range of resistance values.
Where you need a small resistor that
you can install and forget -use this
new Ohmite unit.

...

The superregenerative circuit is deservedly
popular for reception of u.h.f. signals. It combines broad tuning (for wide -band modulation),
extremely high sensitivity and simple design.
Positive feedback is used to provide enormous
amplification but sustained oscillations are prevented by periodically damping or interrupting
the circuit. In its simplest form, the superregenerator includes its own means of quenching
or interruption. Feeble oscillations are rapidly
built up until the grid becomes sufficiently positive to attract an appreciable quantity of electrons. This charge is trapped because of a very
large grid resistor. The negative bias then cute

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4894 Flournoy Street

Chicago, Illinois

NEW Ohm's Law Calculator
A new and Im-

proved handy
pocket size (9' x 3') calculator. All computing scales are on one side.
Shows RMA resistor color code. Mail 25c In
coin for your copy.

FIL

off plate current until the charge can leak off.
Because of the inoperative periods required
for a charge to leak off, the modulation frequency which can be received without distortion
is much lower than the interruption rate. In

the self-quenching circuit the latter ordinarily
may be made as high as 50 kc by proper design
of grid constants R and C. Therefore the circuit
will distort FM or video signals, which have very
wide modulation bands. This new circuit permits
increasing the upper quenching limit to approximately 1 mc, thus making it suitable for
television and other wide -band signals.
Few additional components are necessary. The
oscillator grid leak is
composed of two resistors, R and S. Resistor
S is about I megohm
and is much larger
than resistor R. The
QUENCHING FRED. FILTER
grid cathode of tube T
is connected across S.
Ordinarily the tube is
nonoperative because of
OUTPUT
the cathode bias produced. at S, but when
oscillator grid current
Bows through this resistor the tube conducts.
This short-circuits S
and permita a rapid
discharge of the electron accumulation on
the oscillator grid.

i

SUB -HARMONIC GENERATOR

HMIITh
RHEOSTATS

48

RESISTORS

TAP SWITCHES

Stuart W. Seeley
(Assigned to Radio Corp. of America)
Patent No. 2,403,559

It is often inconvenient to generate a desired
frequency directly, so either multiplication or
division must be resorted to. Frequency multiplication is a natural process since any distorted
wave contains harmonica and it is only necessary to pick out the required one. Special cir-

cuits may be designed to generate sub -harmonics.
In this circuit sub -harmonics are generated by
suppressing portions of the fundamental wave.
For example, the third sub- harmonic is obtained
by suppressing two cycles and permitting only

(Continued on page 73)
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TUBE

SET TES1'ER
A COMPLETE MULTI -METER

A COMPLETE TUBE TESTER
including the new post -war miniature lodals such os
Tests by the well the 12AT6, 12AU6, 35W4, 50B5, 117Z3, etc.
established emission method for tube quality, directly read on the
scale of the meter Tests shorts and leakages up to 3 Megohms in all
tubes Tests leakages and shorts of any one element against all eleTests individual
ments in all tubes Tests both plates in rectifiers
sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in multi- purpose tubes.
Tests all tubes

Model 60.T operates on 90-120 Volts 60 Cycles A.C. Housed
in sloping leatherette covered cabinet. Comes complete with
test leads, tube charts and detailed operating instructions.

6 D.C.

0 to

Voltage Ranges:

7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500 Volts

6 A.C. Voltage Ranges,
0 to 15/30 /150/300 /1,500 /3,000 Volta
4 D.C. Current Ranges:

to 1.5/15/150 Mo.
O to 1.5 Ampt.
tow Resistance Range,
0 to 2,000 Ohms
(1st division is /10th of on ohm.)
O

1

Medium Resistance Ranges:
20,000/200,000 Ohms
High Resistance Range: 0 to 20 Megohms
3 Decibel Ranges:
-10 to -I -38 +10 to +33 +30 to +53 D.B.

2

0 to

EXTRA: WE CAN NOW SUPPLY THE MODEL 60 HOUSED IN A BEAUTIFUL HAND- RUBBED OAK CABINET. COMPIETE WITH PORTABLE COVER MAKING IT SUITABLE FOR EITHER BENCH OR OUTSIDE USE. ONLY $2.75 ADDITIONAL. SPECIFY MODEL 60 -C.
NEW MODEL

THE

B -45

THE NEW MODEL

SIGNAL GENERATOR

SUPER METER '2840

$27"

A Combination VOLT- OH .v(MILLIAMMETER
plus CAPACITY REACTANCE, INDUCTANCE
and DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.:/15/75/150 /750 /150[(/7500.
A.C. VOLTS: O to 15/30/150.'300/1500 /3000 Volts.
OUTPUT VOLTS: O to 15/30 /150/300/ 1500/3000.
D.C, CURRENT: 0 to 1.5 /l S/ l SO Ma.; 0 to 1.5 Amps.

Complete, ready to operate

-

Self- modulated
provides a highly stable signal.
RF frequencies from 150 Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentais and from 11 Mc. to 50 Mc. on Harmonics.
Modulation is acc:nnplished by grid -blocking action
equally effective for
alignment of amplitude and frequency modulation as well as for television
receivers. Self- contained batteries. All calibrations are etched on the front
panel, permitting DIRECT READING.

-

°
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RESISTANCE:

0

to 500/100,000 ohms

0

to

10

Megohms.

CAPACITY: ,001 to .2 Md., .1 to 4 Mfd. (Quality test for electrolytics).
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 Ohms; 13.000 Ohms to 3 Megohms.
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries; 35 to 8,000 Henri,: :.
DECIBELS: -10 to +18, +10 to +38. +30 to +58.

Model B -45 uses a beautifully processed dualtone front panel. Comes housed
in a heavy -gauge crystalline steel cabinet complete with shielded test lead,
self- contained batteries and instructions.

I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111

670

The Model 670 comes housed in a rugged, crackle -finish :d steel cabinet complete with test leads and operating instructions. Size 5!-2^ x 7V_" z 3 ".
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THE NEW MODEL CA -11

-

THE NEW MODEL

SIGNALTRACER'1875

=

TUBE TESTIER $3950

Simple to operate
because signal intensity
readings are indicated directly on the meter!

450

-

operation
assured
y newly designed
rotary selector switch which replaces the usual
snap, toggle, or lever action ;witches.
Speedy

TO OPERATE - only
* SIMPLE
connecting
cable - NO TUNING CONTROLS.
1

-uses
* HIGHLY SENSITIVE
Voltmeter circuit.
* Detector capacity network
Vacuum Tube

Tube and resistorthe
Probe.

are

built into

* COMPLETELY PORTABLE *
follow
* Provision
for
of

weighs 5 lbs. and measures 5" x 6" x 7 ".
Comparative Signal Intensity readings are indicated directly on the meter as
the Detector Probe is moved to
the Signal from Antenna to Speaker.
is made

insertion

SPECIFICATIONS

an improved

phones.

The Model CA -11 comes housed in a beautiful hand -rubbed wooden cabinet.
Complete with Probe, test leads and insuuctions.

Tests all tubes up to 117 volts.
Tests shorts
and leakages up to 3 Megohms n all tubes.
Testa
both plates in rectifiers.
New type line voltage adjuster.
Tests individual
sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in muli- purpose tubes.
Noise Test. detects microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements and loose
internal connectionsUses a 41/2" square rugged meter.
Works on 90 to
125 volts 60 cycles A.C.

EXTRA SERVICE -May

be used as an extremely sensitive condenser Leakage
Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated in this model will detect
leakages even when the frequency is one per minute.

OUR POLICY
IPe do not advertise any unit which is not available for immediate
not solicit orders for any unit that does not meet our requireneet,
shipment from stork.
Lets flowery adjertires, more detailed
for accuracy and honest ral,,e, Any item purchased from et i. told
specifications.
All units are soli subject to one year guarantee
with the s nde,standing that it may be returned for full ...fund
except when components are damaged through mince.
IPe do
alter a 10 day trial.
20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON ALL C.O.D. ORDERS

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO.
DEPT. RC -7, 98 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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TRANSMITTER CONTROL
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Offered in kit form or completely assembled and wired, this new transmitter
control panel is completely interwired

and mounts directly on a standard relay

\\\,p.0 &.\\l`:

'`

\\

Q\
OO`\

:

LOW- VOLTAGE D.C. SUPPLY
Electro Products Laboratories,

Inc.

Chicago, Ill.

The Electro Model A power supply is
designed for use by servicemen on automobile, aircraft, and marine radio equipment operating from 6- or 12-volt d.c.
supplies. It consists of two 6 -volt, 7.5ampere filtered d.c. power sources which
can be placed in series to deliver 12 volts
at 7.5 amperes or in parallel for 6 -volt,
15-ampere operation.

The unit operates from 105 -, 115 -, or
60-cycle power sources and
weighs 31 pounds. -RADIo-CRAFT
125 -volt,

rack. It gives full automatic protection
against damage to tubes, transformers,
and other gear from overloads and
power failures and provides finger -tip
control of filament and plate supply.
ON filament push button starts transmitter; ON plate button puts station on
the air; OFF plate button interrupts
transmission; and OFF filament button
shuts down station.
The Ward panel includes 1 filament
relay; double -pole, 15- ampere contacts;
1 plate relay, double-pole, 15- ampere
contacts; 1 time -delay relay; one overload relay (250 or 500 ma) ; 2 push buttons each for filament and plate supply.
Panel size is 3'Fz by 19 inches, with 1%inch maximum depth behind panel, furnished in gray or black crackle finish.
For 115 volts, 60 -cycle a.c.- RADIOCRAFT

:
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Weston 506 meter. Useful for detection
of standing waves, shielding power
leaks, r.f. choke efficiency, and circuit
tracing for r.f. in all radio frequency
equipment and associated components,
without affecting operation of the circuit. AM, FM and television transmitters up to 1500 megacycles, electronic
heating and soldering equipment, antennas and transmission lines, and
other r.f. units can be checked throughout. It is valuable in seeking out causes
of lowered operating efficiency, damage
or interference tò neighboring equipment and components, spurious radiation and escape of r.f. into power lines.
Probe element is sis inch in diameter,
5 inches long-RADIO -CRAFT

MAGNETIC CUTTING HEAD
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
New York, N. Y.

A new magnetic recording head com-

CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS
Western Electric Co., Inc.
New York, N. Y.

Silicon crystal rectifiers used in radio
links, telephone apparatus, portable test

equipment, and other electronic circuits
where space, power consumption, per-

plete with equalizer and standard
mounting plate and suitable for any
current model sound recorder is Fairchild's Unit 541A. It is designed to meet
the standards of FM and AM broadcast and professional recording.
The unit has a guaranteed frequency
response of ±2 db over a range of 30
to 8,000 cycles with less than 1 percent
distortion at 400 cycles. Its construction
provides for adjusting and maintaining
the alignment of the armature without
i

SIGNAL GENERATOR

a

Electronic Mfg. Co.
Harrisburg, Panna.

The Model 200 spot frequency genera-

tor features

12

preset

frequencies

chosen to cover adequately the most
commonly used receiver test channels.
Six switches are provided, with only a
flip of a switch necessary to select or
change to any desired frequency. Spot
frequencies are: 175, 262, 370, 455, 456,
600, 1000 and 1400 kc and 2, 5, 7.5, and
20 mc. A single output jack makes it
unnecessary to switch test leads.

a141-

A0yÓ +'[t

formance, and economy are paramount,
are announced by the Western Electric
Company. These include the 1N21B,
1N23A, 1N23B, 1N25, 1N26, 1N28, and
1N31. They are applicable as frequency
converters, low -level detectors, and instrument rectifiers. In the unshielded
type, a ceramic insulator separates the
point and crystal wafer; in the shielded type, a metal shield encloses the
structure. These types employ point contact with the rectifying element. -RADIO -CRAFT

Stability is maintained by an electron coupled circuit and low leakage is assured through use of double shielding.
The generator attenuates to less than
1 microvolt. It is a.c. operated. The
panel is of acid -etched aluminum with a
steel case.-RADIO-CRAFT
50

R.F. PROBE
Radio Frequency Laboratories,
Boonton, N. J.

Inc.

This new r.f. probe is designed for
functional testing of high frequency circuits. When the probe is subjected to an
r.f. field, a proportionate r.f. current is
induced, rectified and indicated on a

disassembling the cutting head. The
cutting head has a 500-ohm impedance
and requires a 0.6 -watt -F 20 -db power
level. A stylus % inch long and 0.062
inch in diameter is used. -RADIO-CRAFT

ALUMINUM VOICE COILS
General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.

The new GE loud- speakers have
aluminum instead of paper bases for
voice coils. It is claimed that this type
of form can handle greater power, has
longer life, is unaffected by temperature
or humidity, and will not warp or crack.
The aluminum-based voice coil also can
be produced with better control on
gaps. -RADIO-CRAFT
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IMPROVING THE MIDGET RADIO
midget t.r.f. and superhetero- terminal is connected to the input ter- assembly.
MANY
dyne radios make excellent tuners minals of the amplifier. (It is advisable 10 inches.

for record players and phono amplifiers.

-a

By using a large well -baffled speaker
and possibly a tone -compensated amplifier, high -grade console radio performance may be enjoyed.
When converting the radio to a tuner,
all power supply and amplifier components are removed. In most cases, the
filament and high -voltage circuits of
the r.f. section consume comparatively
little current and all voltages may be
taken from the amplifier power supply
with little danger of overloading. If
the radio is an a.c: d.c. model, the filaments are connected in series. In this
case, they should be connected in parallel
and the leads brought to the filament
prongs of the output tube socket, into
which the power-supply plug from the
amplifier is to be plugged. The cathode
terminal of this socket is grounded to
the chassis and is the tie -in point for
the B -minus and common ground between the two units. The B -plus line in
the tuner is connected to the plate
terminal as the high -voltage input

terminal.

A 0.05 -µf, 600-volt blocking condenser
is connected between the output of the

detector (or the plate of the first audio
stage if a diode -triode is used) and the
grid terminal of the output socket. This

The inside ports are 3 by
Dimensions of the vent vary
directly as the speaker size. Values
given are for a 12 -inch speaker.
This baffle, of coarse, will not help
an overloaded speak( r, a frequent source
of distortion in mic.gets. If volume is
kept down, however, it will produce a
startling improvement in the quality
of any midget. In su1h a case the midget is mounted right inside the baffle
(after removing the cabinet). Speaker
and vent holes are scaled down to

to shield the input lead since it may pick

up hum from filament leads and other
sources.)
The midget receiver itself may be
improved by installing it in a baffle
cabinet to extend its audio frequency
range.
'The bass response of many speakers
can be improved through proper baffling.
Where a suitable speaker enclosure or
console cabinet is unavailable, efficient
baffles can be built

into bookcases,
cabinets, radiator

3'9V2"

enclosures, and

other

household

furnishings.

A

drawing of a suitable baffle is shown
in the figure. (The
front and back
panels are not
shown in the drawing, dotted lines
show vent and
speaker openings.)
For improved appearance the unit

1

/2=t

A simple baffle of this type improves midget quality startlingly.

is designed to be
enclosed within some sort of case or
cabinet. The case shown is assembled
from celotex panels either Vs or % inch
thick. Screws and glue are used on the

proper size and, wt ere desirable, all
dimensions can be decreased, with some
sacrifice of low -note response. John
Kwietinskas

SUPREME PUBL/GRT/O
Most Oitc:r - IA"iedod

DIAGRAM MANUAL
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GET ALL 7 VOLUMES NOW

Amazing Bargain Offer
Spew) up and simplify all radio repairs with the inexpensive SUPREME

Manuals. Service radios faster, better, easier, save money and time, use
these most-often-needed diagram manuals to get ahead and earn more
per hour. At unbelievable low cost (only $2 for most volumes) you are
assured of having in your shop and on the job, needed diagrams and
other essential repair data on 4 out of 5 sets you will ever service. Every
popular radio of every make, from old-timers to new 1947 sets, is included.
Olearly printed circuits, parts lists, alignment data, and helpful service
hints are the facts you need to improve your servicing ability. Save hours
each day, every day, let these seven volumes furnish diagrams for 80%
of all sets. See pictures of these attractive manuals above. Each volume
has between 192 and 240 pages, large size
x 11 inches. Manual style
binding. Send coupon today.
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NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 9 S. KedzN Ave., Chicago 12,
Ship the following manuals: (Money back guaranteed)
1947

1946

1942

1941

0 1940

15191

Price each volume only $2.00, postpaid

L
I

am enclosing

10
I

ILL

1926-1938
$2.50

j

send postpaid.

$

Send C.O.D. I am enclosing

deposit.

$

Name:
Address:
(Send teepee

write

order le

!Merl
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WORLD -WIDE STATION LIST

HIGHBRIDGE'S BEST BUY
NEW DYNAMIC

TELEVISION KIT

Edited by ELMER
this summer conditions have
not been very good, and very little
real dx has been heard. Dx on the
ham bands has been very good a
few times, and several overseas countries have come in. Hams have been
heard from Guatemala, Mexico, Puerto
Rico, Canada, Swan Island, Guantanamo Bay, Barbados, Antigua, Haiti, Costa Rica, Newfoundland, Alaska, Panama, Bermuda, Jamaica, Canal Zone,
Nicaragua, Montserrat (small island in
the B. W.I.), British Honduras, Labrador, Honduras, Greenland, Martinique,
Grenada, Dominican Republic, Bahama
Islands, Saint Lucia, Virgin Islands,
Trinidad, Brazil, Argentina, Ecuador
Uruguay, Colombia, Peru, Curacao,
British Guiana, Chili, Venezuela, Paraguay, Dutch Guiana, Isle of Man, Wales,
England, Scotland, Germany, Northern
Ireland, Italy, France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway,
Irish Free State, Malta, Netherlands,
Greece, Spain, Gilbraltar, Portugal, Finland, Azores, Rumania, Sweden, Iceland,
Sardinia Czechoslovakia, Austria, U. S.
S. R., Algeria, Belgian Congo, Union of
South Africa, Tangiers, Egypt, Northern Rhodesia, French Morocco, French
West Africa, Liberia, Southern Rhodesia, Tanganyika, Mozambique, Gold
Coast, Basutoland, Libya, Kenya, Hawaii, Guam, Australia, New Zealand,
Canton Islands, Papua, Tasmania, Marshall Islands, Philippine Islands, Netherland Indies, Wake Island, Palmyra
O Sfar

COMPLETE

$15950

With Tubes- PartsLeatherette Cabinet

Exclusive Mail Distributors

The Outstanding Features:
Three stages of video I.F. amplification-S.5 Me'
bandwidth.
Receiver may be aligned easily without use cf
Signal generator.
Complete resistance and voltage analysis chart for
Nay trouble shooting imagoes with each kIL
If transformers are dug tuned for high gain and
maximum efficiency.
Safety interlock Switch supplied with each unit.
Simplicity of operation--only 5 controls on hunt

Check

panel.
Schematic diagrams are broken down into u tople
iring.
circuity for ease in
Picture le very Stable -does not Jump or tear out
even under unusual receiving conditions.

Channels- prm7donl for us.
tubes including large picture tube.
Picture tube Is wren inches In diameter and gires
a picture 26 square Inches to size.
All paru are unconditionally guaranteed to be
electrically and mechanically perfect.
4

Seventeen

-

cet cornes complete
..rah all
.formatlon sheets.
dr111M and
natta. drilled
ached cha s sta.

::

beautifully finished

panel

front

--^' -`
/

and

cabinet.

e

irtalrrntatic
tardware and other

items

necessary
sire
lao included.
NOTHING 13..SE

TO RUT.

kit complete

Above

Location

with solid mahop

any. walnut or bureh

cabinet,

SELECTRON SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

.85

so to 99

.90
.99

6 to 49
1

to

F-,

a.

Schedule

5

WWV 5.000

-- .,;1
?
.4..ß

WW1/. 5.000

.

wWV 10.000
15.000
20.000
35.000
30.000

Quotations on larger Quantities

furnished upon

1900

note
0700

to 0700 1440-cycle

ally)

to 1900 5440 and

4,000 -cycle

All schedules are Eastern Standard Time.

note)

t Continuously

station

Frog.

Schedule

WWV frequencies broadcast tinte and musical piteO.
a 400 -cycle note. and an additional 4.000
seat on 5, 10. 15. 20 and 25 mc. Time
In code at 5.minute intervals. and voice
annuunamtnts are made tarty half hour.
Áll

All broadcast

cycle note is
Is announced

U.S.S.R.
Kiev

11.720

Komsomolsk

9.560

Moscow

5.810

0100 to 0030: 1100 to
1400: 1545
to 1650:
11700 to 1830
schedule unknown

:15.000

rogue t

it Into cox
AC -DC Portables
FOR
Replaces 29
is Console Radios
Power Supplies
Types of Red. Tubes
RS0524 -- Transformer Pet. 115 V-00 cycles. Bee
Y1-4:0 V P 30 MA C.T.. Sec. Y2 -6.4 V. @
stud
Rectangular metal
eJ approa elsee 31 /18 a 2 5/18 a 3% with stall off
USEFUL

ards.

Island, New Hebrides, Fiji Islands, Iwo
Jima, China, Okinawa, Japan, India,
Burma, Hedjaz, Iran, Aden, Iraq, Ceylon. This is certainly a good list of
catches for 10- and 20 -meter ham bands,
and were all received on the East Coast.
Many of these are easy to get, but several are considered very good dx, and
some of them only have one, or very few
hams located there. Send in a report on
any of these hard -to-get ones you hear.
We have more details on them, but
space does not permit us to publish the
full dope, so drop me a line on the ones
you are interested in.
A station in the Soviet zone of Berlin
is being operated on 6.070 megacycles,
and is being heard often on the East
coast. As yet we have not received a report of any call letters being used.
Schedule is also unknown to us. OTC
in Leopoldville, Belgian Congo, is being
heard on 17.770 megacycles from 0500
to 0830 hours, and on 9.745 megacycles
from 1030 to 2300 hours, EST. Programs in English are heard from 1030
to 1200 hours, 1530 to 1645 hours, and
2100 to 2300 hours. The last is beamed
toward the United States, while the other two are directed to the Great Britain
area.
In another month or so, the dx season
will begin, and some better reports are
expected. So make the best of it, and
some very good dx can be picked up
even in the warm summer months.

Location

UNITED STATES
Washington. D. C.
WWV 2.500 U.S. Bureau of Stand-
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R. FULLER
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$1.95

No. 726 -97. Special

V -50 -80

S7313 Filament Trans.
*127.1EV @ 4.3 amps No. C.T.: -Sec. :Is3 and,
amp C.T.: -Sec. a 3.64 V.

I.R.

115

Sea
5.1 V.
No.

@

3
Sec.

cyme

Es

Y4 5.1 V. N 3 amp 4 .T.:-Sec. #.-.
V. @ 3.5 amps No. C.T.: -Rectangular metal
solder post terminals: Mid on porcelain stand
t.1 mtg. size 5% a 4% x S% with atandaffa 6'f,

C.T.Ï

-2.8
ease,

-

fis

$4.95

T2E -88. Special

NEW No. 631PI /SNA Glass Strobotron tubes.

Each

$3.25

lis-l'as Condensers. 10 Varieties. Special-44.95
High voltage transformer with Glans Standouts. Pri.
115 V. A.C. -400 cycle-Sec. 13.500 V. Rectangular:
approx. size 6% x 4' x 3% with standoff 7s/s "-13
100

atilt.

11.5

$3.95

T3F -7. Special

TUBE
.83
.83

12A6
6SQ7

1.25

6A15

.70

1625

All Prices FOB

New

6SN7

.79

6517
6C4
5PB1

.83
.79
5.95

York City.

N.

Y.

suggested by: Michusl

HIGHBRIDGE RADIO - TELEVISION
& APPLIANCE CO.
343

52

CANAL

NEW YORK

13.

NEW YORK

liosirwki,

Brooldyn,

JULY.
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"A good multiplier"
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Station

Locat ion
Moscow
Moscow

Free.
r.o30
9.080

S.hedule
schedule uukuosul
1600

2.05

Moscow

7.300

1300

Moscow

9.180

2100
0000

to

1745;

2315 to

to 1800; 1815

to

to 0100; 0530 to
0815. 1100 to 1130: 1500

lu

17110

Moscow

0.650

Moscow
Moscow

9.710
9.80u

Moscow

11.030

Moscow

11.780

Moscow

11.350

Moscow

11.830

Moscow
Moscow

12.030
15.320

Moscow

15.910

to 0500: 0530
0800; U830 to 1100: 2201
to 2301)
2200 to 0800: 1000 t

15.230

1100
0530

0.020
11.830
11.900

1530 to 2100
0600 to 2200
1930 to 2115

1100

to 1220: 2200 to

223:5

2300 to 0734
2200 to 0200; 0330 to
0930; 1000 to 1200

URUGUAY

MoMevideo CXAS
Montevideo CXAI9
Montevideo CXAIO

VATICAN CITY
H V1

5.9:0

HV1

NV

0.630
11.740

HV1

15.120

H V1

17.440

The u.h.f. 956 acorn is used as r.f.
amplifier and the 9002 as triode detector. By using variable iron -core transformers, the gain per stage is increased.

to 03110; 1161w1 to
0800; 0830 to 1300
(0100 to 1000; 2II011 to
2130; 2200 to 01110
2200 to 0600: 0730 to
0720
0600
0800

1100

2200 to

.005
35 TO FILS
UNE CORD RES.

to 0830: n917
0930: 1030 to 1330; 2201)
to 2400

Everybody refers to the

0900 to 0930: 1000 to
I1110: 1300 to 1330
1200 to 1330
01115 to 0025; 0390 to
0900: 1100 to 1143
99:;11 to 0930; 1100 to
114.5

0715 to 9843

3.490

1030 to 2139

3.510

1800 to 2130

VV3RN
Ciudad Bolivar
Y V6RD

4.990

0630 to 2230

YV5RY
YV5RW
YV5RX

0.200

Caracas
Caracas
Caracas

3.3811

to 2315
to 2230
to 2230

Caracas
Caracas
Caracas
Coro

YV5RM
YV5RS

1700
0930
0530
0930
2230
0530

to

3.:390

0530
0000
1600
1730
1900
1730
0530
1800

3.120

18011

3.180

1700 to 2130

4.830
3.310
3.400
4.780
4.840

1100
1700
1730
1630
1630

to
to
to
to
to

1130

to 1800

0n110

to

YNIRY
Maracaibo YVIRT
Maracaibo YVIRU
Maracaibo YVIRV
Maracaibo YVIRL
Maracay
YV4RK

Merida
YV2RC
Puerto Caballo
YV4R0
Sao Christobal
VV2RN
Trujillo
YV IRO
Valencia
YV4RP
Valencia
YV4RP
Volera
YVIRZ

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Belgrade
Belgrade

11.150

9.420
9.::0,0

3"PM SPlcft

to 1100

Y V6 RC

4.970
3.530
4.920
4.770
3.370
::.440
4.750
4.810

70 L7

01100

YV3RS

3.400
3.50t)

.002

-Gerard Boult
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Bareuismeto

Barg uismeto

F- 9002

956

VENEZUELA

Bareuismeto

with them.

Io 1600

1900;

to

The 8 x 4 x 4 -inch cabinet is painted
white; the knobs, the handle, and the
speaker cloth are red.
Performance of this set is so good
that I practically have to chain it in
place for fear visitors will take it away

large room.

19311

0845;

Moscow

it. By using a 70L7 in the output stage,
a full 2 watts is had on a 3 -inch speaker
-more than enough volume to fill a

0313:

to 1100;

1530

to

to 2230
223.1

to 2230
to 2130
to 22:30

to 2130
to
to
to
to

2130
2230
2230
21::0

2130
2130
2130
2130
2115

0230; 0630 to

1110 to 1125

U.H.F. TUBE SET

...BECAUSE IT'S ONE, COMPLETE,
COMPREHENSIVE, RELIABLE VOLUME
WE

are

a

well staffed

ORGANIZATION

equipped to purchase everywhere, any time,
all types of radio equipment, and deliver them

INTERNATIONALLY and with full technical
assistance, consultation and service. Our cus-

RADIONIC CATALOG. Save yourself purchasing time and
DOLLARS IN THE BARGAIN. All merchandise
is guaranteed, backed by our international
reputation for fair dealing.
Send TODAY for this FREE

tomers are our "partners" in this growing en-

terprise which owes its success to RESULTS.

RADIO

since starting radio building, I
E VER
have been greatly interested in t.r.f.

circuits, because their tonal quality is
far superior to that of any superhet.
The circuit's simplicity makes it easy
for even a beginner to assemble, and
the small number of parts required
keeps the cost well down.
My ambition has always been to build
as small and compact a t.r.f. receiver
as possible and still keep the circuit's
qualities. The result is shown here.
The circuit in itself is straightforward, and as the parts are not too
crowded, it is really no trick to assemble
RADIO -CRAFT for
JULY,

M11I1. TODAY

(Ohaneellor
RADIOS
TELEVISION
o
INTERCOMMUNICATORS
PUBLIC ADDRESS
TUBES
RECORD

CHANGERS

TEST INSTRUMENTS

COMPONENTS
RECORDERS

ACCESSORIES

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
THEATRE ENTRANCE

170 NASSAU ST.,. N. Y. 7, N. Y.
cacas -cl0swssor
I

9 47

7,

N.Y.

Please send your Free Catalog No. 47,
listing products of leading manufacturers
of radio electronic parts and equipment;
also, all literature as published.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
PARTS AND

RADIONIC EQUIPMENT CO.
Dept. 107, 170 Nassau St., N.Y.

V
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TRY TAIS Oil..

NEW BUYS!

ANTENNA MOUNTING

While looking for an insulator for a
4- section automobile antenna, I found
that the base of the antenna was too
large to pass through the insulators
that I had in stock.

GREAT BUYS!
kits

in series with the variable condenser Cl.
The blocking condenser should have a
working voltage of about 2,000 volts for
low -power rigs. A small 100µµf trimmer can be used safely for Cl.
SAMUEL H. BEVERAGE,

Melrose, Mass.

for

NOVEL PANEL FINISH

hams and

A novel crackle finish for radio panels
and cabinets may be made by painting

experimenters

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

A- bakelite
holes;

tube base; B--- solder in prong
D- center screw.

the surface with a slow-drying enamel.
When the surface is partially dry, apply a coat of quick -drying enamel. The
top coat of enamel will tend to shrink
and wrinkle the more pliable bottom
coat and produce a realistic wrinkle finish surface.
RONALD G. BERLYN,

C--rubber grommet;

the base of a 4-prong tube, cut
the prongs as close to the base as possible, and sealed the holes with solder
for a smooth finish. I then drilled a
1/4-inch hole through the base. The rubber grommets from available insulators
fit perfectly over the open end of the
base to complete a satisfactory installa-

Balle rat, Australia

I took

Lafayette 4 Tube Phono Amplifier Kit. Designed for
AC -DC operation and has excellent resumes, character1281.7 dual triode
istics. Employs a 3524 rectifier.
as an amplifier phase Inverter, and two 381.8 Beam
Power Output tubed in push pull. Inverse feed -back prounivide. excellent frequency response. Supplied with
versal output transformer to Permit matching of any
Permanent Magnet speaker voire coil Impedance. Power
output et the amplifier os 3 watts. Variable tone control.
This complete kit of parts
Includes tutee a n d
punched

mounting

chassis
ease.

for

511.,0

1(10457

complete

1(19271-

8" PM Speaker

kit

$4.00

tion.
EMERSON PAYNE,

Quebec, Canada

HANDY

all"

TOOL

EXPANDED DIAL
National Type B vernier dials can be
altered to provide increased scale length
and higher reset accuracy.
The inside rim of the dial housing is
cut down about 1/4 inch as indicated by
the dotted lines on the drawing. A
pointer is cut from thin clear plastic
or celluloid and the edges finished with
very fine sandpaper or pumice and
water. A fine line is scribed down the
center of the underside and filled with
black India ink. A hole, large enough
to clear the condenser shaft, is drilled
in the lower end and the pointer glued
to the underside of the dial.

l Fr%

By putting two V notches (V for versatility) in a small screw driver, as
shown, its usefulness to the serviceman
can be increased. The notch in the side
is used as a hook to pull dial cable

through openings and the notch in the
end may be used to push cable through
holes in the dial assembly.

"'r'ï

Lafayette
Tube

All

AC -DC

This end is also used to twist wire
in the form of eyelets or loops for connecting wire to screw terminals. It is
also very handy when installing resis-

Wave 2
Receiver

KR. Operates on 110 colts
AC or DC. Employs a
128.17 as regeneratho detector and 11L7GT combination power amplifier- rectifier.
Supplied with 4 coils which cover 10 to 200 meters and
take In police, aircraft, amateur. foreign and standard
bands. Coils overlap In tuning range. Built In electrical
band spread tuning; Output transformer matches receiver
output to any PM speaker rohee colt Complete with
headphone jack. punched chassis, panel. plug -in coils,
tubes, and complete inOtrations. $17.15
1(10448
1(10043 -set
meters

K19269

-5'

of broadcast coils

complete

to cover

100-570

kit

$1.82
$2.50

PM speaker

Battery Operated All Wave Receiver Kit.
Similar to model K10448 above. Employs a 1(5 tithe as
a detector and a 9Q5 tube as
power amplifier. Battery
requirements aro a 1% volt "A" battery, two 45 volt
"II" batteries and a 4% volt ''C" battery. Complete kit
of
Includes
punched
-in coils,
tubes. and mmsleto
dtchassis,lpannel,[plug
Lafayette

K10451
1(19820
1(19269

-kit
-5"

51/.15

of batteries

I'M speaker

complete kit
$3.85
$2.50

tors and condensers, since the leads can
be formed and held in position to facilitate the soldering operation.

JOSEPH S. NAPORA,

Dayton, Ohio

PROTECTING BEAM TUBES
In many transmitters, variable -capacity coupling between the oscillator
or driver stage and the control grids of
807's, 813's, and other beam tubes controls

the grid

excitation.

Unless

FRANK LESTER, famous W2AMJ, is back again
charge of ham radio at Lafayette. He'll be
to lend a hand on any ham problem by

or in person.
Write today for our big, new 144 -page catalog- packet
thing " need In radio
from rover to rover with
and electronics. Als
Also ask for fiver C -:i!t t with Its latest
news on ham innovations and bargains. Both are FREE.

condenser is widely spaced it may arc
or short and place a positive voltage on
CON4.002 OR LARGER

C

d
egad

fifffetteil
(RADIO WIRE TELEVISION, INC.)
Avenue
24 central Ave.
110 Federal St.
sae sixth 13,
Roston 10. Mass. Newark 2. N. J.

New York

54

N. Y.

AUGUSTINE MAYER,

the

Order Now -Prepald or C.O.D
in

The outer dial scale may be made by
drawing concentric semicircles on white
Bristol board and covering with a thin
sheet of celluloid.

807,813,ETC.

BAS

the driven grid. This may ruin the driven tube and burn out r.f. chokes.
To prevent such accidents, connect a
0.002µf, or larger, mica condenser C2

Tiffin, Ohio

REMOVING RIVETS
While attempting to drill out some
rivets that were used to hold an audio
transformer to a chassis, the rivet began to turn with the drill, making further drilling impossible. Other parts located on the chassis prevented the use
of a chisel. I flooded solder between the
rivet and chassis. This held it tight
while the job was completed with a
drill.

RADIO -CRAFT

F. CUTRESS,
Welland, Ont.
for JULY, 1947
GEORGE

MARLIN Rifle

Caliber

.22

REMINGTON
Electric

pMtlIllllll

KODAKS

EASTMAN

Shaver

MASTER
METAL Radio

Tool Box

'

k.wï
DORMEYER

Electric Mixer

HEALTH-O.-METER Seale

`,'

,S

z

*

-1

ELGIN

STEP -STOOL

Compact

_'

Folding Ladder

CALLING all radio servicemen
and amateurs! You get an
honest -to -gosh share in the profits
when you buy your Radio Parts from
OLSON. We sell the dependable
quality Parts you need, and we
GIVE AWAY these fine premiums

PIPES

by
KAYWOODIE
ARNOLD SCHWINN BICYCLE

-

ZIPPO Lighter

RADIO -STEEL
Scooter

oo

and many others listed in our new

_

Catalog. No strings to these gifts;
you don't pay a cent of cash for
them. You get them with OLSON
POINTERS. Read on!

Remember, our nationally adverON POSTCARD tised Radio Parts are priced very
low, so you get a better deal in
every way at OLSON RADIO
GET
PASTE COUPON

WAREHOUSE. Don't wait

THIS
BARGAIN
BOOK
NOW!

another minute. Send the coupon
for our big new Catalog of Radio
Parts and Free Gifts NOW, and
start saving those Olson Pointers!

1

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE, Inc.
73 E.

MILL ST., DEPT. 87, AKRON, OHIO

want to save Olson Pointers for premium gifts. Send me your new FREE
Premium Book and Price Guide right away.

I

1

I

FREE!

\

60 pages of new
Olson Bargains in
Radio Parts, Sound
and Testing Equip-

I

fMOSE

ment. Includes section of FREE GIFTS.

RADIO -CRAFT

Olson sends you a free POINTER
for every dollar's worth of Parts
you order from us. Just pick out
the gifts you want and save enough
Olson Pointers to get them FREE.
No cash, no "box- tops" required.
There is NO LIMIT to the number
of Free Gifts you can get. Look at
the famous brand names on our
premium gifts! We selected them
carefully so you won't be disappointed. It's all GOOD STUFF{

JULY,

NAME
ADDRESS

\;

I

L
for

I
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1
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PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS
(Continued from page 37)

LATEST TELEVISION COMPONENTS

As Used in the New RCA 10" Receiver
New Priers
$16.25
9.10

50° Deflection Yoke
Focus log trou

lon Trap for 1011P4
6.50
Vertical Output Transformer
9.00
Hurismtal Output Transformer with 9000 V
and 1 V. windings for second anode supply 16.85
Width Control
ISO
Other television parts:
RCA Deflection Yoke for 9" and 12" CR tubes.
with special shields for Yoko and tube, in26.75
cluding brackets
Rubber Mask. and Frame with Shatterproof
glass for 12" Clt tutees
8.00
5.60
Five band RF Switch and coil assembly
Cathode Ray Tubes for Television and Osellloseopes
from 1" to 15"
ALSO
Receiving tubes
Capacitors (Ceramic, oil
Sockets
filled, Mica. etc.)
Ceramic trimmen
Sockets for CR tubes
with cables
And other television rem-

Coaxial Cable (300. 72
portents
and 50 ohms)
Send 50c for complete catalog Including diagrams
for RCA, GE. Dutfont, Stron,berg Carlson, Andrea
and Vlewtone Television Receivers.
World's First Specialized Mouse in Television

TELECTRONICS SERVICE AND SUPPLY CORP.
New York
phone PEnnsylvania 6 -8730

264 West 4Cth Street

N. V.

18.

OPPORTUNITY
AD-LETS
word
in title section
cost 20 cents a
Advertiaements
for each ttuertion. Name. address and initials must
be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by
an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement
for Ina than ten words accepted. Ten percent discount stx Issues, twenty percent for twelve issuer.
Objectionable or misleading dvertisements nee accepted. Advertisements for August. 1947. issue must
reach us not later than June 27. 1947.
New York 7. N. Y.
Radial-Craft
25 W. B'way

PRICES SLARITED-Radio Supplies -Kite -- Catalog Free.
Technical Laboratory, 341 Wilson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WRITE DEPT RC 20 FOR OUR 7.ATEFIT FREE. BAR gain list of Radio and Electronic parta. It.t'. Radio Parts
and Distr. Co., 733 central Ave.. Kansas City 6. Kansas.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND SELF- INSTRUCuon books pllgktly used. sad. Rented. Exchanged. All
subject*. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for wed
courses. Completo information and 100 -page Illustrated
bargain catalog Freel Write-Nelson Co.. Dept. 39, Chi-

III.

cago 5.

i&AOAZINES (BACK DATED(- FOREIGN, DOMESTIC,
arts. Book., booklets. subscriptions, pin -ups, eta Catalog 10e (refunded). Cicerone's. 383 First Ave.. New
York 17. N. Y.

FREE WHOLESALE BULLETIN. TUBES. PARTS.
Bargain prices. Renshaw Radio Supply. 3313 Delayers
City. Kansas City. Kaunas.
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES. COMPLETE CODE
theory preparation for passing amateur radio examinations. (true study and resident courses. American
Radio Institute, 101 West 63rd Street. New York City.
and
Sec

our ad on pago 80.

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUments, tube checkers and analysers Beacham Instrument
Co. (Electric Meter Laboratory), 140 Liberty Street. New
'York. N. Y. Telephone-BArclr

7

-4239.

BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO KITS OF PARTS $5.95.
Details RYco Distributors P.O.B. 28, Ozone Park, N.Y.
RADIOMEN,

SERVICEMEN.

BEGINNERS -MAKE

more money. easily. $250 weekly
you. Information free. Merit,

priield
ngf

S

Gardena

13.

pwsible.

allow
Avenue.

We

132nd

New York. 3New York

$3.10 FOR CARTOON IDEAS
RADIO- CltAPT prints several radio cartoons every
Imonth. headers are invited to contribute humorous
'mho ideas which can bat used in cartoon form.
lint necessary that you draw a sketch. urd,ss
It
.

L

you wish.

IDEAS NOT WANTED:
No electrical or radio definitions wanted. Some of
these were published in the past, but the subject
is about exhausted.
fl':.yioent is made on publication.
F

I
I
ee

56

Address
RADIO CARTOONS. RADIO. CRAFT,
25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

and plate leads should be redressed,
noting the effect of each change.
It may seem that high- frequency
parasitics are difficult to eliminate because the resonating elements are not
even known, but they often can be
tuned out or damped by using very
small trap circuits. Three types of high frequency parasitic suppressors are
shown in Fig. 3, as T1 and T2. A small
coil (about 10 turns on a h -inch
form) tuned by a mica trimmer
(10-100 µµf) often eliminates the undesired oscillation, with little effect on the
desired frequency. A resistor of about
10 ohms may be substituted for the condenser as shown in the grid lead. These
tuned or untuned circuits are connected in series with plate or grid leads as
required. Another effective method is
the use of 60-ohm resistors in the screen
lead. In this case, the screen by -pass
condenser C should be connected at the
junction of the suppressor-resistor and
the normal screen- dripping resistors.
Many amateurs have difficulty in operating beam power tubes such as the
813 and 4 -125A without neutralization,
although manufacturer's specifications
often state that it can be done. The
high -power sensitivity of these tubes
makes operation critical under some
conditions. Whenever they are operated
straight through, the input and output
circuits must be well isolated. One of
the best ways to do this is to mount the

grid- tuning elements below the chassis
and the plate elements above it. It is
also helpful to submount the socket for
these tubes so that the internal shield
is level with the chassis.

R.f,C.2

2-Low -frequency

Fig.

Of
parasitic oscillator.

When using receiving -type and lowpower beam tubes, metal shields should
be used between the grid and plate coils
and the tubes enclosed in suitable
shields.
12

1
T oe+
Fig.

3

-Three types of parasitic

suppressors.

In all transmitting circuits, the grid,
plate, filament, and screen grid by -pass
condensers should be connected to the
socket terminals and returned to a common ground point through the shortest
possible leads.

I.

Queen, W2OUX.

SIGNAL G ENERATOR
THIS handy little signal generator by the experimenter by cementing a
covers from 70 to 1500 kc in three celluloid pointer to a knob and using
ranges, using fundamental frequencies. a sheet of white bristol board for the
A large portion of the short -wave bands dial.
The 3 coils are ''jumble- wound" on a
may be covered by using the harmonics
of the broadcast band.
% -inch dowel 4% inches long, as shown
The circuit (Fig. 1) uses a 1G4 -G in in Fig. 2. Ll covers band A and tunes
a series -fed Hartley circuit. Power is from 75 to 220 kc. It consists of 1,100
supplied by a 22% -volt B- battery and a turns of No. 34 wire. L2, 200 to 500 kc.
1'k -volt flashlight cell. Modulated r.f. has 450 turns of No. 32 wire. L3 covers
is available at the output terminal by the broadcast band (band C) from 500
adjusting a variable grid leak on the to 1500 kc. This coil has 175 turns of
front panel. When the resistance is in- No. 26 wire. All coils are center tapped.
creased, a grid- blocking action is set up, The coils are mounted on the chassis
modulating the r.f. at frequencies from and are provided with a shield that
600 to 1,000 cycles, depending upon the fastens to the chassis. The wire used
was double -silk- covered. Single- cottonresistance in the circuit.
A dial, with 3 unmarked scales, is covered wire may be used, and enamelled
required. This may be one of several wire two sizes larger will also be satisavailable on the market or may be made factory.
Band switching from the front panel
'CENTER TAPPED
IG4-C
is provided by a 3- position rotary switch.
Lt L2 L3
°BANDSNL
3-30uuf
Plate and filament voltages are cono
1
trolled by a double -pole single -throw
65uRf
?.000s
switch. A 2,000 -ohm potentiometer gives
Kl R.E GAIN
variable control of the r.f. output.
An accurately calibrated broadcast
receiver, with tuning indicator, is used
OUTPUT
to calibrate the oscillator. The receiver
and oscillator are allowed to preheat
for about 1Fe hour. The r.f. output is
Z- 22.SV .¡..DI
5 MEG
adjusted for maximum and a.f. modulaj MOD. CANT.
S2
tion is applied. The output of the signal
T
generator is loosely coupled to the anI

Fig.

I- Portable signal generator circuit.

(Continued on page 80)
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A SMALL RECORDING STUDIO
(Conti +tied from page 36)
follow the groove. Too deep a groove
can cause distortion as it may place too
severe a load on the recording head.
Trying to record at the same level at
33 1/3 r.p.m. as at 78 r.p.m. will cause

*

distortion, particularly near the center
of the disc.
An asymmetrical cutting or playback
needle will cause serious distortion. The
playback pickup cannot track such a
groove accurately. A recording needle
which is not symmetrical should be resharpened. The recording assembly
should be checked to ascertain what
caused it to wear unevenly.
A recording stylus which is not perpendicular to the plane of the record,
that is tilted sidewise, will cause an
asymmetrical groove which is impossible
for a pickup to track. The playback arm
itself must be mounted so that its
needle is held perpendicular to the record and the arm bearings do not bind.
5. Variations in chip. These variations may be caused by difference in
hardness of the blank coating. A dry,
hard blank will produce a chip which
feels dry and looks dull. The chip should
lie straight and be shiny. If it breaks
into small pieces, it is an indication of
too light a cut, a dull needle, or improper needle angle. The depth of cut
has a profound effect on the chip. Experience is the best teacher of the appearance of ideal chip, and measurement with a micrometer is considered
good practice.
6. Intermittent noise. If you are recording from a radio receiver in the
winter or in a dry place, it is essential
to ground all the metal parts of the
recorder, as a static charge is built up
on the disc, which causes a loud crackling sound in the radio. There are several liquid products which when lightly
brushed on the disc surface prevent accumulation of a static charge. Of

GOVERNMENT RADIO and ELECTRONIC

SURPLUS BARGAINS
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR
i
KIT
l
-602A
á

'

i

I

;Z
,

:

-

-.0

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE
Kit consists of three voltage regulators and neeessary installation equipment. They are of an

improved design and are supplied as replace ments for the original regulators in control
panels 11D- 122 -T6 and BD- 122 -A. Two of the
regulators function as voltage regulators for the
.i a-c power supply : the third serves to regulate
.a,rresaá the d -c power supply.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Regulators are of the carbon -pile rheostat type, whose resistance is
varied by changing the pressure on the carbon -pile, A carbon -pile
regulator provides this changing force by electrical and mechanical means.
The regulators control the voltage to 80±0.5 volts with full load
open circuit. Rheostat turned to extreme left should give 76 volts:
turned to extreme right voltage should be 85 volts. If range is high,
screw core in : if range is low. screw core out: recheck voltage
range with rheostat. After this, turn rheostat to 80 volts. Shock
full load on and off and voltage should not rise or drop more
than 0.5 volts.

COMPLETE WITH
INSTRUCTION $
BOONS, EACH

''b
IL

. ,t-

.,

3 Tube

.Ì,

f.1359Right Angle

We still have

a

NEW -EACH

79,
v

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
R-29 -A

supply of

EACH

10 KEYERS
$

Packag,.
of 10

1

2 -INS and
IIGb.
Complete with tubes

using

TG

co -AX
CONNECTORS

AMPLIFIER

course, loose connections and micro-

phonic tubes also can cause intermittent
noises, which under some conditions
might be mistaken for those caused by
atmospheric electricity.
7. Wow. Wow is the result of a variation of speed within one revolution of
the turntable. It can be caused by intermittent slippage of the drive system, by
glazed rubber drive wheels or worn
drive surfaces, uneven loads on the drive
motor caused by binding in the lead
screw mechanism. If the record does not
lie flat, the depth of cut will vary during one revolution, which might vary
the turntable speed. Some recorder's
depth of cut and cutting angle are dependent upon the thickness of the blank.
When different thickness blanks are
used, the recorder should be properly
adjusted. It is wise to check the turntable and then the lead screw with a
spirit level. They should be absolutely

602A -P1
SCR -602- T6

i

OO

POWER TRANSFORMERS
I -12
700V

yd.::: 2V C.T.,

I

-5V$

200 Mills.
All windings 3A EACH

YY

)OO

MODEL AN -PRS -1
NEW

MINE
DETECTORS
EACH

,

F

$995

`

w^

...

}
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.':ás2`

,
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`

'Y;'+.

ANTENNAS
r
EACI-I

SO

All Orders F.O.B. DETROIT, Shipped RAILWAY EXPRESS
No

$5.00

00 Please send check
parallel.
order. Orders shipped C.O.D.
There are also many more obvious
subject to 20% advance decauses of poor recordings, but a generposit.
ous application of common sense is usually adequate to cope with them.
for JULY, 1947
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Notes on Servicing

"GLOBE" SMASHING
SPECIALS for JULY

By HARRY A. NICKERSON

AMAZING OFFER!!
50L6, 35Z5,

tube kit containing:

5

12SA7, 12SK7, 12SQ7 for

set, first try to
Does it work at
all; faintly? Does it hum badly? Is it
intermittent; noisy? Does it whistle?
Did the condition come on gradually?
Etc. Ask the owner, but be careful not
to take his replies too literally.
Test the tubes for emission and shorts
or leakage. If possible, test the set in
operation with tubes known to be OK.
While a.c. sets may have a bleeder
resistance or a speaker field across Band high B -plus, it is well to test the
resistance between B -minus and high
B -plus. If it is less than a few megohms,
learn the cause before operating the set
with a good rectifier tube in the socket.
Note that some a.c. -d.c. sets (in compliance with Underwriters' regulations)
have a small fixed condenser between
B -minus and chassis, so chassis is not
B- minus. The cathode of a cathode type
rectifier, such as 25Z5, and the filament
or tap on filament winding of the 80
type rectifier will be high B -plus.
Be sure that all tubes are in the correct sockets. The 12SA7, 12SK7, 50L6,
and 35Z5 have filaments at 2 and 7
prongs; but 12SQ7 has filaments 7 and
8. In small portables it may be worth
while to check the resistance of each
tube at the socket terminals, remembering that some may be 0.05- ampere filaments with a shunt resistor to operate
with 0.15-ampere tubes in series. Resistance of a hot filament varies considerably from that of cold filament.
Of course the most used formula in
radio repair is Ohm's law. Put this in
a circle, as shown on this page. Cover
over any letter and you have the value
of that letter. Thus, cover I and you

repairing a radio
INlearn
the symptoms:

$2.49

tube kit containing: 5085, 35W4.
$2.49
12ÁT6, 12BA6, 12BD6 for

5

We carry a complete line of popular brand radio tubes AT BELOW
WHOLESALE PRICES. J u s t
send us your order for whatever
tubes you need. All tubes 100%

perfect, new and fully guaranteed, in cartons. Special prices
on large orders.

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
"JAN" Inspected
Fully Guaranteed
Acorn Tubes: NOs. 954 to 957

49e

to 509AX

49e

Hearing Aid Tubes: NOs. 501AX
Subminiature Proximity Radio
Tubes used in Radar Timing Devices: (DIODE,

6.3

Filament)

-

69e

POPULAR BRAND CONDENSERS

...

First Quality

ELECTROLYTICS
20/20 0i 150. ... 39e

20
10
16

20

150....25c
05 450....37e
01 460....53e
a 450....59e
05

26 (a

at
400

Mid.

Volts

.001
.003
.006
.Ol

06

10e

.1
.25

12e

05

150....29c
150....33e

at

600
Volts

9c
9e
9c
9e
9e

9c
9c

6 150....49e

30 (u

40

BY PASS

25....I8e 02
25....19c

10 Gi

60/30

Fresh Stock

10e
12e
17e

17e

Minimum Condenser Order:

10

Condensers

VOLUME CONTROLS
600.000 OHMS. S.P.S.T. Switch 2"

Shaft
Shaft

.47

600.000 OHMS. D.P.S.T. Switch 2"

.58

2-Tube Phono Oscillator -Uses 35W4
and 60B6. Packs terrific wallop
Kit of 100 Assorted Carbon Resistors
Most Popular Ohmages. All at ?k
Watt. Boxed-per box 100
6" Alnico No. 6 P.M. Speaker (1 oz
Magnet) 1st Quality
6" Alnico No. 5 P.M. Speaker (1 oz
Magnet)
Output Transformer for 60L6
6 Ft. Approved AC Line Cord
26 Ft. Hanks AC -DC Antenna Wire

4.25
1.89
1.45

1.19
.69
.25
.19

BATTERY SPECIAL
Fresh, Standard brand Portable radio
$1.39
battery, 45 Volts "H"

E
have -.
R

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
WHILE THEY LAST

70L7 TUBES

íuá anteded

LIST PRICE 63.90

Our
"Globe"

Price ONLY 79c
prices are lowest

wholesale

prices

20% Deposit required with all orders.
We ship anywhere- prompt service on all
orders.
Money bads guarantee on all items.
Write for our free catalog and order blanks.

GLOBE DISTRIBUTORS
72 Harvard St.
Boston 24, Mass.

¡Don't forget
to refer to the

RADIONIC

1

Catalogli
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Calculating resistor wattage
The resistor in the above example
must be able to carry the current that
passes through it without overheating.
So we calculate the required wattage,

still using Ohm's law:
W

=

-

E-

or watts

R

6'
or about
-;

2

watts.

20íu

In practice the wattage is figured at 2
or more times the calculated value, so we
would use a 5 -watt resistor.
160

NMe
OTLLAC

eji

6í0

25L6

25Z6

-The pilot lamp and its resistor.
Set manufacturers got together and
decided on a color code for wires, resistors, condensers, etc. In most modern
sets, you can look at a wire and say,
"this is high B- plus," "this is filament,"
Fig.

I

etc.

Filament is yellow; B -plus, red; grid,
green; black, negative; plate, blue. On
power transformers, the primary is
black, and high -voltage secondary is red.
The primary will have a low resistance
of say 5 ohms, while the high -voltage
secondary may have total of as much
as 200 ohms resistance. Other low -voltage secondary windings will have very
low resistance. Secondary winding
carrying the most amperage will be
heavier wire.

Modern color codes
If you have not memorized the color
code, you can perhaps use this help:
Starting with zero, the initials of the
colors are BBROY for the first five:
black 0, brown 1, red 2, orange 3, yellow
4. A 1- megohm (1,000,000 -ohm) resistor
the string of tubes. Suppose we have has green as the "third significant fig25L6, 25Z6, 6K7, 6J7 in series. The tube ure." Thus, the central spot or third cirvoltages will be 25, 25, 6.3, and 6.3, total cular line figured will be green. Also,
62.6 volts, which subtracted from line beginning with red, you will notice that
voltage of 117 leaves voltage drop of the colors red, orange, yellow, green,
54.4 volts. Dividing 54 by 0.3 (amp) blue, violet are those in the so- called
filament current the resistance wanted color spectrum.
will be 180 ohms.
While many service men are still getting along with a voltohmmeter, a pair
of pliers, soldering iron, and screw
Pilot light calculations
If we wish to insert a pilot light in driver, particularly the latter, together
such a set, we connect it in parallel with with a lot of experience, it is probably
a portion of the 180 -ohm resistance, or impossible to repair all sets without
in practice, use a lower- resistance line considerable equipment, which includes
cord, such as 160 ohms, and insert a a complete set of service manuals or
(Continued on page 67)
20-ohm resistor in the circuit, for a 6-8
1947
JULY,
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Line cords and ballasts
A resistance line cord may be used to
replace a ballast tube, and vice versa,
as a general rule. If the resistance is
not known, divide the voltage drop by
the current in amperes passing through

anywhere.

volt lamp, 0.25 ampere filament. Again
using Ohm's law, we find the value of
the resistor by dividing the voltage of
the dial light, 6, by 0.25, with the answer 24 ohms. The higher value we
make the resistor, the brighter will burn
the light, because with the two in shunt,
more current will pass through the lamp
when the resistance of the resistor is
increased. (See Fig. 1.)

COLOR TELEVISION
(Continued from page 25)

The KXP -30 Phonograph or Monitoring Amplifier

for Broadcast Station, Recording

nel width of 32.5 mc, which is impractical under present frequency allocations and limitations of receiver design.
Network transmission of sequential
color images were successfully carried
out by CBS engineers. One test was
made over the A. T. & T. Co. co -axial
cable loop between New York City and

s

Studio, Wired Music Reproduction
and

A phonograph

expected.

A later

at

bass and treble tones at even the lowest volume levels, a quality not found in
ordinary amplifiers.... Wiring in one input channel provides for use of a plug -in
Input or bridging transformer, to convert to a 5000 -ohm balanced line bridging or
50, 200 or 500 ohms balanced line input as desired. The other channel Is equalized
for use with a crystal pickup. The KXP-30 features extremely low distortion at all
frequencies and volume levels; freedom from hum; uniform power output; dual acting
individual lone controls; extended flat frequency response from 20 to 20,000 cycles.

SPECIFICATIONS

2.9 mc, which was to be

POWER OUTPUT. 30 watts at less

test was conducted with the

than 5% distortion with wide fiat
power output versus frequency
low distortion at any
volume level. FREQUENCY RESPONSÉ: 20 to 20,000 cycles within
1 d.b. INPUTS: (2) One with crystal
pickup network, Impedance t/z megohm. Other without phono equal.
liar but wired for use with TR -91
or TR.92 plug -in input transformer.

sequential system over the microwave
radio link operated by the Bell Telephone Laboratories between New York
City and Murray Hill, N. J.
The simultaneous color system developed and demonstrated by RCA has
the advantage that all three basic colors
are continuously transmitted. Some experts claim that this is very essential,
when it comes to the pickup and transmission of fast -moving objects such as
a football, tennis ball, etc., during the
course of a game. Color breakup is liable
to occur in such cases, with the result
that an object moving across the screen
rapidly may be seen in several different
colors, owing to the fact that the necessary color is not transmitted at certain
critical instants with the sequential system.
The first theater-size color television
IN two

Curve and

AMA MN

riB

or 500 ohms, depending on transformer
used.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: (6) 3, 4, 6, R, 16 and 500
ohms to terminal strip and two
bokelite molded sockets. GAIN: 85
d.b. either input, high impedance.
79.5 d.b. with TR -92. 73.5 d.b. with

,'=19i
leal

¡

rCa°Ogii:::::Eli.RewR:
=eii
e.F.yin
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
CURVES OF 111P 30

COMPENSATION:
Bass range from -17 to +24 d.b.
Treble range from -24 to +24
d.b.. CONTROLS: (5) Two channel Another contribution by Newcomb
input, one boss, one treble, one toward better record enjoyment,
power switch. CONTROL PANEL: Model LP-I Filter and Equalizer
Etched metal, fully illuminated. greatly reduces surface noise and
POWER CONSUMPTION: 144 watts.
distortion. Designed for installation
TUBES: (7) One 617, three 6.15, two
6L6G, one 5U4G. DIMENSIONS, in either commercial or home phonographs the LP.1
7" x 111r2" x 15 ". SHIPPING is easily connected between crystal pickup and amplifier, providing on effective control of needle scratch.
WEIGHT: 26 lbs.
TR -91.

MI aorta

al

lee=e
ua

impedance without transformer
t/2 meg, with transformer, 50, 200

eme
4 PPler1

amplifier with remarkable

and flexibility of application
:--_--''_.-----_--- performance
... the KXP -30 offen full retention of both

Washington, D. C., and return (total
length 453 miles). Tests were made at
40 and finally 48 color frames per second. The video frequency cutoff in this
instance was 2.9 mc. A check by one of
the visiting engineers who saw the demonstration revealed that there was a
considerable loss in resolution due to
the cutoff

for Deluxe Home Phonographs

TONE

YELLOW

A phonograph system built around the KXP-30 and
the LP-1 offers a remarkable quality of reproduce
tion. You have not heard the best until you hear

Newcomb.

PRODUCTS CO.
GAMMA=
Do

LENS

rlUiS

as

rp

Dept. C. 6824 Lexington Ave. Hollywood

a

Fig. 4-The Sleeper color analyzer unit.
was recently demonstrated by RCA in
Philadelphia, using the simultaneous
system. The image was 71Fí by 10 feet.
The number of lines used was 525. Many
who witnessed the demonstration said
that the color television images corn pared favorably with regular technicolor movies. As 525 lines compares
with 16-mm home movies, about 1,000
lines are ordinarily required to give the
same resolution as 35 -mm movies. As
explained previously, the addition of
color gives an apparent definition considerably above the 525 lines used.
With the simultaneous system of color
transmission black- and-white receivers
can pick up monochrome images by the
simple addition of a converter. (Present
B & W receivers cannot pick up the high
frequencies allotted to color television.)
This is not possible with mechanical

RADIO -CRAFT
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"NOT MERELY

AS GOOD AS THE OTHERS

sequential systems. Another feature is
that electronic color television receivers
can pick up black -and -white programs.
A broadcaster with the RCA electronic
system can operate a B &W and also a
color transmitter, using the signals
from the color camera to operate both

transmitters.
Other features of the electronic simultaneous system are: freedom from
flicker; greater picture brightness; no
color breakup; less band width than that
required for the sequential system;
greater flexibility for network operation; compatibility with present commercial television, to the extent of interchangeability and consequent avoidance
of obsolescence of one by the other.
I

94 7

...

38.

Calttornia

THAN ALL OTHERS."

BLIT BETTER

Get Started in Radio
10
Cet

"HOWTO- D0 -IT" BOOKS

Each

leathese itten. profusely llux

aolld foundation In radin by

bl.

contains over
be amazed at the e wealth of
Information packed into these handy
(woks. Excellent for reference -Ideal
for technical library. Your money
back If not satinlled.

Tool!I

5 BOOKS
10 BOOKS

for 50c
for $1.00

J Sent to You Postpaid

Make Four
tNonary (Leading Terms)
1 -NOW To
beetle Short Wave Sete
No. B -Now To Nave Fun
With Radio
No. 2 -Now To M ke The
Most Popular All Wave 1 No. 7 -Now To Read Radie
Diagrams
and 2 Tube Rece vers
No. 3- Alternating Current No. S -Radio for spinners
for Beginners
No. S- Simple Electrical Experi'omits
No. 4-All About Aerials
No. S- Beginners' Radio Die- No. lo- Television
Remit by check or money order-reelnter letter if you
NO.

end

25A

Wt

canon

or stamps.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
13' way.

New York (7)
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AN ELECTRONIC PHOTOMETER
(Continued from page 27)

i

ARMY RADIO PHONES

They're Weather-Warar and Shock hoof
When we say they are made to Army specifications, that's enough assurance they must be
of best quality. These Army Radio Phones
are perfect and were O.K.'d by Signal Corps
Inspectors. These Dynamic Mikes and Receivers, were used on aircraft and tank intercommunication systems. Use them for recording, for batteryless phone, for pocket size set
loud speaker or talk through your radio set.
We bought a good many of these Radio Phones,
they are brand new, and cost a great deal
h them for.
more than you can
A complete dynamic hand mike,
earphones, headband, cord set
wonderful buy for only

2

A

GENERAL

RADIO 483A Potentiometers 100,000 ohms, wire wound
C" diameter

$1.95

TRANS RE-

406 RECEIVER BC
15 tubes, tunes 195CEIVER 420- 450Mc;
207Mc, 110 volt, 60 460- 490Mc: complete
cycle. Suitable f o r with tubes and W.E.
conversion to 2 me- 316A doorknob and

BC

645

ten or Television.
Special

15.95

OIL FILLED

CONDENSERS

conversion diagram.
Brand New ... 14.95

ALL STANDARD
BRANDS

MFD 600e DC .. .98 0.1 51FD 7",00v DC
2 MFD 1000e DC .. .79 0.02 MFI) 8000v DC
10 MFD 1500v DC ..3.50 2
MFD 10000v DC
2MFD 2000v DC ..I.75 16 MF!) 400v DC
MFD 330v AC
4 MFD 4000v D1' ..5.95 7
10

1.50
.98
17.50
.98
1.25

operating with rea-

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKERS-Magnetic type
Special

in 5- 20 -85-65

amp

sizes

95

BULL'S -EYE Pilot assembly; 110v AC Candelabra base;
Proved

1

50

inch Jewel U -L ap-

BUSSMAN FUSES type BAG; 1 /100 amp;
suitable for meter protection.
.50
Per doz.

-

type 6
SELSYNS
transmitter, SELSYNS- Indicator
syncro
used in pairs as trans- type in armored case;
mitter and follower. No 11 -1 110v AC.
110v AC.
$9.00
Per pair
Per
$5.00

pair

0-1
0-1

MA
MA

0 -1 amp R.F.
0 -30v AC

600 -0 -600

2
t/4

METER BUYS
2"
McClintock
General Electric
3"
General Electric
2"

2.45
3.50
2.45
2.45
3.75

Westinghouse
9"
Microamps 4" Western Elec.

NEONS-While
they last
W Edison base 29
W Screw and

20
Bay base
1/25 W Bay base
and wire leads .08

CONTROL BOX for
522

Transceiver-con -

sista of

5

switches.

push button
5 W.E. Co

and
nd lever switch, all
mounted in box.
Brand New .... 1.25

SCHWEIN -Free and Rate Gyro. Operates
from 14 volta DC: complete in metal 5.00
case ready for use. Special

TWIN LEAD 300 ohm cable, 100 ft. 2.95
COAXIAL CABLE 62 ohm RG /80 4.25
100 ft.
If not rated 25% with order, balance C.O.D.
All prices F.O.B. our warehouse New York.
No order under $2.00
We ship to any part of the globe

LEEDS RADIO

CO.

75 VESEY ST., Dept. RCJU
New York
COrtland 7 -2612
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City

the heaters should be operated from a
small transformer with an output voltage of 6.3 volts. The approximate 150
volts positive and negative may be obtained from any full -wave twin- heater
rectifier as used in voltage-doubling circuits, or two old receiver tubes may be
operated-as in the author's equipment
-to give the same result. Always operate VI with as low a heater power as
possible, preferably about 4 volts. It
functions with a very high grid resistance, and any appreciable heating of
the grid may produce sufficient emission
to make the circuit unstable. As the
function of this tube is to pass only a
few microamperes of current, this low
voltage will be found ample.
Having connected the circuit as indicated, cut off all light falling on the
phototube, and adjust the balancing resistor R4, keeping R2 at zero position,
until V1 and R3 balance to produce just
enough negative potential on the grid
of V2 to allow V2 to pass 1 milliampere
(or any value suitable for a balance of
the circuit). Note this current, and preferably mark it on the instrument scale
for all future resettings. Now if light is
allowed to fall on the phototube the
negative potential produced on the grid
of Vl will reduce the voltage across R3

the negative potential generated by the
phototube. The instrument is adjusted
for an arbitrary balance at zero illumination after the preliminary warming up. It is then ready to read directly
on the voltmeter circuit accurate relative values of light falling on the phototube. Referring to Fig. 4, the operation
of the instrument is:
Light falling on the phototube surface
releases electrons which in passing
through the high resistance Rl generate a high negative potential on the grid
of V1, upsetting the balance of the circuit and causing the indicating meter
to drop to zero. If now a bucking positive potential is applied to resistor Rl
from potentiometer R2 the circuit balance will be restored when this potential
equals that generated by the electron
flow from the phototube.
Cathode coupling is employed between
V1 and V2, as the current flow through
Vl is so small- measured only in microamperes-that few experimenters have
an instrument sensitive enough to detect
the flow with any degree of accuracy.
This small current, however, can generate an appreciable voltage across cathode resistor R3. This voltage is communicated to the grid of V2. The latter
tube, being of reasonably high mutual
conductance, a n d

7

OK

sonable impedance
ill its grid circuit,
is capable of pass-

ing a plate current
well within the
capability of a low r a n g e milliammeter. The author
employed a meter
with a full scale of
1.5 ma. It gave a
convenient balancing point at the 1ma mark, and provided a sensitive
voltmeter w h e n
operated with suitable series resistors.
The tubes used

were

Australian

R2S 1.5K

SEE TEXT

V3

R4

2

250K

212K

BALANCE
INDICATOR

6C

l'

S -1

I

V2

Fig.

4

V3

VMETER

i

-This 4 -tube meter

is more

reliable than the optical type.

and apply a negative voltage to the grid
of V2, dropping its plate current to zero.
Adjustment of R2 now will produce an
opposing voltage on Rl which will restore circuit balance as indicated by
the meter in the cathode of V2 returning to its balanced condition. Now throw
the change -over switch and read the
value of the voltage tapped off from potentiometer R2.
Once having calibrated the phototube
photometer against a photograph exposure meter at some convenient illumination level it now will be possible to
read proportionately the light value falling on the enlarger easel.
Selection of the phototube is of importance. For photographic purposes a
phototube sensitive to blue light should
be employed. The author's phototube is
for JULY, 1947
RADIO -CRAFT

types, but the meter is uncritical as to
tubes, and any medium -mu triode may
be used. It would be convenient to use a
double- triode type (one of those with
separate cathodes).
The mechanical construction may
take any form suited to the components
available. Mount the phototube in a
shielded head. If suitable light -gauge
metal tubing is not available, a coating
of tinfoil pasted inside a bakelite tube
will provide combined electrostatic and
mechanical shielding for the tube. Provide a small cover for the phototube
window so that it may be balanced under dark conditions against any leakage
or thermal currents which form a threshold conductance.
To eliminate series resistance and the
use of tubes with high -voltage heaters,

a type 929, which in addition to having
a good blue sensitivity has a light sensitivity well above that of the 926, 922,

or wide-band and red -sensitive tubes.
This tube has a sensitivity of approximately 45 microamperes per lumen,
which with its light window area of 0.6
square inch or 1/240 square foot corresponds to 45/240 microampere per
candlepower or approximately 0.2
microampere. From this it is possible
to estimate with a considerable degree
of accuracy the voltage which can be
generated on the grid of VI if the load
resistance is known. With a value of 20
megohms of well-insulated resistors, the
theoretical voltage generated at the grid
of VI will be 4 volts per candlepower,
and as it is possible to read the voltmeter accurately to as low as 0.1 volt,
light as low as 1/50 candlepower may
be read with ease. By fitting a small
rotary resistor with taps to the low impedance end of R1, it is possible to vary
the sensitivity of the instrument for
reading of high -candlepower light. If
the positive balancing potential from R2
is limited to 10 volts, range 1 with 20
megohms will cover 0.02 to 1 candlepower. Range 2 with a load resistance
of 2 megohms covers 0.2 to 10 candlepower and range 3 with RI reduced to
200,000 ohms covers from 2 to 100
candlepower.
The mechanical layout mày well be
left to individual tastes. The author has
found that a very convenient arrangement is to mount the indicating meter
potentiometer resistor R2 and zero -setting resistor R4 plus change -over
switch S -1 in a small box to be mounted
near the enlarging easel. This leaves
the location of the rectifiers and indicating tubes merely a matter for personal convenience. Connect the meter
panel to the rectifier and tube section by
a flexible cable. Screening is not necessary for this cable, as high -impedance
circuits do not pass through it. The
cable to the phototube, however, should
be well screened, as this portion is very
sensitive to electrostatic fields, the consequences of which are highly noticeable
when attempting to operate with an unscreened cable.
Mount the phototube with a small
handle similar to the construction described for the elementary oil -spot instrument. It then can be moved across
the field of the enlarger easel for rapid
analysis of the projected image.
This instrument may be used for
other than photographic purposes. If a
relay is connected in the plate circuit of
V2 it is possible to make an equipment
for switching on lights at predetermined
light levels. The application will be evident to experimentally- minded photog-

raphers.

CODE OSCILLATOR
(Continued front page 42)

high side of the volume control and connected to another tip jack. When the
key is plugged into the jacks and depressed, part of the audio voltage is fed
back through the volume control, caus-
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Description

With Speaker
NC2- 40 -DT, With Speaker
241.44
NC46, With Speaker
107.40
H R0.5TA I. w /Pow. Supply 697 294.71
HA LLIC RAFTE RS
S -40A. Receiver
89.50
SX42, With R42 Speaker
304.50
SP44, Panoramic Adapter
99.50
NC -173T,

HAMMARLUND

SPC -400X, w /Speaker in Cab.
H Q129X, w /Speaker in Cab.
R. M. E.
UHF -152, HI. Freq. Cony.
R M E-84. Complete
RME -45, Complete

347.25
173.25

75A -I, Receiver

86.60
98.70
198.70

48.36
21.48
59.03

162 -C,

WA54A, Audio Oscillator

8.11

14.04

530.00 106.04

37.44

MT9,

561,

TEMPCO

289.50

57.54

288X, Signal Generator
534, Tube A Set Tester

6.97

AF -100.
T60

-I,

100

SONAR

VFX -680 All Band Exciter

87.45

31.80
10.60

17.49

6.17

145.92
145.50
159.06

29.28 10.30
29.10 10.28
31.86 11.23

138.30

27.66

9.77

23.40

8.27

652,

Audio Oscillator

798.
785,

Tube Check. & Analyzer 187.09
103.59
Circuit Tester

117.00

Signal
Signal

37.45 13.22
20.79
7.32

TRIPLETT
17.37
21.64

6.13

954P, Port. Tube A Set Tester 97.22

19.46

6.87

164E. 3" Oscillograph

7.42
21.00
47.08 16.60
23.10 8.16

2432,
1632,

86.73
107.80

Generator
Generator

PRECISION

20.49

90.00
30.00

6.21
9.46

WESTON

DUMONT

JOHN MECK

W. Xmtr. Comp. 450.00
Transmitter 150.00

60 Watt

17.63
26.83

JACKSON

75GA. 75 Well Transmitter 495.00 99.00 34.98
500GA, 500 Watt Transmitter 1500.00 300.00 106.00

SUPREME

133.87

87.95

191X, Microvolt Generator
305. Oscillograph A Oscil.

1825.00 365.08 128.96
'90.00 118.04 41.69

Watt Transmitter

3" Oscilloscope
Oscillator

HICKOK

HA LL IC RAFTE RS

100

8.11
13.07
11.48
8.83
10.77

SUPREME
546A.

24.54
12.24

19.74
39.70

23.08
37.04
32.54
25.04
30.58

115.00
185.00
162.50
125.00
152.50

Channalyst

WV75A, Voltohmyst

6.32
60.90 21.52
19.94
7.03

17.36

COLLINS

Description
3" Oscillograph
160.8. 5" Oscillograph
155 -C,

17.06
7.59
20.82

17.98

69.45
34.65

Down
Per
Price Paym'f. Mo.

R. C. A.

TRANSMITTERS
.COLLINS

30K1. Transmitter
32V I, Transmitter

1

TEST- EQUIPMENT

Down
Per
Price Paym'1. Mo.
$189.50 $37.94 $13.39

105.00
235.00
115.50

2088. 5" Oscillograph
274, 5" Oscillograph

SIMPSON

330.
415,

S5 Deposit with Your Order Now

Tube Tester
Signal Generator

96.53

19.37
22.58

112.70

7.61

6.81
7.96

Will Reserve Your Equipment
Prices su bicot to change
F.O.B.. New York or Chicago

S hipments

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
Offnes & Warehouse
242 W 551, St., N.Y.19

NEWAR
ELECTRIC

323 W.Madison

Chicano 6,

St.

III

COMPANY.INC

New York City Stores

115 -17 W.

ing a "howl." This howl or audio note
can be varied in pitch by adjusting the
volume control which, in this case, acts
as a tone control. This makes an efficient and handy code practice oscillator.
RALPH BLOOM,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
STEREOPHONIC SOUND
high -fidelity stereophonic sound
system developed in Germany during
the war creates the illusion of natural
auditory depth, a recent Department of
Commerce report states. The system
uses three communication channels for
reproducing sound as well as for recording it. The recorder handles a frequency range of 23 to 10,000 cycles and
a dynamic range of 60 decibels with a
A
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Mfg. by EASTERN ELECTRONICS CO.
147 Chambers Street

New York 7. N. V.

harmonic distortion of less than 3 percent. Film noise is 70 decibels below the
greatest amplitude.
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DYNAMIC PICKUP

(Continued from page 30)

arm (measured from needle point to
pivot) gives an error of two degrees
maximum with two perfect points of
tracking.
The pickup is now ready for use, but a
coupling transformer is necessary as
the impedance of the coil is not more
than a few ohms. A microphone trans former of a ratio of 50 -1 to 150 -1 is excellent for this purpose. For preliminary testing, an ordinary output transformer will do very well, but for best results in service, a transformer designed
for this type of work should be used.
Watch for hum with a high -ratio transformer. Shielding may be needed.
The grid of the first tube should be
fed through a condenser of 0.01 µf.

-
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on developing new circuits.
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above middle C on the piano, This method of recording is necessary for technical reasons which need not be discussed
now. But tt follows that a tone correction, or equalization, network is necessary. The circuit published in RADIO CRAFT, November, 1945, in an article by
George Bertsche is excellent. Using full,
or nearly full, bass boost and 60 to 76
percent top cut, the results are as near
to perfection as may be found.
In conclusion, here are a few practical
notes. Do not use too strong a magnet,
or its attraction to the turntable will increase the apparent weight of the pickup. If this effect is troublesome, pad
the turntable top with composition
board or, better if you can get it, 14 -inch
sponge rubber. Best practice is to mount
the pickup floating on sponge rubber.
Finally, this type of pickup is not
critical, and the design given may be
adapted or changed in any way desired.
The only essential thing is a light coil
of few turns vibrating across a magnetic field. A pickup using this principle, but using rubber damping (which
in this writer's view is undesirable) can
he made by cutting a celluloid form barrel- shaped from an old toothbrush handle, making it % -inch long, 1, -inch in
the middle, and 1/16 -inch at the ends. A
groove can be nicked around its length,
20 turns of wire set in, and the needle
jammed in a tapered hole in the middle.
The coil is mounted by slipping small
pieces of rubber tube over the ends and
clipping these in the pole pieces. Results are good, too, and what could be
simpler? The device outlined, however,
while taking more time and care to
work out, will be more durable and give
trouble-free reproduction indefinitely.
Those who are addicted to that horrible sound known as "a lovely mellow
tone" will not be interested in this pickup. But any who want accuracy and
brilliance; who seek the nearest thing
to perfect reproduction may find it

worth constructing.
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LESS MONEY!!

MORE SERVICE

THE MODEL 450

TUBE TESTER
portable work.
Uses a 42" square rugged meter. Features an unusually attractive
etched panel and comes housed in a beautiful hand -rubbed oak cabinet.
Portable snap -on cover makes it ideal for either bench or portable use.
Up -to -date, of course, it checks the many post -war miniature tubes
such as the 6AG5, 6AQ6, 12ÁT6, 12BD6, 26136, 35W4, 50B5, 117Z3, etc.,
in addition to all other receiving tubes.
A complete up-to -date unit designed for both bench and

Specifications:
* emission
Tests by
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method

quality directly read

*
*

on

meter.

scale of the

*

tube
the

Tests shorts and leakages up
to 3 Megohms in all tubes.
Tests leakages and

*
*
*

shorts of

any one element AGAINST
all elements in all tubes.

Tests individual sections such

as diodes. triodes. pentodes.
etc.. in multi- purpose tubes.

*

Tests

tillers.

BOTH

New type
Juster.

plates In ree

Mede1 1.0) comes complete with
et-sble cover and all operatmi instructions.

ONLY

line voltage ed

NOISE TEST: Tip lacks on
front panel for plugging In
either phones or external
amplifier will detect micro.
phonic tubes or noise due to

faulty elements and
internal connections.

loose

Works on 90 to 125
60 Cycles A.C.

Volt,

$395°

PLEASE PLACE YOUR

ORDER WITH YOUR REGULAR RADIO PARTS JOBBER. IF YOUR
LOCAL JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU. KINDLY WRITE FOR A LIST OF JOBBERS IN YOUR
STATE WHO DO DISTRIBUTE OUR INSTRUMENTS OR SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECTLY TO US.

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO., 227 Fulton St., Dept. RC-7, New York 7, N.Y.
to tune this set. The capacity is varied
by pressing one metal plate against another, a thin sheet of insulation separating the two. The closer the plates, the
higher the capacity and vice versa.

The receiver is housed in an attractive
plastic cabinet; the aerial, ground, and
headphone terminals are mounted on
the back. When the tuning knob is
turned, the indicator moves across the
scale observed in the window in the front
panel. This sets needs a long aerial (100
to 150 feet) and a good ground connection, preferably to a water pipe. Signal
strength depends largely on the grade
of headphones used.
The tuning condenser varies the capacity across the secondary coil of the
aerial coupler. The loosely coupled aerial
coil helps to improve the selectivity.
No batteries are required and no detector adjustment is necessary. Reception
thus becomes a very simple matter. The
crystal detector is a 1N36 type. A small
fixed condenser is connected across the
headphones.

A wristband radio
The Da -Myco "Dick Tracy" wristband receiver illustrated in Photo C is
one of the latest and smallest tunable
sets to make its appearance. The photo
shows the compact manner in which the
designers have built this receiver, which
even has a tuning inductor stowed away
inside the phone shell. The headphone
has a steel magnet and a single coil of
about 1,000-ohm resistance, mounted on
a soft iron core at its center.
The tuning coil has an iron slug in-
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THE CRYSTAL RADIO MAKES
A COME -BACK
(Continued from page :F;)
side it to boost its inductance. A slider
moves across the turns, over a path
cleared of insulation in one of the simplest and oldest of tuning circuits. The
tuning lever moves in a slot cut through
the side of the case and terminates in an

the better the reception. For
apartments and other locations where it
is not convenient to erect an antenna, a
compact aerial device is available which
plugs into any convenient outlet. This
device consists of a condenser and a
suitable inductor which bridges the set
across the lighting circuit; no current
passes through the set.
aerial,
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V.F.O. EXCITER OR TRANSMITTER
(Continued from page 32)
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SPEEDY, EXPERT SERVICE!
Send for your FREE copy of the most
complete Buying Guide for Everything in
Radio. Features thousands of radio and
electronicparts, latest home radios, sound
systems, amateur gear, builders' kits,
servicemen's equipment, tools, books
world's largest stocks of quality equipment -all at lowest prices! Expert help;
fastest service
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Zone.... State

previously discussed. To calibrate the
other half, switch in C3 and set the variable tuning condenser at maximum capacitance. Then vary C3 until 3.5 me
just comes in. In this particular case it
occurred when C3 was a parallel corn bination of two ceramic condensers, a
100- and a 20 -µµf unit. Otherwise it
would have been convenient to use a
100 -µµf fixed and a midget variable of
about 35 IMLf, adjusting the latter as
required. The calibration was made to
coincide with the band and it is impossible to operate out -of- limits unintentionally.
The plate circuit of the e.c.o. is tuned
to the second harmonic, 80 meters. This
provides good isolation and permits a
higher stability to be attained. The coil
is wound with 42 turns of No. 22 wire
on a 3 -inch polystyrene form screwed
to the chassis. A 100 -µltf trimmer condenser sets the band and tuning is done
with a 50 -µµf midget variable. Actually
this is a non -critical control unless frequency is changed over a wide range.
Voltage to the 6SJ7 is regulated by a
VR-150 and a VR90 in series. The
large screen resistor drops the voltage to about 100.
This tube does not
become too hot to
touch even after
operating a long
time.
Oscillator output

tubes. They were completely eliminated
by connecting 50 -ohm resistors in each
screen lead and small chokes in each
plate lead. The chokes are made of 15
turns of No. 28 wire wound on (and in
parallel with) 10-ohm resistors. Shielding between grid and plate circuits is
ample, due to sinking the tubes below
the chassis level. The tubes were found
to run cooler without shields.
A pi network couples the final to the
antenna and gives very satisfactory results. This system permits continuous
variation of power input to the final by
adjusting the coupling. The tank coils
are wound to resonate in the desired
band when both coupling and tuning
condensers are at half capacitance. This
is done because an increase in capacitance of one condenser must be accompanied by a decrease in the other to
maintain resonance.
The coils L for the pi network are
space -wound with No. 22 wire on plug in forms 1% -inch in diameter. There
are 38, 15, and 6 turns on the 80-, 40-,
and 20 -meter coils respectively. Length

is capacitance-Coupled to the buffer

6F6.

This

tube

runs Class A for

good isolation. An
r.f. choke is used

1.2

and its air and mice condenser are well seen at bottom center.

in the plate circuit
in series with the dropping resistor.
This runs quite hot but is well within
its ratings. The plate voltage is about
300 and the screen runs at about 150.
If more output is desired this tube may
be run at higher ratings.
The 2 -tube exciter may be either capacitance- or link -coupled to a multi band exciter. If the leads are long it is
better to use link coupling, using an untuned transformer instead of the r.f.
choke in the 6F6 plate circuit.
After experimenting with various
push -pull, push -push, and single -ended
final stages, the latter was finally
adopted, but two tubes in parallel are
used for more output. Such a circuit can
feed a single wire effectively and is
easier to excite than push -pull. The
latter does, of course, give slightly higher output for a given input. Type 807
tubes are used in the final. These are
now available at less cost than most
receiving tubes. They require little excitation, give ample output, and are
well shielded. With 400 volts on the
plates, output is about 50 watts.
High- frequency parasitics were very
much in evidence at the start, as is to be
expected from sensitive beam power

of winding is 2 inches on the 80, 1% on
the 40 and 1 inch on the 20 -meter coil.
Choice of either oscillator or final
keying is provided. Many amateurs prefer the latter in order that there will be
no interruption of the oscillations. Oscillator keying permits break-in operation;
however it is necessary to add a C -battery or cathode bias resistor to prevent
overloading the 807's.

Calibration and operation
After the rig has been completed and
tried out is a good time to calibrate the
main dial. A 100-kc crystal oscillator
(preferably checked with WWV) is
good for this purpose. To obtain 100 -kc
markers through the 80 -meter band,
crystal harmonics are caused to beat
against the v.f.o. signal while listening
in on a shortwave receiver. If the latter
is tuned to 80 meters, zero beats will
be heard at 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 ... kc and these
points can be marked on the v.f.o. dial.
To obtain 50 -kc markers, the receiver
is tuned to 40 meters. Here again zero
beats are heard every 100 kc, that is,
7.0, 7.1, 7.2
, but the first corre-

...

sponds to 3.5 on the v.f.o. dial and the
second is a harmonic of 3.55. In other
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words, the calibration now may be made
every 50 kc on the 80 -meter v.f.o. dial.
Tuning to 20 meters will provide a
marker every 25 kc, and so on. Since
the scale is practically linear, it is hardly necessary to go so far.
To put the rig on the air on 80, the
main dial is set to the desired frequency with the switch under the dial
thrown to the proper range. The buffer
condenser is used as a trimmer and is
adjusted for minimum reading do the
panel meter. This indicates maximum
excitation to the final grids. The antenna-coupling condenser is then set to

YOUR TRADE -IN'S WORTH MORE

7

AT THE WALTER

'V 'V' --,n
r 'v 'V'''''
I
'

NEWEST RECEIVERS!

National NC-46 (leas

speaker)

Fig.

2-Switching circuit for

crystal control.

Hallicrafters

the desired loading and the tuning condenser is resonated for lowest meter indication. If this reading represents an
input lower than that desired, the coupling condenser is set at a lower capacitance and the other condenser retuned.
The panel meter is calibrated directly
in watts input rather than conventional
plate milliamperes. A resistance -wire
shunt is adjusted across the 1 -ma meter
until full -scale deflection corresponds to
250 milliamperes. Since the plate voltage is 400, full deflection is equal to 100
watts input. Furthermore, power is proportional to current when the voltage is
kept constant, therefore the meter reads
in watts. For example, if the indication
is 0.47 it is equal to 47 watts. With the
circuit constants shown in the schematic, maximum (off-tune) input is
about 100 watts. Don't permit the transmitter to remain in this condition for
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long.
Most QSO's will probably be on a
single frequency for both reception and
transmission. If the final is keyed, this
means that the local transmitter oscillator will interfere with the incoming
signal. The toggle switch under the
v.f.o. dial can be used to good advantage
here. After transmitting on the desired
frequency, throw the switch; this
changes the frequency but does not interfere with oscillations. However, don't
forget to throw the switch back again
before transmitting!
A flexible frequency is handled more
conveniently when a rig contains few
controls and circuits, and in any case the
signal stability is best at low harmonics
of the oscillator frequency. For these
reasons and to keep the rig from becoming too complicated, no doublers
have been incorporated. However, the
buffer circuit resembled a Pierce crystal
oscillator so much that we couldn't resist trying it out that way (without
affecting the v.f.o. channel in any way,
of course). All that has to be added for
alternative crystal control is a socket,
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blocking condenser, toggle switch, and,
of course, a crystal (Fig. 2). This
makes it possible to change to crystal
control at will and easily.
The output of the single-tube oscillator is slightly greater' than that of the
2 -tube v.f.o. unit. There is ample excitation to the final stage so that it can
operate as either a doubler or a tripler
with suitable crystals. We can even get
I
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trouble diagnosing. repair and
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motors, synchronous motors and
generators and mechanical and
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A

denser are installed in the screen -grid
circuit.
The 7E7 tube functions as the second
detector, a.v.c., and also, when required,
as the first audio amplifier in a reflex
circuit. It is with the hookup and action of this tube in the circuit that we
are primarily concerned.
In the conventional connecting of a
diode detector in a radio circuit the high
potential of the signal input transformer L4 is connected to one or both of the
diode plates. This results in comparatively low gain and poor selectivity for
the preceding stage of carrier amplification, because the secondary of its
transformer is loaded with the audio
signal. These two serious disadvantages
of the diode detector are eliminated in
the circuit of this set. At the same
time the distinct advantages of the diode as a linear detector are retained.
A simple inductance L5 is placed in
the cathode circuit of the diode tube,
causing cathode voltage to vary with
the r.f. signal, and detecting it on the
cathode's negative half-cycles.
The value of L5 should substantially
equal the carrier frequency. In other
words, it should be large enough to resonate at about 456 kc when the i.f. is 456
kc. A spare i.f. winding with several
turns added will work, or a 2.5-mh radio-frequency choke coil will serve the
purpose. The larger the coil, the greater
will be the gain and selectivity, but this
must not be carried so far as to produce
instability in the set.
L5 is not tuned, and should be shield-
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ed if necessary, though if carefully
placed, shielding should not be required
The secondary of L4 is connected
directly to the control grid of the 7E7
tube. To prevent loading of this transformer, and thus to secure the greatest
gain and increased selectivity, the control grid must be maintained at a negative voltage greater than the incoming
peak signal voltage. The negative bias
and a.v.c provided in this circuit are intended to do just that.
A novel and thoroughly practical feature of this set is the use of two variable
controls, R5 and R12. Each should be a
minimum of 1 megohm, and for better
results may be 2 megohms. Each has a
tone tap, preferably near the center but
not less than 500,000 ohms up from the
bottom.
The schematic clearly indicates the
proper connection of the two controls in
the circuit.
R5 in the detector circuit is used to
cut the reflex feature in or out at will.
When the center arm b is moved to a
position between c and a the audio signal is reflected to the control grid (No.
6) of the 7E7 tube, thus making it the
first audio amplifier. When this is done
the center arm b of R12 is moved to a
position near a of that resistor. Now
not only volume but tone as well can
be controlled. For example, if the volume is lowered by adjusting R5 and
correspondingly increased by adjusting R12, the resulting tone will have
a lower pitch, and much noise will be
eliminated.
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The first audio amplifier is eliminated
when the center tap b of R5 is moved
to a position between c and d. In this
case the center tap of R12 is moved to c
for the loudest signal, and thereafter
the volume is controlled by R5.
For local stations by day and most
stations by day or night the first audio
amplifier will not be required for reasonable volume and the best in radio
reception. The additional audio amplification will be undesirable also when
headphones are used.
When properly constructed and accurately tuned the selectivity of this
set is high. In this connection it must
be remembered that the i.f. transformers cannot be tuned with a metal screw
driver. A nonmetallic driver such as
can be made from a plastic toothbrush
handle is a necessity.
When building this or any other radio
set it is well to keep in mind certain
fundamentals: Use good parts. Keep
grid and plate leads as far apart as
practicable; also keep these leads as
short and direct as is convenient. Keep
all leads close to the chassis or other
grounded parts. Make sound soldered
connections.
When more than 100 volts is available for the B-supply it may be necessary to install appropriate resistors
and by -pass condensers in the screen grid circuits.
Use good components and careful
work in the audio end.
No amount of effort applied on the
detector circuit will compensate for
poor performance of the power amplifier
or for a poor, mismatched or low -quality speaker.
In connection with the foregoing, and
especially for beginners, attention is directed to the excellent article "Problems
Underlying Construction of a 5 -Tube
Superhet," by H. A. Nickerson, page 24,
Mum-CRAFT for October, 1946.
A set that fails to bring in far distant
stations regularly should not be condemned for that reason alone. The fault
may be due to atmospheric conditions
which may continue for several days at
a time. So do not be in too big a hurry to tear up your set.
NOTES ON SERVICING
(Continued from page 58)
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REGULATOR
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Speech

Tropicaliled

Amplifier

circuit diagrams of the set under repair, the voltohmmeter, a signal generator, tube tester, and the usual tools. A
beginner can locate trouble in a set more
quickly with a signal tracer (usually a
t.r.f. set which has a probe to connect
at any point on set under test and gives
an audible signal or operates an "electric eye ") than the experienced service
man with his voltohmmeter and great
experience.
Too many servicemen stop with replacement of a defective part. An effort
should be made to put the set in topnotch condition by adjustment of trimmer condensers and alignment of super heterodynes, cleaning out variable condensers, the addition of baffles, lubrication of bearings, addition of shields and
condensers when needed.
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age developed across the capacitor, or
from the 6SJ7 grid to ground, lags the
oscillator tank voltage by approximately 90 degrees. This lagging grid voltage
causes the 6SJ7 plate current to lag the
oscillator tank voltage by approximately 90 degrees and the tube then appears
as an inductance in parallel with the
oscillator tank circuit. The frequency
of the oscillator will then be increased.
When the transconductance of the
6SJ7 modulator tube is varied by an a.f.
signal voltage applied to its control grid
from the 6SN7 -GT speech amplifier, the
magnitude of the inductive reactance
across the 6F6 -G oscillator tank is
caused to vary at an audio rate. This
change in inductive reactance causes
the oscillator frequency to be varied at
a rate which depends upon the frequency of the audio modulating voltage
and by an amount which depends upon
the amplitude of that voltage. If the circuit values as given here are carefully
followed, the 6SJ7 reactance -tube modulator will give linear frequency modulation and produce many times as much
deviation as will be required for amateur communication.
The 6H6, the 6SA7 and the 6C5 tubes
function as a correction or stabilizer circuit to stiffen the frequency shift or
deviation of the 6F6 -G oscillator during
the periods of frequency modulation. It
will be noticed that the grid of the 6SJ7

reactance -tube modulator is returned to
ground through two isolating resistors
of 500,000 ohms each and the two 100,000-ohm resistors connected across the
6H6 discriminator output circuit.
As mentioned above, any change in
the transconductance of the 6SJ7 will
cause an effective change in the oscillator tank circuit inductance and thereby cause a corresponding change in the
oscillator frequency. The direction of the
frequency shift, i.e., to a higher or lower
frequency, will depend upon the polarity
of the voltage applied to the control
grid of the 6SJ7 tube; the amount of
the frequency shift, I.e., the number of
kilocycles, will depend upon the magnitude of the 6SJ7 control -grid voltage.
The r.f. voltage at the grid of the
TB -35 will be fed, in proper proportion,
to the signal grid of the 6SA7. The 6C5
tube is connected as a Pierce crystal
oscillator, operating on a frequency of
7,000 kc; its output is fed to the injection grid of the 6SA7. When operating
on FM, the 6F6 -G grid circuit will be
tuned to a frequency of approximately
3,675 kc and the 6F6 -G plate and TB -35
grid circuit will be tuned to twice 3,675
kc, or 7,350 kc. Now, if we mix the 7,350
kc and 7,000 kc signals we shall obtain
in the plate circuit of the 6SA7, a beat
frequency or "i.f." equal to the difference between 7,350 kc and 7,000 kc or
350 kc.
The 6SA7 output signal voltage is fed

to the primary of a tuned discriminator

transformer adjusted for resonance at

350 kc. Connected to the secondary winding of the discriminator transformer is
a 6H6 diode rectifier tube. Two load resistors of 100,000 ohms each are con-

nected in series across the cathodes of
the 6H6 tube with the d.c. return from
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Fig.

2-Discriminator

curve. Center is 350 kc;
left: higher frequencies, right: lower.

the discriminator transformer secondary winding center tap connected to
the resistors.
As long as the i.f. signal remains
exactly 350 kc, equal signal voltages
will be applied to the two diode plates,
equal currents will be drawn and equal
and opposite voltage drops will appear
across the two load resistors. Under
these conditions, the net d.c. voltage output from the discriminator will be zero,
and consequently no change in the trans conductance of the 6SJ7 will take place.
Thus, the frequency of the 6F6 -G oscillator will not be affected. However, under conditions of frequency modulation,
the 6F6 -G oscillator frequency will vary
with changes in the amplitude and frequency of the modulating signal. Thus,
the i.f. or beat frequency will swing
higher or lower than 350 kc. As shown
in Fig. 2, for frequencies higher than
350 kc, the discriminator output will
produce a d.c. voltage having a positive
polarity with respect to ground; for
frequencies lower than 350 Ice, a d.c.
voltage having a negative polarity with
respect to ground will be produced. The
d.c. voltage output vs. frequency deviation will be linear up to approximately
50 kc each side of center frequency, depending upon the design of the discriminator transformer. This d.c. discriminator voltage is fed back to the
control grid of the 6SJ7 reactance tube,
causing its transconductance to change
so as to correct the variation.
This change in transconductance is reflected into the 6F6G oscillator tank circuit as a change in inductance and the
frequency of this circuit is caused to
vary correspondingly.
The second half of this article. describing the
oscillator and r.f. sections of the transmitter.
will appear in an early issue.
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TELEVISION OVER A LIGHT
BEAM
(CYz

tinned from page 22)

TO BE AHEAD

the telecast program is handled by a
second light beam comprising the modulated light source at the transmitter,
and the second photomultiplier cell at
the receiver, feeding into the conventional loudspeaker system. In the demonstrations the two light beams have
been paralleled and directed so close together as to overlap in part at the re-

.

ceiving end, yet each is directed by adjustable lenses and mirrors on to the
respective photocells. The video and
audio reproductions are on a par with
the usual electrically transmitted television systems.
The equipment demonstrated so far
has established that photovision is practical. Further research promises to
make the system applicable to many
fields of transmission of images and
sound. For example, in the transmission
of colbr television, four color channels
may be independently modulated with
the red, green, blue, and sound signals
for a composite simultaneous color television system. Use of filters at the receiving point allows selective separation
of all these signals even though transmitted from a single sending point.
Very recently DuMont engineers have
been testing photovision equipment over
distances of several miles. Even with
the not yet perfected equipment now
available, promising results are being
obtained with both video and audio signals. The remarkable thing is that the
seemingly dull light spot on the transmitting cathode -ray tube can be picked
up several miles away by suitable focusing means, despite bright sunshine, and
translated into pictures and sound. Fog
is still an obstacle, but further developments may largely circumvent such interference. Full-scale commercial equipment has been evolved in the past few
weeks and will soon be demonstrated
as photovision steps out of the laboratory and makes its bid for a place in
everyday telecasting.
The highly directional characteristics of this communications medium,
coupled with its privacy feature and reliability, makes it very probable that it
will find many uses in other fields of
communication, such as broadcast relaying and point -to-point telegraph or
telephone.
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Electrical design problems in the
front end are greatly simplified by the
use of the guillotine tuner because it is
possible to localize each tank circuit
within a small area and to keep r.f.
chassis currents at a minimum. Microphonic troubles are almost completely
absent. The blade of the guillotine being
ungrounded, sliding contacts and pigtails are eliminated. All of these factors
contribute toward an efficient electrical
design providing high performance with
little trouble from regeneration or alignment difficulty.
The tuner assembly is enclosed in a
metal box for shielding and for mechanical protection and dust-proofing. Operation on the short -wave spread bands is
comparable to communication receiver
performance and ease of tuning. Shortwave microphonic howl, reports I. J.
Kaar, manager of General Electric's Receiver Division at Bridgeport, Connecticut, is completely absent with the use
of the guillotine tuner, making the full
audio power output of the receiver
usable on all bands. Loop reception is
N
on all of the AM bands and
I provided
power line pickup is used for local FM
reception. Terminal connections are
provided, of course, for AM antenna
and FM dipole use wherever required:
It appears that this particular
technique will be widely employed in the
1
future for applications involving the
upper frequencies, especially for FM
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GUILLOTINE FOR FM
radiomen, the "guillotine" means a
TOnew variable- inductance tuner developed by General Electric. For use in
FM reception, it is considered more
efficient than condenser-coil tuning.
The tuner consists of 2 identical
silver-plated brass frames which, when
connected at their open ends, form a
2 -turn inductance. The inductance of
the 2 turns is varied by insertion of a
silver-plated brass "guillotine" blade between the turns. The effect of the blade
is to reduce the inductance of each turn
and also the mutual inductance between
the turns. The tuning curve is adjusted
by cutting slots in the blade which provide an easy and permanent means of
tracking the oscillator and r.f. circuits
with each other. Both terminals of the
tuner project through the receiver
chassis, making very short leads possible
and providing a rugged tie point for

'

.J

and television.

tnlnment u . Makes all Snores.
rent eultetaan°res brilliantly luminescent.
neeoerdd. Fits a
standard
lamp

In

ntrrhuees
varriie,,,,
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of materials. Swell for
types
rtioe.
etc, to
OLeur
btain unique lighting effects.
Bulb only. She. Wt. 2 Ì1a.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE

This ie
fine light- weight
careen microphone. It weighs
mike Ibcomet, with breastplate
can
Mg adjustment
that
adjusted to anydesireed poeiuomn.
woven straps;
goes around
and neck.
the otter
around cñ eat. oStraps can be
snapped
ér an
arrangement.
This excellent mike
bo
adapted
Nosed for home broadcasting or
communication yM
dismountingbreastplate. It Can be
Used as
arocomplete with 6-foot
ant and
herd rubber plug. Finished in s eranac
plate. n rustable. Shipping weight. 2 lbs. °
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t
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$1.49

ITEM 152

YOUR PRICE

WATTHOUR METER

Completely overhauled and
ready for
t IO.
volt. 80 Cycle 2 -wire A.C.

reular

circuit.
2
2

ily

ie ¢fromirthe
line and
to
StnnE-

wires
the load.
nstructed
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witai
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de.

.

heavy
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deep. WestingE. Ft. Wayne.
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"BRAND"

VS.

"ORPHAN"

RADIOS
(Continued frone page 17)
As long as the receiver plays it will
sell to the unwary who cannot afford to

pay for a standard brand. It stands t11
reason that such receivers will cost
more in servicing and upkeep than
reputable makes.
Unfortunately the public at large
does not know all of this, because to
most laymen a radio set is a radio set.
no matter what its make, as long as
they hear it play loudly in 'the store.
Later on, when it refuses to perform
and has to be serviced several times, the
eventual brunt may fall on the unhappy
serviceman who gets blamed for not
being able to repair the set so that it
will continue to work satisfactorily.
Sooner or later the public will come
to understand that the set itself was
no bargain. This completes the cycle
where both the dealer and the serviceman get the ill will of the public. This
situation is by no means new.

enjoy selling
them because they make friends
and build business. The VERIthe
IFIED GUARANTEE back of
imdistributor enables him to
mediately replace any defective
Ispeaker with a new one
saving time and money for the
IDISTRIBUTORS

....

RADIO SERVICE MAN.

These same cycles have occurred re-

peatedly in this country and they will
most likely continue for a long time
under our free economy.
The radio industry itself is to be
blamed in large part for this condition.
To the best of our memory, the radio
industry has never made a concerted
effort to educate the public that it is
cheaper in the end to buy a higher priced known brand set than to buy
buY
sY
unknown fly -by -night makes -the socalled "orphan" radio sets -of which gA
e
h pp0
there are many today.
b
FREE Catalog
If it is impossible -which it probably CoPseace 10'
ohldYm9edan01
ms
is at the present time-to reduce drasr
o sdrt D 9
A09
tically the price of standard brands, it
1cSb.9s
e
posrg
would seem the intelligent thing for
17A
getn
0,,1,.1
the established radio set manufacturer
to use newspaper and magazine pubGET THIS
catalog, latest devel.
licity to prove to the public that it pays
opments in radio and
to buy well-known sets with a real guarelectronic parts and deantee behind them and educate the pubvices, newest ham gear,
gadgets and bargains.
lic to stay away from "distress" and
"orphan" radios.
BURSTEINAPPLEBEE CO.,
aT
The serviceman, particularly, would
1012 McGee SI., Kansas City 6, Mo.
1
be smart to refuse to service such un-.. Send me your new FREE catalog,
known makes, which in the long run
-Send me
pairs of phones of
52.49 plus 20c pair postage.
enclose
bring only grief and make no friends
--_1n
payment.
RC
or money for him.
NAME
Once a serviceman tells a set owner
that it is not good economics for him
to invest service and repair money in
STATE
a set that will only go to pieces later on,
half the battle against this type of merchandise is won. The serviceman should
furthermore protect himself by stat- A.C. CURRENT ANYWHERE!
ing in writing to the set owner that
With
Plants and Generators
such repairs should be considered only Flmatolinht
Cunene as the hlghlines.
500 watts to 100 KW.
as of a temporary nature and that in all Sires
Also Manufacturera of Rotary
Frequent.,
probability the particular receiver calls Converters.
Changers. 32 and 110 Vola
Motors an t3 and
for endless and costly servicing. This D.C.H.Y.
A.C. Maton, single
r,t and 2 H.Y
In
protects the serviceman; it also demon- phase
only.
strates that the servicing industry is
KATOLIGHT
working in the public's interest rather 120 Rock St.. Mankato. Minn.
than in its selfish own.
Such a strategy always commands
Radar, already important at sea and
the respect of the set owner because he in the air, is to be used on land as an
is warned beforehand that he cannot aid to highway safety, Connecticut State
expect orphan receivers to stand up and Police report.
perform indefinitely.
A microwave signal sent out by the
RADIO -CRAFT for
JULY,
1947

ELECTRICIANS! RADIOMEN!
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Coyne's NEW Pay- Raising

Nowt --s gera satlonalnew practical setof radio book lost es
the
gives you the "know how.' on everything in Radio today Bank principles to newest television and EM -how to cons
instalLeervice. 600 illustrations, nearly 1.000 pages. Ideal
forut.
home training or field reference-backed by Coyne'. ee ysn
of shop experience. to help you to bigger radio opportunitìeal ..
And here's our amazing otter: To prove the valve of these great
new books to you. Coyne will give you our new, practical "Rwie°Startiog "book Free just for looking over the 3- volume eat.
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Shop
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FREE
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e
atlon°ndincludeour2d0.DD
ba.k, "Startin areittntinz
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7
you ike lit then pay it. low cost 00 easy terms ...bows
in coupon
coupon below. If you don't want the see,
just retort It and owe NOTIIINt.I

ei110

oo...tigiak'

Hebk
AUSOLUTELY FREE.

NO MONEY
FREE SEND
Coupon below Ie just request to s.. the new .at
BOOK
rev.i.e >uur tree lire
COUPON
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bdo.
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Mail coupon today.

k,

Educational Book Publishing Division.
Coyne Electrical a Radio School. Dope. 97.Tí
500 South Paulina St.. Chicago 12. Illinois

Send me Toar it volume set APPLIED PRACTICAL RADIO and
FREE gin -tiu.:less- Starting" honk. l'll either return the
eÌ in i deys end owe nothing, or semi you s2 within 7 baye and

m

}r°mine
tl FREE
keep the 3 Volume Set.
is
as a Gift.
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MINIATURE TEST OSCILLATOR
Pocket size I3¡;° round 5" long. Very convenient f r
,eivieing and aligning IIF and AUDIO eirmits. Fop
plies nn cycle modulated RF; 100 to 200 KC on foi,
d.mleutals and continues coverage for IF. Brasiliaold Short 1Vave bands on harmonics. 68J7 tube ritt'
tron coupled for stability. 115 V. AC operated. $7 ttl.
postpaid
n,l $1 p
lot pay Et; r,
C.O.D_ \'iv1
IJ
v, tit 11,14 tvy 1i:re11.1111y ndnl lid.
must b,.
I

DEBAUGH COMPANY, DEPT. RC

400 Allegheny Avenue

Towson 4, Maryland

radar is reflected by the moving car,

Doeppler effect causing a wavelength
shift which increases with the car's
speed. This shift is translated into miles
per hour on the instrument's meter.
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NARROW -BAND FM FOR HAM RADIOS
(Continued from page 23)

"Servicing by Signal Substitution"
Learn about this modern dynamic approach
to radio servicing with ONLY

BASIC TEST

EQUIPMENT.

...Fully

described in a 120 page book

available from your Precision Distributor or
factory at 350.
. Schools are invited to inquire regarding
quantity orders from our Educational Division.

O N

P R E C I S I
APPARATUS COMPANY INC.
ELMHURST 4, N. Y.
Menataro.e.1 et

s

RADIO

TELEVISION

rane

Te

IecaPmest

ELECTRIC.I

LAIORATORY

ELECTRONIC aa>
VOLT -OHMMETER

$11"
POSTPAIa

110 VOLTS AC 20 RANGES
/50/ 100/ 500/1000 /5015
Volta DC nd AC. 0- 1,000.000.ocei
ohms in silt overlapping
erlapping ranges.

0 /5 /10

Itivity:

r MILLION

M

hper

VOLT on 5 volt range.
Complete kit Includes all component parts. tube,
punched and drilled chassis and beautifully enameled panel. Easily assembled and wired.
Special alldeback circuit developed during w
by scientist at the California Institute of Technulogy gives amazing sensitivity and flexibility .
completely eliminating necessity of batteries and lle
pensive meter. Each instrument is individually calibrated. Dial scale over nine inches long!

In addition to performing the usual volt-ohm
functions this instrument c silo measures these

voltages; SUIERHET OSCILLATOR. AVG. AFC.
TRUE GRID DIAS AT TILE GRID. BIAS CELLS
but affecting the circuit. Measures the exact Ie:aage resistance of INSITLATION. TUBES. CON
DI:NSFRS. It can be used with a signal generator
for SIGNAL. TRACING.
-

STERLING ELECTRONIC COMPANY

SSS N. Sierra Bonita Ave., Dept. 2. Pasadena 4, Cant.

FM Tuner
FM T *Permeability
Type

complete fully assembled te.,ted oscillaturmixer that tunes in the KR to l0S MC FM broadcasts. Enjoy noise free high fidelity radio reception. FMT output feeds into usual FM I.F. amplifier which you can easily build, or into the older
FM-46 receivers (I.F.) to change them to the
new FM band. All parts, including a standard
metal tube, are combined into a single compact
unit measuring only 2%° x 1%. on chassis, to
which you connect aerial wire and three voltage
wires. It works right every time. It will save you
headaches and lots of work, as compared with
trying to make a VHF' oscillator -mixer with
usual clumsy parts available. The FMT is calibrated to feed into 10.7 MC and other I.F. Introductory Price $6.50 (less tube) postpaid. State
I.F. used. Complete directions and drawing with
each unit.

A

Est.

Mfg. Co.

J -M-P
FMT Dept., Milwaukee

1922

ORDER TODAY

10.

Wis.

THE LATEST IN RADIO

-

PARTS -EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL
brought to you in our
DEVICES

monthly bulletins. ABSOLUTELY
FREE! No obligation.
WRITE TO
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
& RADEMAN, INC.
ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS

HERBACH

522 MARKET ST., PHILA. 6,

PA.

DEPT. B

[ion', forget

to refer to the

RADIONIC

Catalog!
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The circuit of Fig. 6 can be readily maximum deflection of the center -freswitched from AM to FM. It requires quency indicator. Then retune the seca little more digging into the receiver ondary for zero (center indication of
than some of the other arrangements the meter). When properly tuned, sigdescribed. However, it makes it possible nals an equal frequency difference away
to employ the existing transformer in from the center frequency should give
most comtnunications receivers. A 3- the same reading on opposite sides of
pole, double -throw switch is required. the zero on the indicator.
Both ends of the secondary are switched
from the AM diode detector to the crys- A special adoption
tal diodes as FM detector. The third
A means of utilizing the double ended
switch connection switches the audio (push pull) detector of an RME 69 refrom the existing detector to the dis- ceiver is described in Fig. 8. A 3 -pole
criminator output. Remember that at- double throw switch may be employed to
switch the ends and center tap of the deW1r-0e+
tector transformer. The materials required in addition to the switch are a
50 -µµf mica capacitor, "E" connected
from last i.f. plate (6D6) to the r.f.
choke of the discriminator at t"B." Also
required are the crystal elements and the
necessary resistors and condensers comLAST LF.
prising the discriminator circuit. A cene.
ter frequency indicator is shown in this
arrangement. The audio output connecA.V.C.
tion from the discriminator goes directly
SWITCHES MARE UP AS
ONE 3 P.0.T.5W.
to the audio input because when the discriminator is unconnected to the transFig. 6-Practical circuit for standard coils.
former it will be inoperative.
taching the components of these circuits
Alignment of the RME 69 will be reto your set will detune the i.f. trans- quired after the adjustment. It is imformer to which they are connected. Re- portant that the switch be placed as
alignment of the last stage will be neces- close as possible to the detector i.f.
sary! The circuit of Fig. 6 for a single - transformer so that leads will be short.
ended transformer can be applied as in The center- frequency meter will have to
Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
be an external device. The parts indiPossibly the best way to make the cated in the diagram by numbers as.
additions for narrow -band FM reception C15, R17, etc., are the designations of
will be to build a separate unit as is the RME 69 service schematic.
shown in Fig.2 and
connect as in Fig.3.

In using these

PRI.

wise to remember
that the wide-band
position of the re-

ceiver selectivity
control gives best
reception.
Any one of the
arrangements can
have a center -freindicator
quency
as described above.
The connection is
the same as for
Fig. 2. It is essentially a high -impedance d.c. voltmeter.
The discriminator can be aligned
very simply. Convect the signal generator to the last
i.f. stage and adjust frequency to
the exact center of
t h e intermediate
frequency. With
t h e discriminator
secondary detuned
somewhat, adjust

theprimaryfor

-1.°°°I

'°°°1-E-TT41IIAR

adapters it is also

1--'IC

-If

Fig. 7

transformer has

3

windings, this circuit can be used.
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Dial Belt Kit

(Continued from. page 39)

Ne-O -Lite Tester

Inspection Lite - Chemical Lab.

i

INSPECTION
LITE
G -C

G -C

:

ELECTRONIC
CHEMICAL
LABORATORY

Ideal for

s

vir-

lights

mg.

up

turd -to -see cor-

nera. Perfect for
exrepairmen.
perimenters, etc.
110 -20 AC -DC.
No. 705

Dealers Net 90e

ideal for all arrsimmon.

1

G

19

and chemicals In
heavy (free) stool rack.
Na 998--Dealers Net t6.67
bottles

1

-C NE -O -LITE

TESTER
Handy. Inexpen.lVe;
a tester that every for countineneeds
es. uses. Can be
60 V.A.C.
o 500 V.A.C.
tused
D.C.

a10Ó'

No.

single tester on
cord
Dealers Net 30«
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steel box in kite
tous quantities. No. 0.25. Kit Of
various

-

at A in Fig. 2 will

be directive primarily
in the horizontal plane of the field.
An important variation of the sec toral horn is known as the pyramidal
horn which is flared in two dimensions.
This horn can be designed to provide an
equidirectional pattern in all planes of
A conical horn (B in Fig. 2) provides
a similar equidirectional field pattern.
Width of the horn mouth should be at
least ten times the wave length. The
distance from throat to mouth should
be approximately the same. The amount
of flare, or flare angle, will have marked
effect on the directivity pattern. But,
again, exact design data is complicated
because of the various modes involved.
Conical horns are ordinarily used
with circular wave guides. Field patterns are equally directional in both
horizontal and vertical planes.

NEW RADIO ELECTRONIC
PATENTS
( Continued front page 48)

.

Job ben
complete catalog today!

Soldd by All

Write for

RADIO DIVISION DEPT.
GENERAL CEMENT

WAL116.01
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D

Mfg. Co., Rockford, IR., U.S.A.

every third cycle to be applied effectively.
The fundamental frequency is applied in the
plate circuit of a triode (from "sine wave source"
in the accompanying diagram). The triode is
Hartley circuit tuned to the frehooked up in
quency of the desired sub -harmonic.
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TELEVISION PARTS
CHASSIS- Cadmium plated (complete with
bottom plate). Punched with over 200 boles.
Saves you money and hours of

$1 2.75
tiresome work
I.F. TRANSFORMERS-9.5 megacycle band
width- Set of five 14 video; I 12.50
sound)
per net of 5
R.F. UNIT-Wired and tuned
ea.
26.95
for 8 stations
HIGH VOLTAGE TELEVISION TRANS -

..

9.55 ea.
insulatioRnand52.5 v winding
LOW VOLTAGE TELEVISION TRANSFORMERS- Primary-115 v; Secondary #1
-725 v, 175 ma. Secondary #2-6
3 a; Secondary #3 -6.3
4.60 ea.
1.6 a
TRANSVISION CABINET -Designed to accommodate Transvision Chassis. BealUfal,
hand - rubbed, walnut finish.
29.95 ea.
Top Grade

v-

v-

;

Manufacturer's Guarantee. Immediate Delivery. Send ltP/a with order (check or money
order). Balance, C.O.D. F.O.B. New Yert.

Manufacturers of over 3,000 products
Soles

-

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
BASIC
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ANTENNA PRINCIPLES

I

BEACON TELEVISION, INC.

till.,

New York 17. N. Y.

I43 E. 49th Street

TUBES

LAKE DELUXE CHANGER

ALL TYPES IN STOCK

Revolutionizes the Industry!
SENSATIONAL SELLER!

A

II OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

Positive Intermix
Nervier,

Ad)mtmeat

Eliminated
Minimises Record
Wear

Plays ALL Records
Completely Jam proof
Records Gently LowSpindle -not
Bred

dropped
Automatic Bhut-off on
last record
Pick -up arm may be grasped at any time and
changer will not be thrown out of adjustment
Resonance -free ball bearing tone arm
Easily operated -any child can do it
Dimensions: 13 13 /16W x 12 %'D x
$
73
YOUR NET
7%91 No. 116A4
SERVICEMEN -RETAILERS
Join our customer list today.
our new IS-page illustrated catalog
NR 116. It's free. Got on our mailing list.
Dept. e

LAKE RADIO SALES CO.
.615

W.

Randolph Street, Chicago

6, III.
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OUR SPECIALS

CORNELL- DUBILIER - CONDENSERS
20x20
185

-- -

43
69
.59

150V

-1T4

334

1135

25Y5 -1151110 85 2525
6A1113- same as GAYS
BAKS
Brand New Western
Acorn Tubes 954. 055 -958.957

-

12St17

12AT8

TRANSATLANTIC NEWS
(Continued from page 40)

50135 - 35W4 - 1213E8

OUR

12BD6

263

-

26,3
"COMMERCIAL"
UNCONDITION.

OWN

TUSK
All Type.

69
89
49
49

Electric........

Hearing Md Tubes 501AX to 509AX
All Amerlmn Kit 501.8 35Z5-12SA7-123K7-

Miniature Kit

fingl, Knob Control

to today for

STANDARD BRANDS -R. C. A.
SYLVANIA, G. E. ETC.
Minimum Order -10 Tubes
10 to 25
40% off List
26 to 100
50%d off List
101 to 600
50 A 10 off List
601 and over
60% off List

During the first positive half -cycle of source
frequency the tube conducts and the circuit oscillates. A positive pulse is applied at he grid
as it result. and current flows in the grid drcult. In flowing through the resistor, the current
biases the grid past cut-off so that (temporarily)
the fundamental frequency has no further effect.
However, oscillations can continue in the resonant circuit at the sub- harmonic frequency to
which it is tuned. Maximum output is obtained
by adjusting R and C so that the grid charge
leaks off just in time to permit every nth cycle
of the fundamental frequency to start oscillations. where n is the order of the sub-harmonic
desired. In the figure the source Is tuned to 10,000 cycles and the Hartley circuit (and therefore the output) to 1,000 cycles. Constante given
are correct to produce the desired effect.

60%

in LS1xk

off

MADE BY STANDARD BRAND

LM

MANUFACTURER

towers were modified to increase their
height to 800 feet, and an antenna was
erected consisting of 2 triatics with the
apex of each supported by a cable anchored to the mountaintop.
The capacitance of the antenna proved
to be about 29,000 It if; its resistance and
that of the ground total 0.5 ohm. The
antenna tuning inductor has a diameter
of 15 feet 9 inches. It is wound with
litzendraht cable containing 6,561
strands and having an over -all diameter
of 1.5 inches. At 16 kc the inductance
of the coil is 5.36 millihenries and its
h.f. resistance 0.14 ohm. The Q is thus
3,850!
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
36 BQATTLE ST., BOSTON 8, MASS.
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ssorted CONDENSERS

mated KNOBS
Auo tad SOCKETS

190 A.sorted RESISTORS
20 A,sorted VOL. CONTROLS

ALL FOR

$20.80

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER
Motor.

Complete with
Arm, Speaker

Pick -up

and

$9,45
Three

Tunea

BROOKS RADIO DIST. CORP.
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QUIK- LABELS
Make Money for YOU

QUIK-LABELS

mark
Wires,
Circuits,
etc. faster and cheaper.
Preto
cut
exact size, QUIK- LABELS come in
rows on handy cards, stick without moistening.
Replace slow and costly string tags,
metal tabs, etc.
Marking wires at time
Leads,

of disassembly speeds up reassembly, helps
you make many

MORE REPAIRS IN A
DAY.
Also brings you a better price
for your work when customers see you
have marked and reconnected wires just
like at the factory.
These handy labels
fit in pocket or tool kit. 500 different radio & electronic symbols in stock.
Send
us this ad attached to your letterhead for
Folder and FREE Sample Cards.
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The transmitting
antenna may be of
any type, but it is
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CS

L3 -Same as L2.
lated r.f. wave exists only during short
In the transmitter which sends waves intervals, several milliseconds, for exof varying frequencies, condenser C is ample, the extent of the impulsion dereplaced by one of the condensers in the pending on the control signal. The key,
control box of Fig. 3.
or, better, automatic telephone dial apThe modulator furnishes an audio - paratus, permits obtaining different
frequency voltage capable of modulat- durations of signal. The key or dial is
ing the transmitter. Construction of then connected at X in Fig. 1.
this part is straightforward. Fig. 2 is a
In the second case, control depend, on
diagram of a simple unit for this pur- the wave length. For example, the "left"
pose. In effect, the first tube, a 6C5, is control is transmitted on a frequency
an audio -frequency oscillator; the other Fl, the "right" control on a frequency
tubes amplify its signal. Tl2e oscillator F2.
coil may be a Class B audio transformer
Fig. 3 shows the apparatus adopted
with one centertapped winding.
6C5
6C5
6L6
The condenser
2
across the tapped
winding is selected
a
to give a desirable
Z450v
note. The grid re:000i
sistor in ay be
N
varied also. for the
SEE TEXT
same purpose. Any
convenient power
supply may ire

415v. tubular electrolytic
ndensers.
Twelve for $5.00 postpaid.
20- 20mfd. I50v. tubular electrolytic condensers.
Eight for 9500 postpaid.
Kit of 25
per condensers in assorted ra
parities. Per kit 62.00 postpaid.
Oscillator coils for l2SA7. e
430kc.
i.e. Three for s1.Ó0 postpaid.

Fig.

2

-Any

1
convenient module for circuit may be substituted for f41.ais.

desirable that the
maximum energy be radiated. An ex'ellent solution is to use a horizontal
half -wave antenna of the center -fed
type. A quarter-wave vertical antenna,
fed at the base, also might be used. In
that case, it is necessary to add a capacitor in series with the antenna, tuning it so the maximum current is at the
base, and therefore the maximum voltage is at the summit of the antenna.

.

EATON'S

Box 471 -C

Logan, Utah

LEARN

..

Two possible procedures
In the first method, the control signals
are produced by impulses; the modu-

Fig.

3

-Tuner for variable-frequency control.
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Here at Coyne in a few short weeks you can

train for your big opportunity in Electricity or
Radio. You train on actual full -size Electrical or
Radio equipment. 48 years training experience.
For Veterans and non -veterans.
NOT A "NOME -STUDY" COURSE
All Coyne training is given here in our big
Chicago shops. Not a Correspondence course.
VETERANS! Coyne is authorized to train Veterans under the G.1. Bill. Coupon brings details.
Two great opportunity fields
coupon for free illusFREE BOOK -rush
trated book on whichever
course you prefer- noobligation.Tells how Coyne
helps you get better jobs.
B. W. COOKE,

Dir..

Your

Choie of

COYNE ELECTRICAL
2 Great Fields
SCHOOL, Dept. 67.7814
S00 S. Pauline St.. Chicago 12. III.
Send FREE BOOK and full details on course checked:
D ELECTRICITY
D RADIO
NAME
ADDRESS
CITV-

Z4

STATF

Fixed station includes control, modulator, power pack and the 2 -fube transmitter proper.
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by M. Roveyaz: four cams are fixed on
a shaft connected to a motor, one for

each control wave length. The motor
shaft carries a selector S. Each key has
a dog corresponding to one of the selector positions and placing a capacitor
across the oscillating circuit CO. Which.
ever capacitor is switched in then will
be condenser C of Fig. 1.

If the frequency Fl stops, the relay
opens and the cam again begins to turn
with the variabì'e condenser. A transmission on a new frequency F2 will
again immobilize the cam in a new position corresponding to another "com-

mand."
Dry batteries supply power to the receiver's plates and the filaments are lit
by small storage cells. In a full -sizes
automobile, the power could be supplied
)(HITTER IR.F.SECTiON I
CONrR1 BOX
by the car's storage battery and a vibrator pack.
The mechanical controls are among
MODULATOR
POWER SUPPLY
the most delicate parts of the equipment. One arrangement, described in
Fig. 4- Line -up of transmitting equipment.
the magazine QST (March, 1940) inThe control apparatus includes sev- cludes a relay E supplied with current
eral buttons, pressing one of which is from a battery. Its armature A carries
sufficient to obtain a carrier frequency a hook at one end and a spring at the
corresponding to the signal required to other. A cross which is coupled to a
motor so that it turns on an axle when
effect a desired maneuver.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the trans- released . .. (see Fig. 6) has a spur on
mitter used when control is effected by
changing frequency-the method with
WOWS
which we have experimented. However,
1
both methods have been tried successfully by M. Roveyaz.

TEACH YOURSELF
Radio & Electronics

J

The receiving equipment
The automobile equipment consists
first of an antenna to collect the waves
emitted by the transmitter; the best
solution seems to be a vertical aerial.
This may be a demountable whip antenna, in the form of an aluminum or
brass tube, fixed on the left side of the
automobile.
The receiver preferably should be of
the superregenerative type, permitting
reception with a minimum of tubes. The
detector may be a 955 or a 6J5.
rSPRING

Magi-KIIps KIT
Build 18 Experiments at Horne-No Tools!
RADIO RECEIVER. HOME BROADCASTER.
PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY. CODE PRACTICE
REMOTE
OSCILLATOR. SIGNAL TRACER.
CONTROL RELAY. Phonograph Transmitter Intercommunication Amplifier. Code Transmitter.
Radio Frequency Oscillator. Telephone Line Amplifier. Electronic Switch. Phonograph Amplifier,
Temperature Control Relay. Contact Detector.
Electronic Metronome. Interval Timer (ono -shW).
Interval Timer (repeating).
With a Magl -Klips kit you corer the entire field
of radio and electronic engineering theon quickly in
your spare tine. It's simple to arrange the components for each circuit. No soldering. No tedtoue wiring. Kit operates un 110 v. AC or DC and tododee
SS.S ratifier. 50141 power amplifier. 12SL7. doable
triodo. powerful 4- speaker -miko, plate relay. broadcast and SW coils, tuning condenser and generate
supply of resistors. condensen. chokes. extra wire.
Parts worth double the price of kit.
Kit's 48.page manual has complete instructions
and diagrams easily followed by the beginner. Re-

W.I.

member. you need no tools, except possibly n
driver, With a MARI -Mips electronic
and radio experimenter's kit
complete

$29.75

SCHOOLS- Marl -Klips KITS are eseeilent equipment for laboratory and clamroom. Write for special discount.
DEALERS -Some territories open Write
for your trade discount.

SPRING

6-One method of mechanical control.
one arm which passes through a slot in a
lever which can control the steering
gear or the speed governor of the model.
The current passes through the electromagnet when its associated relay (Rl,
R2, etc., of the receiver) closes, the
armature is drawn toward it, liberating
the cross which moves a quarter turn,
placing the lever in a new position.
This system moves by jerks. It is
preferable to use electric motors, working on 2 to 4 volts and reversible by
reversing their polarity; the shaft
would be in the form of a worm gear
into which a spur gear would fit. This
would give a smoother control of direction.
Fig.

D EER
D ept. C.
B erkeley

TAYLOR COMPANY

1340 Milvia St.
9. Caus.
Ptean ship O Magi KlipI electronic kit (s).

I enrio..

B......
Illustrated folder

o Please mall
city

State

5- Receiver,

showing relay connections.

Fig. 5 gives a rough plan of the receiver used when the frequency-change
control system was employed.
The cam C is coupled to the variable
condenser CV by an insulating coupling,
the ensemble being turned by the automobile's motor through a suitable step down gear system.
If a carrier is transmitted, when the
condenser CV in its rotation arrives at
a point where its value is such as to
tune its circuit to resonance to the
transmitted frequency, a current is set
up in the detector plate circuit. Amplified by a second tube, it causes relay
R to close. This stops the cam as long as
the signal continues. One of the relay
circuits (Rl, R2, R3, R9, R5) is closed
and acts directly on its associated control.
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ATTENTION AmateursCut your cost on radio applies and equipment in bolt.
Clip coupon today.
Hundreds of "hard to get" war
carpi,. Items along With the beet
in standard brand equlpmasi$ -all
at great marinas to you
us
know your particular requlrsmerte.

is

The advanced radio experimenter will
have little trouble with the construction
of suitable sending and receiving equipment, which may differ widely in circuit
design from that described here. However, he may find a recent American
receiver circuit interesting. This, using
the Raytheon RK-61 thyratron tube, is
shown in Fig 7. For greater ranges, it
ANT

M.5I.Upe na

Experimenters- Inventors

Editor's note

Fig.

on the

Name
Street

R.F.C.

epa

RELAY

NIAGARA RADIO
SUPPLY CORP.
Dept.

-

RC -7

140 Greenwich St..
N ov York O. N. V.
Nan,.
Address

City
No:

II

MILES "TELEMIKE"

05

+

SEND THIS COUPON TO

call.

.000

1,5v

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

5

411 +
45v

Fig. 7- Circuit of the RK-6I receiver.

midget unit (1VeR11/4 -aVe-) requiring n,tóó,
to telephone. PICKS DP BOTH
pé
Tfart
ELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS for group loud Weaklistening or for recording when Used with stand.
e
yod amplifier or recorder. PRICE 325.00 postpaid.
Write for details on our complete line M PILMORAPH
A

TELEPHONE- CONFERENCE-DICTATION -TALKIE"
a REPRODUCERS.

RECORDERS

This is

sub -miniature thyratron, manufactured by
Raytheon, operating with a B-battery of 45
volts; filament uses .05 ampere at 1.4 volts.
a

of course may be used as the second tube
of a 2 -tube receiver, and can be coupled
readily to a superregenerative detector
by any convenient means, such as an

CO., Inc.
MILES REPRODUCER
New York

Dept.

RC

-7, 512 Broadway,

3. New Verb.

Don't forget
to refer to the

ordinary audio -frequency transformer.

Translated from the French, by special arrangement with the magazine La T.S.F. Pour Tous
(Parie)
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The
HOUSE OF A

MILLION RADIO PARTS

PROGRESS DUE TO EXPERIMENTERS ONLY

SPECIAL DEALS
for RADIO DEALERS and
SERVICEMEN
Kit

No.

85-11

,.

Dots

Ur le

Rlm

s'mor and Turntable
Crs.tal Pickup
N a terfa il
Walnut Open Case
11e. Vol. 'antral with Solids
is.fnnt AC Cm,l

f

List

List
List
List
List

.

9.95
6.50
4.95
1.50
.40

Kit Total List
523.30
Your Cat only
$1 1.85
Kit No. 87-3 Tube Amplifier Kit complete
with tubes and Instructions simple to build $3.73
Kit No, 88- .those amplifier completely aired 8.70
Kit Na. 89-3 Inch I'. M. Speaker
1.95
Thousands of radio and sound eeuipment parts
ord
supplies. Tubes.
changers amplifiers. speakers. eta. Wrtr for Catalog No. 31

and

EQUIPMENT CO.
Jefferson
fferson Ave., TOLEDO 2.01110

911-913

RANGEMASTER
MODEL
BY

-

10

BRADSHAW
A

COMPLETE
SERVICE

INSTRUMENT
The model 10 RANGE

MASTER rovers 22 ranges.
Three
direct reading
capacity ranges.
A.C.
current
Three
orges for checking current drain of electric

FM, etc.
All advances are known and shared
only by a small coterie of home construction experimenters and hams. And even

motors and appliances.

Attractive Unit

All in One Rugged, Compact,

COVERS THESE RANGES
VOLTAGE: I -10. 100.500 -1000 Volts
VOLTAGE: 10.100500 -1000 Volts
CU R RENT: .05-.15 .5.1.5 5-15 Amperes
CURRENT: -10- 100 -1.000 Milliamps
RESISTANCE: RXIO RX100 RX1.000 Ohms
CAPACITANCE: .001 -.1 .01.1 .I -10 Mid.
A.C.
D.C.
A.C.
D.C.

Dear Editor:
Here is one who takes your predictions and opinions with several pounds
of salt before digesting.
Where are all the great improvements, where are the innovations, the
better radios, and the urge of the public
to buy these millions of radios you predicted?
The great hoop -la of the coming radio
has died down. The only advance in
Radio has been in the price, as I thought
all along and still think. And this is
the only logical way to think. The radio
makers are interested in profits, not
radio, and will be to the end of time,
and the 5 to 8 tube superheterodyne fits
the bill very nicely.
The only dynamic work left in the
Radio reception field is the regenerative
circuit, which in my opinion has been
but half explored. T.r.f.'s with regeneration -fixed crystals with regeneration
have hardly been touched.
In closing I can only say the public
will get no advances in Radio unless it
means more profit for the makers, like

R -C

Dear Editor:

Just received the December number,
which is an anniversary number for me,

Kit Form 516.95
Factory Assembled 523 50
.85
Test Leads
Electronic Components Available

SEND FOR

as it is exactly ten years since I bought
my first copy of RADIO-CRAFT (Short
Wave Craft one year earlier). I should
like to congratulate you on the amazingly high standard your magazine has
maintained over the period. Yours is the
only magazine I have purchased without
a break for ten years (except of course
the copies I lost to the U- boats). I now
look forward to the next ten years!

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

BRADSHAW INSTRUMENTS CO.
Kings Highway, Brooklyn 23, New York

942

RADIO

KITS

ARE

TOPS

FOR FUN AND ACCOMPLISHMENT
Build this portable radio Model
210
a three way portable receiver, operating

...

H. L. LucE

(No Address)
(Few manufacturers would quarrel
with Mr. Luce's assumption that they
are in business for the money to be
made in it; not because they are interested in radio. While there is a tremendous market for small, easily constructed receivers, it would be naive to
expect the manufacturer to refrain
from making them.
When the customer is sated with a.c.d.c. "All- American" midgets and wants
something better, the manufacturer will
be able to make such sets more profitably
than the cheaper ones, and there will be
no shortage of them on the market. The
same goes for plug -in coils. At present
the coil companies are working at full
capacity supplying coils for the new receivers. As soon as it becomes profitable
to wind coils for the much smaller experimenters' market, they will become

available.-Editor)

HEADS 15 -M AGAZINE LIST

1

Available in

these are placed in a disadvantage. The
manufacturer's refuse to make readymade coils of the plug -in or switch type
any more. Anyone with the factory
equipment capable of turning out coils
for construction would clean up.

One small brickbat. Could you hurry
up the dispatch of RAnto- CRAFT? The
December copy issued on the 25th of
November arrived here on the 20th of
February. Three months is a very long
time. Most of the other magazines from
the U.S.A. arrive the same month and
are never more than a month late.
In closing I should like to state I subscribe to 15 British and U.S. radio
magazines, with yours right at the top.
A. W. J. MARSH,

Isle of ll'ight, England
J

RADIO TERM ILLUSTRATED

on either AC or
DC or self -con1

_

-tt

tamed batteriespower switch conveniently located
on front of set so
that 'Battery or

"AC-DC" may be

selected without
S permanent
opening case.
magnet dynamic speaker, and case covered
Accommaterial.
aircraft
with weather -tested
panied by simple, detailed instruction sheet.
Five -inch Alnico

Available at your local distributor.
If not, write to us.
Many other models available.

1

Ware for Catalog

T

M

RADIO KITS COMPANY
120

Cedar Street, New York

6,

I

N. Y.

The FCC has revised and reissued its primer. The
ABC of the FCC, a nine -page booklet first published in 1940. The object and nature of FCC
regulation: origin and set-up of the Commission:

broadcast-application procedures: assignment of
call letters, and other FCC activities are explained
in it in simple question-and -answer form.
76

C
Suggested by:
Wm. F. Wendt.
Napa. Calif.

Saturation Point
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"THE CUSTOMER WILL GYP YOU
Dear Editor:

written to any publicaOne open r.f. coil (replaced)
Dial drive cable and pointer (intion before, but now I feel I must. My
reason: the disparaging remarks that stalled)
One noisy volume control (replaced)
are circulating among the layman in
Multisection electrolytic filter unit
regard to the honesty of the radio serviceman. Personally I am not a service- (replaced)
One power tube (replaced)
man; but I have spent six years of my
Re- center voice coil and alignment.
life as a communications technician, two
After my examination of his Philco,
of those years as a radar technician
for Uncle Sam's Army, and the rest in I wondered why the serviceman had not
the fascinating hobby of amateur radio. doubled his previous price. I feel that
The other day I met an old friend and the price of $21.60 was quite fair. How
his buddies. My friend seemed peeved do you feel about it? How did that radio
at something, and on inquiring I found get into that condition?
I've traveled a great deal about this
that his dislike for the radio serviceman
was immense. It seems that his Philco country and from my own experience in
was in bad shape and he had taken the speaking with the average layman, they
mess (and I do mean MESS) in for re- have the same thing to say about the
pairs at his local radio store. The esti- radio serviceman-with a few excepmate ran to about $21.60. He tried sev- tions. Can anything be done to remedy
eral other radio shops and received ap- this appalling situation? It seems that
proximately the same estimate. Of the layman judges the service fraternity
course the radio serviceman was an out - not only by the unscrupulous few that
and -out crook, screw- driver mechanic, exist, but by his own wishful and unand an assortment of other choice cuss informed thinking as to how much a
repair should cost.
words!
PHILIP SPAMINATO,
For your benefit I shall list the cause
New York, N. Y.
of his complaint:
I have never

SURPLUS
NO REGRETS
When you buy from

Y12iiSdiut2

n

AVAILABLE NOW

SYLVANIA
Test
Equipment
Model

r 139

illustrated

$79.50
NET
Portable

in the core. (0.80 x 0.75 inch equals 0.6
sq. in.)

Permit me to suggest that you run
more articles of the nature of that one.

(An article by Jordan McQuay on
electronic counting and sorting circuits
will appear in an early issue. -Editor)

THREE DIMENSIONS ON PAPER

Model

:140 -579.50 n,:

OSCILLOSCOPE
3" scope Model
Gray

rin

NET

h.

.131

$7 8.50

POLYMETER V.T.V.M.
Model =134 for R.F. to
300 m.o.
NET $69.50
noun of receipt.
All orders shipped withi
11
mail corners.
203/4 deposit required

SIS

"COILS, CORES, MAGNETS"
Dear Editor:
I certainly appreciate reading articles Materials on peaking transformers,
such as "Coils, Cores and Magnets" by saturable reactors (not swinging reH. W. Schendel (October and November actors) and devices or control circuits
RADIO-CRAFT). I found an error on for electronic counting, sorting, regupage 42. The decimal point was acci- lating etc., would be especially welcome.
ROLAND R. RHODES,
dentally omitted in calculating the
Hackensack, N. J.
effective cross- sectional area of metal

na.ditx 9ncr

We stock the products of leading manufacturers of
radio pants for Immediate delivery.

MISSION RADIO INC.
Antonio.

S. Free& Street

San

T. der

RADIO PARTS
SOUND SYSTEMS
ELECTRONIC

APPARATUS

Depend on

RADOLEK
Rodolek's big Free Profit
Guide Catalog and Profit
Bulletin supplements keep

you abreast of the

_ Lr
RADIO

rapidly changing radio
situation. Buying from
Radolek means greater

values, better service

SOUND SYSTEMS

and more profits. Make

your buying

Radolek

F

FREE

CATALOG

headquarters.

Large Stocks
Fast Service

SEND TODAY!

ADULFK
B4yin8
jCNide

/
i

.

RADOLEK CO.. Dept. C -137
Rendolph St.. Chicago 6. III.
Please send your FREE Profit Guide Catalog.

601 W.

Name

_

%ddrrv_.

_..

..
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SAVE AT RADOLEK
Ohio State University has solved the problem of designing non -confusing models of antenna
field patterns by using a series of 2-dimensional cardboard figures. Each represents the vertical
field pattern in a given direction. Energy radiated in each direction is indicated by the radial
distance from the center of the cluster to the edge of the pattern elements.
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EXPERIMENTERS

SERVICEMEN

"RECEIVER ALIGNMENT WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS"
SIGNAL GENERATOR DIAGRAM; All Bande. Two
Tubes, 110 volts. 11F & AF output: costa E:. 100 DIALS.
NAMEPLATES (Platinum raper).
Each Item

25e: Three for 50e
Pasadena 4.

ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS

Cdit.
77

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
We have on hand a large selection of
Radio and Electronic Equipment purchased
from the United States Government, and
solicit your inquiry on practically any equipment or component parts used by the
Army or Navy. Listed below are only a few
of the many items we now have in stock.
Jeweled lamp assembly.
mount, Drake type

1"

panel
12

for

Holder, excellent for station

Message

logs, regular letter size 81/2 x 11" with
extra clip for holding spare sheets. also
protective cover. Reg. Signal Corps
Type
Spark plug suppressors
6 for
Box of 50

$3.20

.95
.35
2.25

Electrolytica, 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 @1 400
V Mallory FP -can
.89
Dynamotors, for BC 191. BC 375 transmitters. 14 V DC input to 1000 V DC
output @ 850 MA, GE -BD -77
9.75
Neon Bulbs, GE %W 116 V Bayonet
base
Box of 10 1.20
Neon Bulbs, GE %W 115 V Candelabra
base
Box of 10 1.20
Test clip, Frankel. Insulation piercing
12 for
type
RG8fU Coax. 62 Ohm
Per Foot .08
50' and over
Per Foot
Fiberglas tape, 1" x .015 ^. Excellent insulation
36 Yd. Roll

.07
.35

Empire cloth, .015" thick, Westinghouse
tuppernell
Sq. I'd.
.65
Indicator 1 -221A. Uses Selwyn with indicating rose. 100 TR power tube, assorted breakers, high voltage condensers, etc. Good for antenna & transmit,
ter control and remote modulator basic
kit. 100 V 60 cycle
27.50
Scope, 6^ 110 V 60 cycle input. Control

unit BC -1266 -with 6CP1

If

purchased together, both of the preceding items, packed In original chipping case and crate, shipping wgt.
400

#

A SAVING OF $8.00

Kit of

for

100 9A Watt Resistors
Relay. 24 Volt, 60 Cycle Coil.

'

40.00

59.50
2.49

Contacts
15 Amp DPST, Normally Open. Ward
Leonard
Terminal strips. Molded bakelite 16
screw terminals 8 circuits.
long x
wide. Barriers between
terminals. Mfg. GE.
Lots of 20
.12
Apiece
.19
46 V Heavy Duty "B" Batteries
8 x 4% x
Carton of 4
1.98
Lots of 100
.35
Date of manufacture -May, 1945
6 V Lantern Battery, 21 x 8%

1.95

Sr

r

each
each

7.

Boxof

Lots of 100

Date of manufacture-June 1945
Penlight cells. Box of 12
.35
.25 each
Lote of 12 dozen
Date of manufacture -December 1943
Above Prias F.0.B. Baltimore
Minimum Order 32.00

The Abell
5 E. Biddle St.

Distributing Company
Baltimore

2,

Md.

Send for Our Flyer.
Nome Items Interested In

Ileac:bet #eZ%uatteti
CANNON -BALL
sensitive. For
clarity of tone, dependable performance, quality
at a fair price, choose the
Cannon - Ball Guaranteed
Headset you like best.
Folder R -7 illustrates
is unusually

ei,.it'ry

complete Cannon -Ball line

Is..vs. wr n'.g: of efficient Headsets.
age
ra....greatly
act `^t' Write
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a large audience, Mr. Tarzian has announced that he will manufacture several thousand television receivers and
sell them "at the lowest possible figure"
to persons within range of the station.
RADIO -CRAFT
for JULY, 1947

Television for the middle -sized community is possible, say Sarkes and Mary
Tarzian, who May 8 were granted a
construction permit for a television station at Bloomington, Indiana. To insure

a

BOOB REVIEWS
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APPLIED PRACTICAL RADIO, by the and FM receivers are given special
Technical Staff. Coyne Electrical and treatment.
Radio School. Published by Coyne ElecJob sheets and experiments are intrical School. Three volumes, 306, 299 cluded with almost every chapter.
and 403 pages, plus volume index in These, together with lists of questions
each volume and additional master in- and references, fit the book for use as a
dex in first volume. Stiff cloth covers,
text in an elementary service course as
51/2 x 81/2 inches. l'rice per set, $9.75.
well as for independent study.
This text was written to fit the needs
No radio theory or mathematics are
of a resident radio and television included. The approach is purely praccourse, at the same time keeping in tical, presupposing a knowledge of elemind the person who wishes to increase mentary radio theory and familiarity
his knowledge of radio but has not the with schematics.
time or money for a resident or correspondence course.
The first volume deals with elemen- ELECTRONIC CAPACITORS, by Paul
tary electrical theory. An effort has McKnight Deeley. Published by the Corbeen made to approach the subject from nell- Dubilier Electric Corporation. Stiff
covers, 51/2 x 8 inches, 276 pages.
a fresh viewpoint. A number of new cloth
Price
$3.00.
analogies and illustrations appear, and
Written by a practical engineer, this
where old ones are used, they are book is much more "down -to- earth"
dressed up with new types of drawings than earlier works on the subject. Dewhich add to the interest.
scription of the fabrication of capacitors
The second book covers applied radio and the forming of anodic films is untheory, beginning with alternating cur- usually thorough and complete.
rents in radio, and continufng through
In some directions, the author has
resonance and tuning, r.f. coils and ra- been limited by the fact that various
dio tubes to r.f. coupling and coupling manufacturers have processes that may
circuits. The third volume is devoted to be termed trade secrets. While disclosradio receivers, including chapters on ure of such processes has been stuantennas, amplifiers and loudspeakers, diously avoided, the general subject has
receiver controls, and receiver align- been covered completely. The "leaning
ment.
over backwards" attitude shown in some
Superheterodyne receivers, automo- books, which avoid printing even
bile radios, public address systems and formulas for electrolytes, is absent.
shortwave reception receive a chapter
The presentation is clear. According
apiece, while two chapters each are de- to the slip cover, the intention was to
voted to FM and FM receivers and to write "in simple language readily untelevision and television receivers. A derstood by students, repair and mainlarge number of breakdown drawings tenance men and highly trained engiare used to explain the text.
neers alike," and that object was attained.
ELEMENTARY RADIO SERVICING,
ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
by William R. Wellman, chairman, ra- THE
dio department, Brooklyn High School HANDBOOK, by Ralph R. Hatcher
for Specialty Trades. Published by D. and William Moulic. Published by CaldVan Nostrand Co. Stiff cloth covers, well-Clements, Inc. Flexible leather61/2 x 9 inches, 260 pages. Price $3.00.
ette covers, 6 by 9% inches, 344 pages
Writing for the man who has gained (including a 3 -page bibliography and
some knowledge of radio construction an index). Price $4.50.
This well -written work, with its large
or has had vocational -school or wartime
training, the author seeks to show how number of charts, diagrams and photosuch knowledge may be applied to radio graphs, is presented in such a manner
that it can truthfully be called a "handservicing.
The first chapter deals with the use book." It is a useful compilation of
of test equipment, then there are chap- twenty -one chapters of essential data on
control systems and their
ters on each section of standard receiv- electronic
ers, on miscellaneous troubles and on possible applications in industry.
Its chapters are grouped into five secalignment. Automobile radios, portables
tions according to the type of material
under discussion. The presentation is
such that all material can be readily understood by students, engineers and
maintenance men with a basic knowledge of electronic principles.
The five sections; Basic Elements of
Control, Conversion Elements, Electronic Modification Circuits, Activation Elements and Control Motors present, in a
useful light, discussions of methods of
converting pneumatic, hydraulic, mechanical, electrical and other physical
changes into electronic voltage or current variations to actuate control mechSNggcatcd by Grujo I3anshuck
anisms.-R.F.S.
RADIO -CRAFT
for JULY, 1947
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This process is continued until band
A is completely calibrated. The same
method is used to calibrate band B.
Band C is calibrated by reading the
frequency directly from the dial of the
receiver.-Les Jones
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1. RADIO TECHNICIAN -The MRI General
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For FCC Broadcast Licenses.
2. RADIO 6 TELEVISION SERVICING
Pores for employment os Repairman on Standard Broadcast, F.M. 6 Television Receivers.
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TELEVISIONAmerica Next
Giant Industry?

U.

a

Dr. Lee deForest

The Men Who Direct

,

American Television

Billboard Announcing Telecasts of

The instructional quality of training is under

Ball Gomes in Chicago

constant personal supervision of two
internationally known engineers, Mr. U. A.
Sanabria, President and Founder of American
Television, Inc. and I)r. Lee deForest, the
famed inventor of the radio tube.
the

Today, RIGHT NOW, clear and bright
pictures of great sports events, as well as
other equ:dly interesting programs, are
being telecast for the enjoyment of thousands. Television stations in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, De-

troit, St. Louis and Los Angeles are already
operating on regular schedules. Construedon has started in several other centers and
it is believed that practically every major
city in the country will have this wonderful
service before the end of 1948.
Who will build, maintain, and operate the
new telecast stations? Vi'ho will design,
produce, install and service the receivers?

Men Must Be Trained for
These New Professions
Alert young men with an ambition to grow
with television are training now in the
greatly enlarged instruction laboratories
of American Television, Inc. A wide choice
of courses available. Advanced methods
and latest obtainable equipment used.

One of Our New Buildings.
Air Conditioned the Year Round.

PPP

A. Sanabria

"

"'Tr"

FREE PRE- ENTRANCE COURSE

A Short Home Study Television Course is
available to qualified war veterans who
are considering residence training. This
course is free of any charge or obligation. Your success with it will help you
to learn your own abilities in television.
It will also aid us greatly in qualifying
you for residence training. Your acceptance of the Home Study course in no
way obligates you to enter out residence
school. So we urge you to :ake advantage at once of the very unusual oppor-

tunity it offers.

Approved for Veteran Training Under

G.
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American Television, Inc.
5050 BROADWAY

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS
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American Television, Inc., Dept. of Information
5050 Broadway, Chicago 40, Illinois
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That's Why the Mallory Vibrator Makes the Best Replacement
More Mallory vibrators are in use today than all other makes

combined. In the field of auto radio alone, four sets out of every
five carry Mallory vibrators as original equipment. Why?

Because Mallory is the world's largest producer of vibrators -has

learned the "hard way" how to make vibrators. Because Mallory

Mallory Has the Most
Complete Vibrator Line
The

12 basic

vibrators illustrated

above answer 90% of your
replacement requirements. But
Mallory offers 50 vibrators in all
so that every need can be instantly
met. The Mallory line is the
most complete in the business.

has introduced many vibrator "firsts"
50 improvements

... adheres

... has patented more than

to the strictest production stan-

dards in the vibrator industry.

These are good and sufficient reasons, too, why Mallory vibrators
make the best replacements. You can't do better, when you service
a set than to use a Mallory replacement.
See Your Mallory Distributor for a free copy
1917 Replacement Vibrator Guide
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Rep.

+,APPROVED PRECISION
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